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AB^RACr1

A STUDY OF THE EFFtaVENESS OF A CWUTER 
’EAmik AND LEARNING TOOL 

SCHML MAIHEMATTCS
WHEN USED AS A ' 

. IN HIGH
i
iby

Franklin Delano Ronan
V

1

Chairman: Finley Caipenter

Conducted in the De.arbom Public Schools, Dearborn, Michigan, ' 

the study was designed to determine if students who use a computer to, 

leam mathematics attain a higher level of achievement than otlier stu

dents of the same ability level who do not use a computer to leam 

mathematics.
I

Students in two algebra-trigonometry classes participated in 

the-study: 14 boys and 12 girls in the experimental group which used a 

computer ^ a teaching and learning tool; 14 boys and 11 girls in the 

control group which did not use a computer. All students were classified 

as- "middle ability," having been empirically, placed at that level by 

mathematics teachers based upon each student's^ prior achievemient in 
mathematics; but randomly scheduled into t^i^’”^TO groi^ by

Both the experimental group and control group were taught by 

Except for instruction and assignments in the ej^jeri- 

imental group involving the use of the computer terminals and the language

a computer.

the: sarnie teacher.

called BASIC, the course objectives;' methods, techniques, and instruc

tional materials were the same for both"groups.

’ used the computer in three iways:
The experimental group

Cl) as a computational tool; (2) 

"teaching" and learning tool; -and (3) exiierimentally.

as a

The study took one

i
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' .i 19-week senEster to 'complete.
Major"^nSj^gs: ■

1. After treatment involving (1)' algebraic review material and 

radicals in equations, (2) trigonometric functions and conrplex nunbers, 

and (3) circular functions and their inverses, there was no significant 

difference between the mean achievement of students who used a computer 

during'treatment and the mean achievement of students who did not use a 

.conputer during treatinent.

2. After treatment involving exponential functions and logar

ithms, students ivho used a conputer during treatment attained a signf-

■ ficantly hi^er level of achievement than students who did not use a 

conputer during treatment.

" 3. After treatment involving trigonometric identities and 

formulas, students who did not use a conputer during treatment attained 

a significantly higher level of achievement than students who used a 

conputer during treatment .■

4. The group of^students which used-a conputer to learn algebra- 

trigonometry showed significant growth during treatment in understanding 

mathematical concepts, development of mathei^tical skills, and lability

perfom mathematical problem-solving. ,

5. The group of students which did not use a conputer to learn 

algebra-trigonometry during treatment showed significant growth in under-

- standing mathematical concepts and ability to perform mathematical^ problem

solving, but no significant grovirth in development of mathematical skills .

6., During tlie semester's treatment, there was'no significant 

difference in growth between the ability of students who used a computer 

to apply mathematical concepts and, the ability of students who did not

Vto /

4
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use a -conputer to apply mathematical concepts. 
7. I)uinjig~^ie semester’s'treatment, there was a significant 

difference in groxrth betireen the mathematical skills developed by stu

dents \^ho used a conputer in algebra-trigonomstiy and the mathematical . 

skills developed by students who' did not vse a conputer in algebra- 

trigonometrj/; students who lased a conputer attained a significantly 

•higher level of achievement than those students who did not use a computer;

8. During the semester's treatment, there'Was no significant 

difference in growth betiveen the problem-solving ability of students who 

used a conputer and the problem-solving ability of students v/ho did not

use a conputer.

9. After the semester's treatment, there was a significant 

difference between the, logic and reasoning ability of students who used ' 

a conputer in algebra-trigoiiometiy and students who did not use a com-; 

puter in algebra-trigonometry; students who.used a conputer attained a- 

significmtiy hi-^er level of achievement than those students who did not

use a-conputer.

■ There is-wide'spread need for, revision and further develop- 

ment of instructional materials relevant to dpniJuter-assisted prbblem- 

solving in mathematics.

10.

<6
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

Introduction

No longer is "computer" a strange word used by. few .people.

With the role of the conputer assuming greater inportance in government, 

business, and education, even elementary school children are beginning 

to use the word with everyday regularity-. Today's youths are repeatedly 

hearing and seeing references to computers -via television and other 

For this reason, students are beginning to become' inquisitive 

about conputers; some even fascinated with them.

Because of the growing inportance of the computer in our' 

lives, it is becoming the responsibility of educational institutions, 

to introduce students to the use, potential, and limitations of the 

de-vice. Indeed, the day seems to be rapidly approachingT^en high 

school graduates will need knowledge and/or experience of computer tech-

“media.

niques to compete for'responsible jobs. Hence, in the 196/ report of 

the President's Science Advisory<■.Committee, it was urged that educa- ’ 

tional institutions greatly expand conputer hduca-tion.^' After exten-

ied:^ V..sive research and study, the committee conci
/

Educational institutions witllout' 1. access to conputers will

be offering inferior education. •

,2. Approximately 75 per cent of all U. S. college under-

1 . . ” . ■■ ■Report'of -the President's Science Advisory Committee, 
Conputers in Hi^er Education, The IVhite House, Washington,. D. C., 
^bruary, 1967.

^Ibid., pp. 4-6.
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graduates in 1965 were enrolled in courses in which a confiuter would 

have been very 'dsf&l^yet less than 5 per 

adequate access to conputers.

3.. Students in the 1970's will need a.basic understanding of 

conputers even if they do not work directly with them. -

4. Conputers should be miversal in high schools as well as

cent of the students had

colleges.

5. Graduates unable to work with computer problem-solving 

■ techniques will be at a disadvantage in many fields.

During the last five years (1966-1970) several school systems 

have introduced electronic data processing into their vocational cur

ricula. Thvis, many students have the opportunity to study the major 

concepts involved in this relatively new field by using the equipment 

and/or through computer programming languages which are offered.

Re'ceg.tly, electronic data processing has also become the object of study 

in- several academic disciplines; that is, teaching units have been 

developed ^diich emphasize the inpact of the computer on society. Of 

course, conputers have been used in school systems to pro-\n.de business 

and administrative services, such as financial reports and student 

scheduling, for almost a decade. While i^ ^

the seiidces rendered are well established and relatively well-understood. 

Ihe application not well understood, mostly because its content and tech

nology are in the development stage, is the use of a conputer to assist 

instruction.

are-still necessary.o-vemen

Like a textbook or mo-vie projector, the conputer--when used 

in an instructional rather than vocational manner--is a tool tha^ can 

be used ^dien a teacher and/or student feels the need for its assistance.
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Thus, computer-assisted instruction (CM) refers to the use that a,per
son makes of a'cOTput^--usually throu^i a terminal device such as a 

teletypeA^^riter--to help - individualize and improve the learning process.

CM can be utilized in more than one mode. In this respect, 

it is interesting to note that there is disagreement concerning the 

number and nature of the "modes." Some people argue that CM'consists 

of only three: (1) drill and practice, (2) simulation and gaming, and 

(3) tutorial. They tend to think of (M as the utilization of a pro

grammed learning machine. Most leaders in the field, however,, such as 

Jerman,^ Stolurow,^ Suppes,^ and Zinn,^ are beginning to interpret CM 

in a broader sense. In addition to the modes which enphasize programmed 

learning, they include (4) retrieval (or inquiry), (5) problem-solving,
•i

and even .a.fgw other modes not as well knovm. As Zinn points out:

"CriterrarUSed for classification according to 
the various schemes put forth in published writing 
ha-ve not been clearly expressed. However, the under
lying assimptions from which the categories have been . 
derived should be more interesting than the total of 
the classification sdiemes,"^

Accordingly, Zinn proposes six dimensions which underlie -the "modes":

■\lax Jerman, "Promising Developments in Computer-Assisted 
Instruction," Educational Teclmology,IX (|ku|ust, 1969), pp. 10-18.

■ 4 ^ ^ ^ (
Lawrence M. Stolurow, Computer*Assisted Instruction,

(Detroit: American Data Processing, Inc., 1968), pp. 11-28.

'Some Perspectives on 
Computer-Assisted Instruction," Educational Media, I (July-August, 
1969), pp. 4-7. ~

^Nfax. Jerman and Patrick Suppes,

6 - ■Karl Zinn, "Jnstructional Uses of Interactive Computer 
Systems," Datamation, XIV (September, 1968), pp. 22-27. ^

^Kari L. Zinn, "An Evaluative Review of Uses of Computers in 
Instruction," Project CLUE (Computer Learning Ihder Evaluation), U. S. 
Department of Heal-th, Education “and Welfare, Project No. 8-0509, I 
(Etecember, 1970), Appendix D, p. 9.
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(1) prograin or leaijier control; (2) diagnosis and prescription;
(3) variety o£''Tmrt^ns available to the user; (4) type of interaction; 

(.5) role of the conputer for the individual serviced; and (6) "natural- 

- ness" of the communication between learner and system. In describing 

the relationship between these six dimensions and the modes of CAI, Zinn 

states that the "dimensions can be viewed as defining a space pr domain 

of conputer use, and the modes usually mentioned as sinple categories 

are more appropriately described as filling some part nf the space.

Althou^ the study described in this dissertation is an 

investigation of the effectiveness of the problem-solving mode of CAI 

in mathematics., a brief explanation of the other major modes is included

i

so that the differences can be realized and better understood.
■ 9Drill and Practice. The CAI mode most commonly utilized in 

elementary school programs is that generally kno™ as "drill and prac

tice." This mode is often used in solving quantitative and qualitative 

problems, such as those in ma|:^matics or in language drill and analysis. 

The main purpose of drill and practice is development and master)’ of a 

learning task. Utilization of this mode is best for rote practice 

subject-matter; for example, arithmetic and foreign languages.; In 

order for the student to use this CAI

•es-

it isjnecessary for the com

puter to be programmed to process the specific drill and practice 

materials selected or developed by the teacher--and which, in the 

teacher's opinion, the student needs to help meet course objectives.

In-using the drill and practice mode, it is possible for the conputer

^Ibld., p. 10.
g
Stolurovtf, op■ cit., pp. 14-15.
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to accumulateabout each student's performance so that the 

teacher can have a better understanding of the way in which the student 

is progressing in particular skill or concept development.

Simulation and Gaming. The purpose of simulation and gaming 

is to encourage students to develop their o\m ways, strategies, and/or 

styles of learning. In simulating an experience, the teacher formulates 

a model of some real or idealized situation (such as a physics experi- 

nent or the managment of a company). The conplex relationships among

the variables which represent the situation are aspects that the student

In fact, the student is affordedis expected to-learn and interpret, 

the opportunity to recognize critical conditions and make decisions

■that either increase the likelihood of particular outcomes, or decrease

Thus, this mode of CAI provides the learner

mth a chance to amass a great deal of experience in a short period of
1 ^ ^

time, and allows him the opportunity to practice skills such as problegv

the likelihood of others.

analysis, inference, and decision-making which resemble those that may

In contrast to simulation, whichbe encountered when employed-on a job. 

attempts to depict a real or idealized situation, gaming is not intended

represent a realistic condition or int^ersona! interaction.

Tutorial. Use of the tutoi^l*mode ok CAI again necessitates 

the teacher taking responsibility for the student's instruction. The

to

logic of the process must be formalized in detail by the teacher, often 

with -the help of a. conputer programer, then entered into, the- conputer 

Alternative ways for formalizing the logic are necessary sosystem.

10Ibid., pp. 16-17. 

^^Ibid., pp. 18-20.
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that the process does not. ihply a.rigid pre-determination of instructional 
Thusf^th^teacher can determine the kind of relationships 

idiich occur during the instructional experience. Through the use of a

sequences.

terminal, such as a teletypewriter, a student is presented 

information which he must analyze, synthesize, and evaluate before
a segment of

responding. Mien the student does respond through the use of the ter

minal, he is branched to the next question, tract, concept, or whatever.
based i^on liis previous

Retrieval (or Inquiryl.

response.

When a student seeks to retrieve 

information from a conputer, he asks questions of the system--usually 

through the^use of a computer terminal device. In tum,^ the computer
via the teiminal, provides the student with the answer(s) 

in its files.
it has stored

Of course, this mode of CAI necessitates that the teacher

either gets material into the conputer system so that the information
IS retrievable, or he works with a knowledgeable programmer to accom
plish the- task for him. lienee, a student can ask for any information

and/or its relationship which is in the information bank.

Problem-solving. Using a computer in the problem-solving mode 

can relieve a student of much of the time-ednsuming task of massaging 
information; instead, he can spend his ti^fe^oncent'^ting upon the pro

cedure or nethod necessary to solve a problem. Most people agree that
little IS acconplished if a student spends a great deal of time repeating 

a learning task he has already mastered, sudi as addition or subtraction. ' 

Of far greater value is the method'vdiich might adopt to treat data 

according to a series of steps. Hence', this mode provides a student

one

12 Ibid.. pp. 15-16.
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with additional time,to concentrate upon developing processes and •- 

procedures.

Most unique in the problem-solving mode of CAI is the oppor

tunity it affords students to '‘teach" the computer. If it is true that 

one of the best X'lays to learn and understand the content of . a course is

by teaching the subject-matter itself--which most people agree--then 

this mode of CAI allows students that rare opportunity to learn by 

teaching. For exanple, a student can be given a particular mathematics 

problem, the correct programming of which would help to demonstrate his 

.knovifledge and understanding of a mathematical concept. Accordingly, 

programming a computer is similar to teaching others how to solve a 

problem. , The computer, in a sense, plays the role of a person who the 

student must teadi. An important difference, hovrever, is' that the com

puter does not permit the student to ,do a poor job of teaching. The 

student must analyze the problem by recognizing the basic mathematical 

concepts; then he must follow the necessary sequence to derive the 

correct answer. To acconplish this task, the student can use various? 

approaches. However, if any logic or arithmetic errors are made, they 

are readily noted in the form of a diagnos&c message to .the student on 
the printout. A sample printout can fce^md in ^pendix A of this 

report. Richardson describes the experience accordingly:

"The computer serves as a 'mathematics lab
oratory,' permitting the student to write logical 
and conputational procedures in a suitable algor
ithmic language, and to demonstrate their operation.
In such a leaniing process, the student does not 
need to know anything about the internal workings’

13Altoona. Area School .District, "Computer Related Programs 
for Algebra,II," Altoona, Pennsylvania, 1968, p. 1.
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of the compu^r; all that is needed is the algor
ithmic . In this way, the coii|)uter gives
the student a more intimate feeling for mathematics 
and will influence his approach to problem-solving 
in ^neral. It also provides the teacher with a 
means for demonstrating the more difficult mathe- 
mathical concepts, so that the student may grasp 
them more easily."14

Especially noteworthy in this "teaching" process is the 

opportunity the conputer affords students to be creative, thereby 

helping the teacher to individualize instruction. The problem-solving

process, when applied to conputer programming, usually consists of the 

following steps

1. Definition of the problem to be solved

2. Analysis of the problem

3. Development, of a computer program

4. Input of the program into the conputer

5. Execution of the program idth test data

6. Interpretation of the trial execution

'7. Corrections ^d revisions of the program

8. Documentation of the problem-solving procedure

Adherence to the above procedure, by one that is simila:r, 
provicfes the student with a basic guidelinet^l-et alt 

flexibility and opportunity to be creative. Depending upon the nature 

of the assignment given-by the teacher, a student might deviate from , 

the suggested procedure. For example, steps four and five might be

s him considerable.JfW,

14Jesse 0. Richardson, "Computer-Assisted Mathematics," 
Cdnputer Research Project H-212, Massachusetts Department of Education, 
p.-^e.

15Computer-oriented Mathematics Committee, Computer Facilities ■ 
for Mathematics Instruction .Gfashington, D. C.: ^ National Council of 
Teachers of Matiiematics, Inc. ,* 1969) , pp. 6-7.
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\Vhen conputers beconie„.combined; or step^^sgjj^ might not be necessary, 

more interactive, even the order of the steps may change.

Some people argue, that conputer-assisted problem-solving will 

provide students with the opportunity for a greater appreciation of 

mathematical concepts, such as limits and convergence, by processing 

computer programs that perform these functions.Indeed, it is a • 

known fact that, within a few minutes, students can test the convergence 

properties of a large number of examples and compare the results with 

the, theory they learned in class. Without the use of a computer, the 

computations alone for this work would take an entire week of class 

time.

Regardless of the mode of CAI which one mi^t choose to 

utilize, change and/or mrodification to the existing curriculimn is not 

necessary to take advantage of the computer. Accordingly, many educa

tors believe that a well-developed, modem curriculum should not 

necessarily be changed to permit the use of a computer as a teaching 

or learning tool. They contend that it'might be better if a coiputer

were used to help attain those objectives ^ready deemed relevant and/or 

necessary to meet student needs. \ -Others the^ contrary, saying that
the. computer' is becoming so much a part '^everyddy living" that it 

should be an object of instruction; and therefore included in the stated 

objectives of curricula.

Description of the. Study

Little is kncnVn of the effect of computer-assisted problem- 
solving on student learning beha^or. The lack-of researdi, which has

16Richardson, op. cit.,. pp. 6-7.
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SO often been cited,'suggests the need for studies such as the one 

reported in this -discussion.

Identification of the specific problem in this study can be 

stated in the form of a sinple question: What effect on student learning 

behavior does the use of a computer have when used as a teaching and 

learning tool in high school algebra-trigonometry?
. i ‘ V

Students in tivo algebra;trigonometjy classes participated in 

the investigation--26 students in the-experimental groi^; 25 students 

in the control group. All students viio participated were of "middle 

ability" level, havin.g been enpirically placed at that level by mathe

matics teachers based upon each student's prior achievement in mathe

matics; but randomly scheduled into the two groups by a conputer.

Both groups of students were taught.by the same person, a 

teacher with considerable experience in mathematics and computer- 

assisted problem-solving. Except for instruction and assignments in 

the experimental group relevant to the computer language called BASIC 

(Beginner's All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) and-the use of the

teletypewriter terminals necessary to communicate with the conputer, the 

objectives, methods, techniques, and'Instructional jnaterials

al group used a

course

were the same for both groups.. Thus, 

computer as an instructional tool to learn algebra-trigonometry; the

control groip did not.

It was not economically feasible for students in the experi- 

, mental group to use a computer owned or leased by the school district. 

Instead a commercial, time-shared computer-system was used.^ A time- 

shared system periidts many people to communicate simultaneously with 

the computer, using remote terminals and regular telephone lines on a
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dial-ijp'basis< With this system, students in the experimental group 
sit''at^^rem^te

teletypevrriter stations to v/rite, submit, 

and debug programs. To accon^ilish this, the user and the computer. 

needed to converse in a conputer language \diich was easily understood 

by an inexperienced user." Several languages such as APL, BASIC, and

were able to

CAL (See Chapter II.) have been developed recently for this purpose. 

Because of its sinplicity and easy adaptation to mathematics, BASIC 

was selected as the language to use with the experimental group in this • 

study. The language was initially designed for people who had no pre- 

’ vious knavledge of conputers as well as for those more expert.

The study reported in this dissertation took one 19-week 

semester to conplete. Although most utilization of the conputer ter

minals was in the mathematics workroom or the hallway adjacent to the 

classroom, a telephone line was installed in the classroom to allow the 

teacher the opportunity to use a single terminal for teaching and demon

stration purposes.

The senior high school mathematics .curriculum in the Dearborn 

Public Schools (Dearbomi, Michigan), where the study took place, is a

well organized, innovative curriculum which is the result of the .'e^auS-

over a^ong perio(^of time.J.work of many teachers and administrat^b|:^

Changes in the curriculum are continually being made to incorporate the 

most up-to-date .programs, methods, and techniques ^^ilen it is felt thdt 

such changes will help to better meet the needs of local students. For 

example, in the case of utilizing a'conputer to teach mathematics, it 

was decided to install one conputer tefininal in each of the school sys- 

tern's three high schools on^an exiierimental basis in September, 1969. 

HoviFever, several of the people involved in the project were some;diat

tive
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apprehensive; they were concerned that there would not be enough time 

during the semester to teach the required material and still utilize the 

conputer as a teaching and learning tool. Thus, a control group/experimental 

group study was conducted by the writer to ansi>rer the point, in doubt; 

and to identify related benefits and problems concerning .the use of a 

conputer terminal in an instructional environment. The results of the 

stucfy showed that students who lase a coirputer to learn mathematics need 

less time than "other" students for drill problems to reinforce diffi- 

cult concepts; apparently because the problems are analyzed so thoroughly 

before developing an algorithm. Hence, in spite of the time used to 

leam a conputer language and utilize appropriate equipment, the "conputer 

grorp" was able to receive instruction concerning all the required mate

rial since less time was needed for the tedious calculations experienced

by the "non-conputer group." In a similar study, the Altoona (Pennsylvania)
1 7

Results such as theseArea Public Schoo^ reached the same conclusion, 
encouraged the sturdy reported in this dissertation.

Upon hearing of the pilot program conducted during the 1969 

fall seiTESter and the intention of the wnriter to investigate the effec-

tiveness of the computer as a teaching and gaming tool in hi^ school
m^^y^vplun-^red to support the 

research by installing two additional terminals, free of all financial 

charges or other coim'dtments, in the hi^ school where the study would 

be conducted. The offer was graciously accepted. Thus, in conducting 

the investigation reported in this dissertation, three conputer terminals

mathematics, a computer time-sharing co:

^^Albert E. Hickey, ed., Computer-Assisted Instruction: A 
Survey of the Literature, Tedmical. Report No. &, Office of Naval 
Research Contract' CNewbur>port, Massachusetts: ENTELEK, Inc., 1968), 
P-40. ,
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utilized;'and lie curricular strategy adopted called for the 
identification'of'tii^ aims and objectives within the existing algebra- 

trigonoTiBtry curriculum of the Dearborn Public Schools where a conputer 

could best be used to iitprove student learning behavior.

were

Importance of the Study

Interest in; pursuing the project was stimulated by the lack 

of research in the field and the widespread enthusiasm as well as criti

cism of many people who argue the worth of using a computer as a teaching 

and learning tool--in other disciplines as well as mathematics. Hence, 

in the interest of providing tiie best possible learning environment for 

pupils, the following null hypotheses were tested in the study:

1. Prior to treatment, there is no significant difference in 

achievement betoreen the experimental group and control group when mea

sured by test instruments in the folloiving areas: intelligence quotient; 

reading vocabulary; reading comprehension; mathematical concepts; math

ematical skills; mathematical problem-solving.

2. When measured by teacher-constructed post-unit tests that

exclude reference to computers, computer languages, coirputer programming,
\ ■ '

and other areas of computer knowledge, the;^ is nc^ignificant differ-
■ f {

ence in achievement between the experimental grouiD which used a digital, 

time-shared, electronic con^uter to learn mathematics and the control 

group which did not use a con^uter to learn mathematics.

3. When tested by a te.adier-constructed post-treatment instru

ment measuring ability to understand.and apply mathematical concepts, 

there is no significant difference in achievement between the experi

mental group ’idiidi used a digital, time-shared, electronic conputer to

%
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. leain mathematics arid the control group wJiich did not use a computer 
to learn mathemaXi^^

4. When tested by a standarized post-treatment instrument 

measuring level o£ mathematical skills, there is no si^ificant differ

ence in achievement between the experimental group Avhich used a digital, 

time-shared, electronic computer to learn mathematics and the control 

group idiich did not use a ton^uter, to learn mathematics .

5. When tested by a standarized post-treatment instrument 

measuring mathematical problem-solving ability, there is no si^ificant 

difference in achievement between the experimental group which used a 

digital, time-shared, electronic computer to learn mathematics and the 

control group which did not use a computer to leam mathematics.

6. When tested by a teacher-constructed post-treatment instru

ment- measuring logic and reasoning ability, there is no significant dif

ference in achievement between the experimental group which used a digital, 

time-shared, electronic coiqjuter to leam mathematics and the control 

group which did not use a computer td^leam mathematics.

7. When measured by an investigator-constructed opinion instru

ment-, there is no significant difference beipveen the early-treatment
(J ■

^opinions of the experimental group rele\^^to thepise of a digital, 

time-shared, electronic conputer to leam mathematics and the group's 

, ppst-treatment opinions concerning the use of the computer to learn 

mathematics.

Hence, the major purpose of the study was to determine if 

students who use a conputer to leam "mathematics would attain a higher 

le-vel of achievement than other students of the same ability level who 

' ' do not use a computer to leam mathematics. Achievement was identified
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by administering test instruments in the following areas:

Post-unit

-- Algebraic Review Material and Radicals in Equations. 

-- Ejiponential Functions and Logarithms 

-- Trigonometric Functions and Con^Jlex Numbers 

-- Trigonometric Identities and Formulas 

-- Circular Functions and Their Inverses

Post-treatment

-- Mathematical Concepts 

-- Mathematical Skills 

-- Mathematical Problem-solving 

-- Logic and Reasoning

Since the opinion of students regarding such experience is also a con

cern to many educators, it too was included as an important facet in 

the investigation.

If supportive conclusions are reported from this study and 

other similar investigations, there is some justification for the cost 

ofcoinputer resources for such teaching and learning. Indeed, there 

will also be reason to examine alternative njeans of introducing! the 

technique or process. s-%lr
Instructional Techniques Used

The instructional materials that a teacher might use to incle

ment- a ccnputer as a medium of teaching and learning are limited. The 

fell? materials tliat are available were prepared to meet course objectives 

other than those of tlie Dearborn Pijblic Schools- where the study took 

■ place. Hence, it was necessary to adapt or develop appropriate materials
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to neet Dearborn's objectives. These revised and ne\'fly developed mate
rials were lised^^byr'fli^teacher when utilizing the cojiputer as a teaching 

and learning tool to teach the BASIC language; to demonstrate the use 

of the conputer,terminals; to illustrate the computer's problem-solving 

capability; and to introduce students to strategies and procedures they, 

might use to "teach" the conputer.

Students in the .experimental group worked directly with three 

teletypewriter terminals, too of \diich were connected throu^ private ■ 

telephone lines to a large-scale, digital conputer located approximately 

15: miles aivay. The students typed numerals, letters, and symbols found

on-the keyboard to solve mathematical problems and "teach" the conputer 

that vhidi they learned in class. When desired, ^changes in method or 

procedure were made immediately by the students with a direct type-in

on the keyboard, without lengthy manipulations of punched cards. When 

on-line, errors in "teaching" were indicated by the conputer as soon as 

they occurred; and the student was assisted in making corrections by

Thus, using the BASICthe diagnostic comments typed on the printout.

language, students: (1) wrote their problem-sol-ving programs on note-
\

book paper in "long-hand"; C2j punched the ^^rogram off-line into paper

tape -via one of the computer terminals; C^l^siibmitte^ the paper tape
■ . ■ ' r f '

on-"line‘to the conputer through the tape reader; (4) received a print

out', of the program and its problem-solving application; and if necessary, 

(53 analyzed and debugged the program for another "run" if the conputer

indicated that a "teaching" mistake had been made.

> Utilization of the conputer jvas not limited to assignments

18Richardson, op. cit., pp. 5-6.
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that required "teaching" the conpiiter. Problems were also assigned 

which allowed studdhts^e opportunity to use the computer as a com- 

putational tool. In addition, time was provided before and after school 

hours and during the itach and study periods so that students could 

"experiment" with the conputer.

Except for instructional demonstrations, most student programs

I

were punched into»paper tape in the mathematics workroom or the hallway

Use of the terminal devices in the 'Classroomadjacent to the classroom.

. was too noisy and disruptive for other pupils not using the terminals.

Hence, each student was allowed to leave the classroom to punch his 

program. After the program was punched, the pupil returned to the 

classroom so that another student could leave to work at one of the 

three terminals. tVhen all students had pmched their programs, the 

same rotating procedure was used to stibmit programs on-line to the com

puter. Mien working on-line, students were allowed to respond immediately 

to:diagnostic messages in attempting to debug their strategies rather 

than wait to do so off-line. On those days when the rotating procedure

was: utilized, the teacher used the opportunity to work individually
\

with other students remaining in class. Since the entire process .might 

have taken the experimental group several da)« to cbwlete, students 

were encouraged to use the terminals before and after the regular 

sehbbl day as well as during the lunch and study periods; thus it was
•i

not necessary to use "too mucli" classroom time. '

Limit ations of the Study

Like most educational research, the study described in this 

report is not without limitations'. For example,- althou^ the commercial
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market is finally beiginning to show sbme evidence of the development of- 

coiUJUter-assistedspriSBl^-solving materials, the selection is still 

quite limited and narrow in scope. Consequently, the instructional 

materials adapted and devised specifically for this study reflect this 

widespread need. Too, several existing materials lack thorough develop

ment and refinement; some even need major revision. Equally important, 

many of these materials must still be tested imder rigid conditions for 

validity and reliability.

Because "above average" students participated in the investi

gation, the results of the study miglit be meaningful to more people if 

the particpants had possessed "average" intelligence--if they generally

However, students withachieved in accordance with "average" levels, 

average academic competency seldom elect courses like algebra-trigonometry.

The experimental san^le included a total of 51 students. 

Involvement.of more participants would have allowed statistical analysis 

relevant to socio-economic background, grade level, gender, instructional 

materials and strategies, group size, motivation, and conputer languageCs).

■ Only three conputer terminals were used in the study because
\

■die investigator believes that three terminals, in terms of cost,: is a

realistic number for a school to possess atr^J^is point in time.
' —> O j* /

vdiat effect might more terminals, or fewer, have upon the development 

of, student learning behavior?

Hoii/ever,
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE REUTED LITERATURE AND STATE-OF-THE-^ART

Conputers have been utilized in educational institutions for 

more than a decade, yet their use to assist instruction is still con

sidered ejperimental. Although the literature describes several ways

or irodes that the conputer can be used to assist instruction, the study

the problem-solving mode".described in this report involves only one:

Hence, review of tlie related literature in this chapter is limited to

the mode of computer-assisted instruction (CAI) utilized in this study.

The Problem-Solving Mode of CAI

Of the several modes of CAI which one might lose, the one most 

widespread in mathematics is that described as conputer-assisted problem

solving. The popularity of this mode of CAI appears to be a natural 

out-growth of the way that the conputer was first used by the scientific 

community. Hatfield describes the scene accordingly:

". . .to accept, process, and print output to a 
program which makes use of the machine's capability to 
store and access large data base's, make quantitative , 
decisions, and perform detailed computations, all at i •• '
very gi'eat speeds."!
Utilization of the problem-soling mode |)rovides the user

with the opportunity to maintain control"ysf the conputer as an instruc- 

Ihlike other modes of CAI, the conputer is not used totional'tool.

generate pre-programmed material or lessons; rather, it is the task of

the user to write the program. To do so, he must separate his problem

^Larry L. Hatfield, "Conputers in Mathematics Instruction," 
A Paper Presented to the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics 
Annual-Meeting, April, 1969, p.3.

19
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into sinple elements. As a result of this exercise, the user has the 

opportunity to Sev^^I^Ngeneralized problem-solving skills--or shaipen 

his algorithmic thinking.- Throu^ the con^Juter terminal, the learner

literally uses the conputer as a tool, 'an, extension of himself, the 

sane way that he would use a slide-rule;^ If the learner is on-line 

wi-th the computer, he receives an immediate reply to his logic in the

form of a diagnostic message. When such feedback is in the-form of hard

copy, -the message(s) can be used as an object of instruction with the 

teacher. Thus, by using the conputer in the prbblem-sol-ving mode of 

CAI, the user is relieved of much of the time-consuming task of repeating 

skills already mastered, such as addition and subtraction; instead.

he can use -the time to concentrate upon developing the procedure or 

method, necessary to solve a problem. Even more inportant, the user is 

afforded an opportunity to "teach" the conputer by writing programs to

solve mathematical or scientific problems.

r
Impoftmce of Conputer Time-Sharing

The advent of conputer time-sharing during the 1960's greatly 

enhanced the lose of computer-assisted problem-solving. A time-shared
I V

\ • ’ ’conputer allows many people to* communicate si|iultaneously with the 

conputer, using remote terminals and reguf^^telephciie lines on a dial-

ip basis.. With this system,- users can sit at remote teletypewiters or

video stations to develop, run, and debug programs while on-line to the 

conputer. The conputer facility itself may be just a few yards from the 

terminal stations; or it may be as far away as several thousand miles.

..Dudley L. Post, ed., The Use of Computers in Secondary 
School Mathematics (Newburyport, Massachusetts:
1970) , p. ,128 .

■BNIELEK Incorporated,
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Ihe -'concept of computer time-sharing is based cm the principle 

that there is enoy^t-c^pacity in a conputer system for multiple users, 

as long as eacfi temtiinal station is active only a small fraction of the 

time. Spencer (describes the process:

"Each user of a time-sharing system has the 
illusion that he is -the only person using the system;
Each -user can run his program on-line 'as he would 
with a conventional conputer. Hoi^ does a time
sharing computer system take care of several users 
simultaneously? Eadi one has control over the 
conputer for a specified quantum of time. The 
computer picJcs up orders from one user, works on 
his problem, say for 1/20 of a second, and stores 
the partial answer. It then moves to the. next 
user, receives his orders, works on the second 
problem for 1/20 of a second, and moves to the 
tliird user, e-tc, ^Vhen a problem is conpleted," 
the answer is printed on the user's console. The 
computer system acconplishes this work so fast 
that the user feels the system is working for him 
full-time."3

The first general-purpose time-shared computer system, called 

the Conpatible Time-Sharing System (CTSS), was developed for an Inter

national Business Madiines' (IBM) 709 conputer in 1961 at the Massa- 

(diusetts Institute of Technology Conputation Center. A year later, the

conpany of Bolt Beranek and Neman (BBN) developed a time-sharing system
V 4

for Digital Equipment Corporation's PDP-1 cd^uter.

By 1963 the conputer time-sharin^^ield li^^an to mushroom.

RAND Corporation ip California announced me JOHNNIAC Open Shop System 

(JOSS); tlie Department of Electrical Engineering at Massachusetts 

Institute of Technology (MT) developed a’three-terminal time-sharing

\lonald D. Spencer, A Guide to BASIC Programming: A Time
sharing Language (Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley Publishing 
Conpany, 1970), p. 1. . -

^Ibid., p. 5.
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system on a PDP-1 conputer; Adams Associates, Incoiporated, a software, 

conpany, announ-cedr^i^i^t-temiinal system using a PDP-4 conputer; and 

System -Development Corporation (SDC) introduced a system that could 

accommodate 20 to 39 terminals, using an IBM Q-32 conputer. By late 

. 1963; Project Matiple Access Conputer (MAC), sometimes called the

granddaddy of all large time-sharing systems, was demonstrated on an 

IBM 7094 conputer system. Originally servicing 160 terminals at various - 

locations on the MTT canpus, the project noi^ utilizes a General Electric 

(GE) 645 conputer which can accommodate 500 terminals, 150 to 200 simul
taneously on-line.^

J

Since Project MAC was initiated in late 1963, many universities, 

conputer manufacturers, and conpanies have inplemented large time-sharing 

facilities and services which utilize other conputer systems. .A few of 

the better known time-sharing systems today are:

Burroughs B5500 System 

Control Data Corporation 3300 System 

Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-8/i 

Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-10 

General Electric 235 System 

General Electric 420 System 

■ General Electric 635 System 

Hewlett-Packard 2000A System 

Honeywell 1648 System 

IBM 360-50 System 

IBM 360-67 System

\
J,..u

/

. a#!-

^Ibid.. pp. 3-6.
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IBM 7044 System 

RCA'’S5ect^«. 70/46 System 

Scientific Data Systems 940/945 Systems 

Scientific Data Systems Sigma 5/7 Systems 

IJhivac 494 System ■

Ibi'^ac 1108 System

%

Importance of Problem-Solving Language

Since most time-sharing services are used to solve scientific 

and mathematical problems, they characteristically enploy a problem- 

solving computer language. Such languages as API, BASIC, or CAL make 

the problem-solving mode of instruction easy to inplement on a time-' 

shared computer system.

IVhen selecting a conputer language, several factors should be 

considered; these include: (1) the instructional strategies to be used;

(Z) the subject-matter to be taught; (3) the ability of students; (4) the 

ease of learning the language; [5) the ease of using the language;

(6) the equipment needed in the computer configuration to inplement the 

language; (7) 'tlie adequancy of its record keeping; and (8) the accumulated.
experience from other schools using the j^guage .^

Most problem-solving languagll Sre chal^acterized by an active
\

on-line interaction betwreen the user and the conputer; and most evaluate 

each typed statement immediately after it has been’ conpleted. All 

problem-solvii^g languages must include statements to perform standard 

conputations and commands, such as: (1) invert a matrix; (2) raise to 

an exponent; (3) take a square root; (4)’represent common functions

^Post, op. cit., pp. 16, 40.
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(log, sine, ^etc.)and C5) .the ability to create and use new functions.^ 

ProbOsjiPSo^ving languages are suitable for both individual 

problem-solving and classroom demonstration applications, 

are some of the most 

■with time-sharing systems:

The following 

popular problem-solving languages which are used

"APL (A Programming Language)' is a problem-solving 
language that operates on a variety of IBM computers 
including the 1130, 1500, and 360 systems. The selectric 
typewriter is the usml terminal losed. APL originated as 
a mathematical notation system in a book, A Programming 

■ Language, written by K. E.-Iverson and has"since become 
known as the "Iverson notation." It is a very concise 
notation that makes use of special keyboard characters 
to represent conplex mathematical operations with very 
few keystrokes. APL has the disadvantage of departing 
significantly from the standard high school mathematical 
notation found in textbooks. For exajiple, no hierarchy 
of arithmetic operations is observed. However, it has 
been successfully taught at the high school level, and 
it has many supporters who rate it highly.

'^ASIC IS a language ddeveloped at Dartmouth College 
for the GE-265 TSS Ctime-sharing system), and it has 
Since been made operational on many other computers, 
including the GE-600 series, SDS 940 TSS, HP-2000 TSS 
IBM 360 system, DEC PDP/8, and other types. It also is 
normally used with a teletype terminal. BASIC is the 
most widely available of all the problem-solving 
l^guages, primarily becaus.e of the success of commericaJL 

. time-sharing services that offer it. The number of - 
special projects involving the Use of BASIC and the 
abundance of related course material attest to its :■ • . 
popularity. i • -

"JOSS (JCHNNIAC Open-Shoisf|Bystem) the fore
runner of several special problem-solving languages 
including CAL., FOCAL, and TELCONF. JOSS x^as developed 
at the RAND Corporation on the J(3-INNIAC, one of the first 
digital conputers (now in the Smithsonian Institution), 
and has since been made to operate on an IBM 360. Its 
use has been primarily as an aid to scientists, with - 
very little application.at the high school level 
However, several of the more recent languages that 
closely resenble JOSS have been successsfully used .in 
high school and below, suggesting the importance of

■i

7
Post, op. cit.. pp.-52-53.

■
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this-pioneer effort. JOSS provides a range of 
capabilities from simple calculation to the most 
complejjJ^iitd^ of pro^amming. ^fost users acknowledge 
that JOSS and'.JOSS-like languages are somewhat more 
difficult to learn than BASIC, but in turn claim more 
freedom in their ability to program conplex problems.

s
"CAL is a problem-solving language developed at the 

Ifiiiversity-of California for the SDS 940 coiif)uter. Like 
most other problem-solving languages, it operates through 
a Teletype. CAL is similar to JOSS.

"FOCAL is another JOSS-like problem-solving 
language which was developed by Digital Equipment 
Corporation for their PDP/5 and PDP/8 line of 
conputers. This language has, been quite popular, 
especially in high schools, ^diere the relatively lov\r 
cost of the PDP/8S and PDP/8L computers havp made it 
possible for many schools to purchase one or more.
Like BASIC, course material at the high school level 
has been ^^^ritten for FOCAL.

"TELQM’, too, is a JOSS-like language. It was 
developed by Bolt Beranek and Ne™an for their time
sharing service. TELCCMP has been used experimentally 
at several grade levels and operates on a DEC PDP/7- 
PDP/8 system.

"QUIKTRAN is a problem-solving version of the 
FORTRAN language, originally developed by IBM as 
their entry in the time-sharing market. However, it 

. appears that IBM's other problem-solving languages,
APL and BASIC (CALL-360), have displaced QUIKTRAN, 
so its future is not clear.

Because of its simplicity and flexibility, BASIC (Beginner's 

ALL-puipose Symbolic Instruction Code) was sdiected as the language to. 

use with the experimental groip in this ' BASIpwas initially

designed for people who -had no previous kna^rledge of conputers, as wen 

as-for those, more expert.

The BASIC language was developed at Dartmouth College by

His objective was to'invent a conputer language so sinple

r:
j;. G. Kemeny.

8Post, op. cit., pp. 53-55.
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that "any""student could use a computer facility with a minimum of 

instruction 4iij;pTDg^amming. With BASIC, Dartirauth students actually 

^plied the poiver of a computer to real problems after only tivo hours 

of instruction, skipping the internal mechanics of the machine,®

There are, of course, many general-purpose languages. For 

exanple, RDRTRAN and COBOL -are id.dely used in business and industry; 

they are, however, more difficult to learn than BASIC, and do not signif- 

ficantly increase the problem-solving capability of the novice programmer. 

In fact, many advanced programmers prefer the simplicity of BASIC.

Computer-Assisted Problem-Solving in Mathematics

Although computer-assisted problem-solving is still relatively

new to secondary school education, the National Council of Teachers of 

Mathematics (NCTNO indicated its interest in using computers in mathe

matics instruction as early as 1963. The Council published two important 

booklets that year:

Teachers;and Report of the Conference 

and the Secondary School.

Computer-Oriented Mathematics. An Introduction for .

on Computer-Oriented Mathematics

Since these early publications, other articles

and booklets on the topic have been published by the Council indicating 

a-continued interest in the use
\

of computes in mathematics. For example.

9 ■?John G. Kemeny and Thomas E.^ Kurtz, " 
Science. CLXII COctober 11, 1968), p. 228.

Dartmouth Time-Sharing, ’'

10
„ , . Computer-oriented Mathematics Committee, Computer-Oriented
Mathematics. An Introduction for Teachers G'fashington',"D. C.':
Cbuncil of Teachers of Mathematics, Inc., 1963).
^ ^ ^^Coj^uter-oriented Mathematics Committee, Report of the 
£mference on Computer-Oriented Mathematics and the Secondary School

D- C.: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Inc. 
1903}. ’ ^

National
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the article "Conputers for School Mathematics"^^ was published in
Tlie jfatheinatics-<i:6agtey in May, 1965, stating in^Dortant guidelines for

those pursuing the use of conputers in mathematics instruction, 

the following four years, three additional publications provided further 

assistance to those - interested^ in the field:

Within

Computer Facilities for 

an Algorithmic Language 

Conputer-Assisted Instruction and the Teaching of

jfathematics. Instruction:^^ An Introduction to

(BASIC)

Mathematics.

By 1969, an entire issue of The Arithmetic Teacher was devoted 

to "CAI," and a new department entitled, 

was introduced in The Mathematics Teacher, 

also demonstrated their interest in the field:

Computer-Oriented Mathematics,

In the meantime, other groups

... one can find analogous activities being 
conducted by the Committee on bhdergraduate Programs 
m Mathematics of the Mathematical Association of 
America by the National Science Teachers Association 
and by the School Mathematics Study Group (S^6G) 
toe Minnemast curriculum projects. The Center for 
Research to College Instruction of Science and Mato- 
matics (CRICISAf^O Project at Florida State University 
IS developing a conputer oriented calculus curriculum

and

Because utilization of the conputer as an instructional tool
\

T.rrxT for School Mathematics)'
LVIII (May, 1965). .

4:^.^ nx 4.U Conptoer-oriented Mathematics Committee, Computer Facilities 
for^toematics Instruction (Washington, D. C. : NaUm^ Comtol of 
reacners of Mathematics, Inc., 1969). council o±

The Mathematics Teacher.
, /

ox, AT 9°nP“ter-oriented Mathematics Committee,
Mgorithmic Language (BASIC) (Washington. D. C.- 

, Teachers ot Mathematics, Inc., 1968)..
Teaching of

ot Mathematics, Inc., 1968). ’

M Introduction to
National Council of

___________ and the
National Council of Teachers

16Hatfield, op. cit.. p. 9.
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• is still fexperimejital, 'm^y contentions and conjectures have been made 

concerning its,.^v^iie^o instruction and learning, 

argues that students can use the conputer to more effectively learn those 

principles taught theoretically in class:

"I feel that the right attitude is to teach them 
the algorithms in principle and then the right way to 
do the algorithm in practice is to program it for a 
computer. Thus the conputer is being used in such a 
way as to force the student to explain the given algo
rithm to a computer. If a student succeeds in this, 
he will have a depth of understanding, of the problem 
which will be much greater than anything he has pre
viously experienced."17

Hoffinan believes that students have a greater understanding 

of solutions to problems when the problems are programmed for solution 

by the conputer. He contends that the conputer helps the teacher to 

attain objectives which were veiy difficult to attain without the 

conputer:

For exanple, Kemeny

. "In the experience which I have had along this 
' line, it has'been quite clear that studfents acquire 

astonishingly high insight into the mathematical 
problems which they have programmed for solution on 
a digital computer. It is easy to see why this 
should be so, as a conputer program must take into 
account all possible cases of a general nature . . .
To generalize, by using the conputer the student is 
forced to acquire insight into tl^ general algorithm,, 
the conditions under which it applies, arid the general ' 
class of problems to which a give^proce^re can be 
applied as Well as to those sp^a'a 'cases^o which 

, the general solution is not apMicable. ’’This is 
_^clearly \diat we have always been trying to teach 
'mathematics students, and contact with the computer 
makes it easier to acconplish the desired ends."18

17
John Kemeny, "The Role of Computers and Their Applications 

in the Teaching of Mathematics," Needed Research in Mathematics 
Education (New York: Coliyibia Teachers College Press, 1%6J, p. 113. •

^^alter Hoffman, "Conputer Mathematics--Secondary School 
or Higher Education?," Report of the Conference on Computer Oriented 
Mathematics and the Secondary School (Washington . D. cT: National 
Council of Teachers of ?^iathematics, 1963)', p. 20.
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Strachey, one o£ the pioneers of the first, electric computer, 

asserts that the--tlse^f computers in an educational environment allows 

teachers the opportunity to put greater emphasis ■ on the 'probleim-solving 

process, He believes tliat students benefit greatly from having algor

ithms diagnosed immediately; and especially tlie opportunity to correct 

their mistakes "on-the-spot:"

"in the early days of computer prograjmmiiig-- 
say 15 years ago--miathematicians used to think 
that by taking sufficient care they v/ould be able , ' 
to write programs'that were correct. Greatly to, . 
their surprise and chagrin, they found that this 
was not the case and that with rare exceptions the 
programs as written contained numerous errors . . .
The chief impact of this state of affairs is 
psychological • . .—The trouble, I think, is that , ,
so many educational processes put a higla premimum 
on getting the correct answer the first tiime. If 
you give the wrong answer to an exaimination question, 
you lose your mark and that is the end of the 
matter. If you make a mistake in writing your 
program--or, indeed, in many other situations in 
life outside a classroom--it is by no means a 
catastrophe; you do, however, have to find your 
error and put it ri^t. Maybe it would -be better 
if more academic teadiing adopted -this attitude 

■ also."19

The opinions of Kemeny, Hoffman, and Strachey suggest that 

computer-assisted problem-solving enhances, student learning beha\’ior.
They are not alone in this belief. Meservel^® Dom,^^ and others have 

made similar contentions. It now becomeU^challenge to those conducting 

serious research on the topic to cite factual conclusions concerning.

^^Christopher Strachey, "Systems Analysis and Programming," 
Scientific American, CCXV (September^ 1966), pp. 112-118.

^*^Bruce E. Nfeserve, "Evolttfeien-din College Mathematics," The 
Continuing Fevolution in Mathematics .QVashingtpn, D. C.: National 
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1968),- p. HS.

'The Computer: A Mathematics Laboratory," Journal of 
■Educational Data Processing, Special Issue (Spring, 1968), p. 79.

21,

•- t
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such theories; With conputer-assisted problem-solving becoming an 

integral part K^_jia3Tj\instructional programs, such research should soon 

be fortlicoming. In a recent survey commissioned by the National Science^ 

Foundation and conducted by American Institutes for Research (AIR), 12.9

percent of more than 23,000 secondary schools queried were fomd to

Of tliese, most are" usinguse con^uters for instructional programs, 

the problem-solving mode--with Dartmouth College and the" Altoona

(Pennsylvania) Area School District perhaps the most noted. ■

Dartmouth College embarked upon computer-assisted problem- 

sol-ving in 1964 when it acquired a General Electric-265 conputer system 

with the help of General"Electric (GE) and the National Science Founda- 

tion. By the fall of that year, a team of men led by Professors 

John Kemeny and Thomas Kurtz had increased the number of terminals inter

faced to tlie system to 20; and had written and introduced the problem

solving language called BASIC to Dartmouth students. Today, Dartmouth's 

Conputation Center is the focal point of a conplex time-sharing system

servicing several hundred terminals, including 25 hi^ schools in the 
24New England area.

i
The first K-12 school district in the country to operate its

\ ■ . ' ' '

cnvn full-scale, conputer time-sharing sysperf was tiie Altoona Area Public

Schools. Started in 1964 with the aid oTa federal grant, the system 

has now been expanded to serve 4,000 students in 16 dffferent schools

22 Charles A. Darby, Jr., Arthur L. Korotkin, and Tania Romashko, 
Survey of Computing Activities in Secondary Sdiools, National Science 
Foundation, Grant No. NSF-C584 (Washington, D. C.: American Institutes 
for Resear(±, October, 1970), p. 9.

^^eter^Carr, "Time-Sharing Offers*’a New Tool for General 
Teaching," Computertv"orld, IV (March 25, 1970), p. S/2.

24 Ibid.
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■ ' f 'across five central Pennsylvania counties. During a visit to Altoona 

in 1969, Dr. TliQijjas-H^slep, superintendent of the school district, told 

tliis writer that tlie con^uter is integrated as an instructional tool 

. into the school system's mathematics and science qarricula. He stated 

that tine: . liave been no drastic changes, however-, in course content or 

teaching personnel. Instead, instruction in the BASI-g language is incor

porated directly into the mthematics and science curricula. Beginning 

with grade eight, students learn just enough programming each year to 

assist them in solving problems given at that particular mathematics 

or science level. IVhen in high school, the Formula Translation (ForTran) 

language is also tau^t. In solving their problems, Altoona students 

do most of tlieir work outside the classroom. They are required to make 

an analysis of their problem, draw a floiif chart, and OTite a documented 

program in BASIC or ForTran. The program is tlien punched into paper 

tape at one of the remote teletypewriter terminals and transmitted to 

the coirputer.

\^en the conputer was first installed in the Altoona Area 

Public Schools in 1964, soire of the teachers conplained that there was

not enough time to teach all the required material and still introduce
\ ' ■ ■ - ' '

How^-^r, through actual exper
ience with a test groip, it was found tliUt *less time was necessaiy for 

drill iTOrk to reinforce difficult concepts; presumably because students 

had to analyze their problems completely beiFore developing an algorithm. 

Hence, more material was covered since less tine was necessary for

In addition, problems that were once bypassed 

because of their complexity and lengthiness, were now tackled with

In one of the few studies investigating the effectivensss of

a conputer problem-solving language.

tedious calculations.

success.
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f
conputer-as^isted problem-solving, jAltoona found that experimental 

groups whidi the BASIC language and conputer usage for

algebra problem-solving attained a higher level of learning than con

trol groups which did not experience such instruction--especially in 

arithmetic reasoning.'

A project somewhat similar to that of the Altoona Area Sdiool 

District was conducted by the ^^assachusetts Board of Education from 1965 

through 1967. The design of Project H-212,'.as it.was called, made use 

of the computer as the basis for a laboratory approach to the presentation ' 

of mathematics. Classroom instruction was'augmented,by student experi-- 

ments in devising and testing mathematical algoritlims on the conputer. 

Richardson lists the following questions which were identified for 

investigation in grades 6 tlirough 12 during the project:

1. How can a time-shared computer be prograiraiKd as a useful 

tool for teaching mathematics?

2. How can classroom teadiers be taught the necessar)" tech

niques to enable them to use this tool successfully?

3. How can multiple-user computer facilities be developed ,
1

on an economically feasible basis for school use?

4. HCT\r can the mathematics ci^rr|culum(^st be augmented to
f / 25

make effective use of the computer as a* tool for classroom instruction?*^^

Students participating in Project H-212 were taught to write 

conputer programs in the problem-solving language called 1ELCX)MP.

However, the primary goal of the, project was not to inpart facility

25Jesse 0. Richardson, Teaching Mathematics Throu^ the Use of ■ 
a Time-Shared Computer, U. S. Department of Health, Education and IVelfare, 
teport No. CRP-H-212 (Washington, D. C.: Office of Education, Bureau of 
Research, 1968), p. _1.
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in programming for its own'salce, but to exploit it for the presentation 

of - mathematical^i<tea^ throu^ classroom instruction and individual 

laboratory work. Project H-212 sou^t to show that teaching concepts 

related to Computing,. .programming, and information processing could be 

used to facilitate and enhance the presentation of standard school mathe

matical curricular material—including arithnetic, algebra,.and
f 2^

elementary calculus, 

concluded:

student

-As a result of the project, the following was

1. It is possible to construct programming languages of- great 

expressive power, yet so simple to learn that they can be effectively 

tau^t to elementary school children.

2. Children are easily motivated to wite programs at conputer 

This kind of mathematical activity is immensely enjoyable to

diildren generally, including those not in the top levels of mathematical 

ability. '

consoles.

3. Programming facilitates the acquisition of rigorous 

thinking and expression. Children impose the need for precision on 

themselves through attenpting to make the conputer understand and per

form their algorithjns.

4. A series of key mathematicalconcep^, such as variable,
$ * . i

equation, function, and algorithm, can'^be'presented with exceptional 

clarity in the context of programming.

' 5. The lise of a programming language effectively provides a 

working vocabulary, an experimental approach, and a set of experiences 

for discussing mathematics. Jlathematical discussion among high school

\

i ■

^^Ibid.
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students, relatively rare in the conventional classroom, was commonplace 

in this labora'tQ:^'“'5e^ting,

6. Conputers and programming languages can be readily used 

in either of two ways in the mathematics classroom:

--by individual students for independent study on extra

curricular problems or special projects.

-- as a laboratory facility to supplement regular classroom 

lecture and discussion work.

7. A third way of using computers and programming that might 

have radical implications for the presentation of mathematics was 

uncovered--the concept of teaching programming languages as a conceptual 

and operational framework for the teaching of mathematics.^^

Today's successor to Project H-212 is Project LOCAL (Labora

tory Program for Conputer-Assisted Learning). Initiated in June, 1967, 

to inprove secondary school instruction by using the conputer as a
4

teaching aid. Project LOCAL is a cooperative endeavor. Five toms in

Massachussetts participated in the project: Lexington, - Natick, Needham,

Wellesley, and Westwood. Originally funded under Title III of the Elemen-

tary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), lioCAL is now chartered in Massa-
\ ■ '

chusetts. as a tax-exenpt educational corpgri^iion. i_^e project's five PDP-8
? /

computers, which can accommodate over 3,5u0' students, provide services 

to more than 15 school systems in the Boston Metropolitan area. In '

addition, 200 teachers from the area have been trained in the techniques
7 Qof conputer-assisted problem-solving. ° The conputers are used for t\TO

27Ibid., p. 2.
28Robert N. Havan, "Project, LOCAL," Cunpublished paper, 

Westwoo'd, Massadiusetts, 1970), p. 1.
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main purposes:

l:. the achievement of mathematics and science

curriculimi objectives, especially in the areas, of problem-solving 

skills and attitude.

, 2^ To teach to the widest possible segment of the pupil popu

lation, a basic understanding of the conputer in its role as an inpor-
29tant element of modem society.

Related Enpirical Research

Two of the most coirprehensive research studies relevant to

and Hatfield. 31conputer-assisted problem-solving are those of Kieren 

Both studies stemmed from the two-year Computer-Assisted Mathematics 

Project, better known as CAMP, conducted at the Lhiversity of Minnesota 

School. Financed through a grant from the General Electric Founda

tion, CAMP was directed by David Johnson. The project was originated 

as a development and research program at grades 7, 9, and 11 to identify 

appropriate material in the existing mathematics''program that might be
" ■' 7

more effectively studied throu^ designing conputer p:|ograms. The grant

supported a single teletypewriter terminal and related'time-sharing
32

contracts over two years of work.
'k
i -
J. ^

J29,Ibid.
30Thomas E. Kieren, "The Conputer as a Teaching Aid for 

Elevenlii Grade Mathematics: A Comparison Study," (unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, liiiversity of Minnesota, 1968).

. 31

•r

Larry L. Hatfield, "Computer-Assisted Mathematics: An 
Investigation of the Effectiveness'of the Computer Used .as a Tool to 
Leam Mathematics," (unpublished PhJ). dissertation, liiiversity of 
Minnesota, 1969). '

32,Kieren, op. cit.
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Kieren^s two-yedr study involved eleventh grade mathematics ‘

36 students during the firststudents in thevJlMsF^foject:

stud^nts in the second-year. All participants were assigned either to 

the conputer group or the non-computer group’ for the study, 

difference in treatment bettveen the

year; 45

The main

two groups was that experimenttal 

learned much of their mathematics by writing BASIC programs 

concepts, and skills from the regular math-

participants 

which involved the problems, 

ematics course. In contrast, the control 

or study any related material.
group did not use the computer

During both years of the study, the

control group and experimental group were taught by the same teacher 

using the same text material--the Secondaiy Mathematics Study Group
CS^EG) Intermediate Mathematics, 

achievement were obtained during each of the
Various measures of mathematical

two experimental years, 

covariance analysis were applied to theseMethods of variance and
mea

sures to test hypotheses of no differences in group means after instruc

tion. In addition, the proportions of correct responses were examined 

Kieren reported onefor, 348 test items used during the second year, 

rejection out of eight of the null hypotheses of

during the first year. This rejection favored the 

class on

no treatment effects

mean of the computer 
the standardized Contenporaiy Mathfeiitics test. Advanced Level.

? f

\ ■

f
No. significant difference of treatment by previous achievement level
interaction were found for the eight 33tests.

according to tlie. means for the Unit Test 
^ct^ when the analysis invSTved the

and Unit Test on Functions scores ^ 
lates. Using the same eleven tests and the 
of variance procedure, Kieren rejected the

on Quadratic 
pretreatment 
as covar- 
analysis ' 

niill

33„.
Kieren, op- cit.
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hypothesis of no differences due -to treatment for 
the means of the Unit Test on Trigonometry and the 
COOP lyjgonQpstiy in favor of the regular class. As 
in the first year, the test of interaction^efealed 
no significant differences. However, an inspection 
of the cell means suggests that the con^juter seeired 
to be relatively more effective for students of 
average previous achievement."^^

- Kieren's study revealed that the null hypothesis of no dif-' 

ference in the proportion of students correctly responding to a test

item was rejected for 43 of the 348 items included. A thorough study ■ 
• /

of the items indicated that the conputer had little positive effect on 

siiple skills such as computation with conplex numbers and geometrical 

treatments of trigonometiy. In contrast, the computer "seems to make its 

strongest contributions in the areas of complex skills, organization of 

data and drawing conclusions therefrom, and the study of infinite
.,35\ processes.

In another tvro-year study similar to Kieren's, Hatfield worked 

with seventh grade students. The design and instructional procedures 

were analogous to those in Kieren's study. However, revisions of the 

srppleimentary materials and constructed tests were sufficiently extensive 

to require that each year be treated as a separate experiment. For pur
poses of analysis, each treatment was blocke^into three levels according 

to previous achievement on the STEP Mathernijtics 5A ^t. Malysis of 

variance was used to compare the main effects resulting from treatments

and differential effects of treatments across.previous achievement l^els. 

To: identify the particular contributions of each treatment, proportions

34
Hatfield, "Computei-s in Mathematics Instruction," op. cit.,

p. 17-.

35
Kieren, op. cit., pp. 127-128.
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of students respdidmg correctly to a test item were compared. 

describes the -resttlts^of the study:
Hatfield

During Year 1, the effect due to treatment as 
ireasured by group means was significant for only 
^umeration Systems) of the eleven criterion tests.

-iv favored the nonconputer treatment
vath the greatest difference in cell means occuring 
at the low previous achievement level. During this 
mitial unit, theconputer students also learned the 
^IC programming procedures which seemed to inter
fere with the concurrent study of numeration 
me equality of item proportions was tested for 266 
iten^. The proportions of correct responses in the 
control group was significantly greater on 22 items 
while on 19 items the

one

. conputer group was favored. . 
On 6 of the 8 significant "skill" items, the-control 
grotp was favored.

poraiy Mathematics Test and Thought Problems) of the 
SIX post-treatment tests. These significant dif
ferences air favored the conputer treatment. Compar- ■

means on these three tests revealed 
that the High and Average previous achievement computer 
groups were especially favored. The number theory unit 
w^ recognized as a particularly relevant setting for 
the use of the conputer. The enphasis of this unit 

-. on^exploration and_ inquiry with problems involving many 
laborious calculations. The orientation was to use the 
co^uter as a laboratory tool to explore a number of 

theoiy settings. The proportions 
. V-J. revealed that the cbnputer group scored 

significantly better on 25 items W^ile 13 items favored- 
the control group. The conputer group ivas significantly

10 of the 1^

was

The results of Kieren and Hatfield's studies do not support, 

computer-assisted problem-solving as the optimal instructional approach 

in all settings. Nevertheless, the studies do provide evidence that

^^Hatfield, "Computers i

Hatfield, "Computers i

in Mathenatics Instruction," op. cit..
p:- 18.

in Mathematics Instruction," op. cit.,pp. 18-19.
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seventh and'eleventh grade students can leam to program the conputer 

to leam mathejrigifeTGs^ Furthermore, in several particular settings, the 

computer-approach did result in significantly improved perfomnance.

Cost of Computer-Assisted Problem-Solving 

One of the major obstacles to inplementatibn of computer-assisted 

problem-solving in education is the high cost of computer time-sharing.

When considering such instruction, three distinct "hardware" 

should be considered: 

telephone.

costs

(1) the computer; (2) the termnal; and (3) the

The cost-of the computer can be either a variable charge, 

whereby the user need pay only for what he uses; or a flat rate for the 

month, offering the user unlimited service of the computer for one price. 

Utilization of the variable charge method involves a separate, distinct
expense for each of the following:

1. Terminal Connect Time--amount of time in minutes that the 

terminal is on-line to the computer, regardless of whether the 

is manipulating information or not.

2. Central Processing Unit (CPIT! Time-amount of time in sec-

computer

ends that the computer is in use manipulating or calculating iiiformation.

3. Storage--volume of informa|£|o^ that is saved in auxiliary 

files of the computer for future reference.

In imost cases, diarges for terminal connect time range from $3 

to $25 per hour; CPU time ranges from $.02 to $.08 per second; and

storage ranges from $1 to $3 per unit or program. Specific costs depend 

ipon the vendor, the user, and the volume of use. Fortunately,

^,^Post, op- cit.. pp. 69-83.

/
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educational users often receive, a discount, sometianes 

percent from cdnulierciM
as high as 50

use, some
vendors also offer a "sliding scale" charge to customers; Table 1 is an

rates. Depending upon the volume of

exanple.

TABLE 1 ’

A SAMPLE OF COMPUTER TIME-SHARING "SLIDING SCALE" RATES

DAYTIME RATES

For Connect Time between 7:00 A.M. and 6:00 P..M. 
Monday through Friday

COINECTIF 03NNECT TIME IS

0-25 hours, your 
rate is

CPU STORAGE UNITS .

$10.00 per hour $.05 per second $2.00 per unit
25:. Ir 50 hours, your 
rate is 8.00 per hour .04 per second 1.50 per unit
over. 50 hours, your 
rate is 6.50 per hour .03 per second 1.00 per unit

NIOfT TIME RATES

For Connect Time between 6:00 P.M. and 7:00 A.M. 
and All Day Saturday and Sunday

CCNNECT
\,

CPU STORAGE UNITSI ■

For all-usage during
nightime and /i p
Saturdays and Sundays $4.00 per hour |!o3 per second

-.u
/ Based on day

time rate

In contrast to the variable charge method, many vendors also 

Utilization of this method of payment allows the 

'user, unlimited connect time, unlimited-CPU time, 

limited «torage-all at a fixed rate per month, 

specific needs helps to determine which of the

offer a "flat rate."

and sometimes even 

Careful scrutiny of 

two methods of payment is

un-
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most economical. .

In Sddftl^ to the cost of conputer time „ a second expense to
computer time-sharing users is the cost of the terminal or console device 

--often a teletypewriter or a visual display unit. When using computer 

- input and the output, sending data 

conputer and printing or displaying the computer's output.

The most popular of the conputer terminal devices

time-sharing, such a device handles the i 

into the

used in. edu-
the Automatic-^Send Receive (ASR), Model 33 teletypewriter withcation is

a paper-tape punch/reader. The paper-tape punch/reader is 

to the Model 33 console which allows the
an attachment 

user to punch input (e.g.
programs) while the terminal is off-line; that is, without 

the terminal to the conputer:
connecting

out the Identical program, so typographical and proLam- 
^?.c?rrected without the computer bSng 

pressed. Not only is conputer time saved by sending 
only precorrected' programs, but programs which are^ 

MStead of by manual typing are sent at. 
^aracters per second, whidi is consid- most students\ype. This increased 

' ^ saves enough conputer f ime to more than
offset the cost of the tape punch/reader, attachment."^®

-VaThe cost of the ASR-33 without Me* paper-tape punch/reader 

depends upon the vendor and competition, usually ranging from a low of 

approximately $1,000. Without the attachment, the terminal is called a

Keyboard Send Receive (KSR)-33.

Mere expensive than the ;\SR-33 is the ASR ^fodel 

quieter, and more durable terminal.
,35, a larger.

Like the ASR-33, the Ifodel 35 can/
L39^ 'Post, op. cit.. pp. 79-80.
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be purchased with or without the paper-tape option.

The'ngire^entiy into the ASR series is the Model 37 which

operates at.15 characters per second instead of the usual 10 characters 

per second. Hoivever, because of the low cost and relatively few com

plaints, the ;\SR-33 remains the most popular terminal used in education

today; especially the mobile version. Having wheels on the unit alloi^s 

teachers the opportunity to easily take the terminal into the classroom, 

provided that the room is equipped i\rith a telephone and a 110-volt elec

trical outlet.

Regardless of the model or the options, all three ASR models 

can be.leased as well as purchased. Leasing rates begin at approximately 

$50 per month for an off-line. Model 33 teminal; $85 for 

Model 33 terminal.
an on-line.

' Although the ASR is the most popular computer terminal utilized 

by educators, there are many other "hard copy" terminals available.

American Data Systems, DATEL Corporation, International Business Machines 

(IBM), and several other vendors market such terminals. Many of these

units^use the major conponehts of the IBM, Model 2741 Selectric Type

writer, modifying it for use"^as a conputerUerminal. i ■

the ha,^d^copy t^nninals which provide 

paper output, are the visual display terminals having a television-like

Far more expensive than

Activated by the conputer, output on the screen is printed 

silently in standard letter and nunber characters--or graphic displays.. 

Some display units are even capable, of output showing slopes, intercepts, 

. parabolas, and drawings. Although most input is generated via a type- 

vrriter keyboard, some units also accept graphic input from an electronic 

pointer called a light pen. Thus, patterns of light can be traced

screen.
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directly onto tlie.cathode ray tube (CRT) screen. Speed, quiet, and 

visual dispiay^'gfe'^ee of the main advantages of the CRT terminals.

However, recent development of the non-iuipact printer has increased the 

demand for "hard copy" terminals because they too are quiet and fast.

In addition, visual display teiminals are tiro to five times more expensive 

than the hard copy teiminals. ‘

A third hardware^xpense, one which is often overlooked when 

considering con5)uter time-sharing, is that of the telephone: Indeed, 

if it were not for the transmission provided by the telephone 

remote conputer time-sharing would not be possible today, 

telephone line that provides the linlc between the terminal device and 

the conputer. To access the conputer, the user need only dial the tele

phone number of the conputer on the teiminal data phone; then type the 

^ropriate code nunbers on the typewriter keyboard of the terminal.

conpany,

It is the

Because a teletypewriter terminal needs only a voice-grade 

transmission line the same as a telephone, the terminal can be wired 

into an ordinaiy telephone jack. Thus, just as telephone transmission is 

charged on the basis of distance and time, so is data transmission. If

the data transmission via the terminal ancij^or conputer requires' a long-

telephone expen|e^can b^ubstantial.
f

special telephone-line arrangements can sometimes be made with the local

distance phone call, the Hoivever,i

telephone company to reduce the hi^ cost-. Mjch depends upon the tele

phone conpany's local facilites and services.

Conputer-Assisted Problem-Solving and Educational Theory

Of great importance to educators is the potential of conputer- 

^sisted problem-solving to support curriculum development; and in a
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variety of ways. Gohputer-assisted problem-solving does riot appear to 

be restricted'lar^xtsNapplication to any particular academic discipline.

Instead, the breadth of potential application may be as great as that 

to which books, films, md tape recordings have been applied. Hopefully,
current and future research will help to identify the most beneficial role

of this new mode of instruction. Even more in^iortant, conputer-assisted 

problem-solving may permit the meaningful development of learning princi

ples in the field of psychology; and a more direct application to the 

prescriptive field of instructional development.^*^ If these two fields 

can be brought closer together, most educators agi'ee that it will contrib

ute measureably to instructional development and curriculum design.

.As a pedagogical tool, coii5)uter-assisted problem-solving is 

student oriented and initiated in contrast to the other modes of CAI 

which emphasize "canned" dialogue. Students have the opportunity to make 

decisions relative the the strategies they develop by limiting the 

puter output to the particular information or variables being examined.

com-

Irideed, formal knowledge is only part of the instructional 

Heuristic knoivledge,
process.

concerned with the art of solving problems, is

also inportant. Such knoirtedge is emphasized when students write

grams to solve problems. As Hatfield

"The design' of conputer algorithms seems ideal 
for experiencing such heuristic precepts as 'formulate 
a plan,' 'find a related problemj' 'obser/e special

pro-

out : "''T^

_ Robert J. Seidel, "Computers in Education: The Copemican 
Revolution in Education Systems,"-Computers and Automation. XVIII 
(March, 1969),.p. 24.^ ----^----------------------------

41 "
George Polya, How To Solve-It (Garden City. New York: Douhle- 

day Anchor Book, 1957). - - - - - - - - -
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cases,' or 'sinplify the conditions.

Sinc^^5on$titer-assisted problem-solving emphasizes 

learning, ascoveiy, and the opportunity for heuristic knowledge, it 

is not surprising that proponents of the mode subscribe 

Jerome Bruner, 

of: instruction^^

concept

to the ideas of

A look at Bruner's four essentials to develop a theory 

illustrates the conpatibility of conputer-assisted 

problem-solving with his cognitive approach to learning:

1. The experiences which most effectively implant in the 

individual a predisposition toward learning.

2. The ways of structuring the knowledge so that it can be 

most readily grasped by the learner.

3. An optimal sequence to present the materials to be learned.

4. ^e form and pacing of rewards and punishnents 

process of learning and teaching.
in the

Bruner contends that a theory of instruction must be prescriptive 

rather than descriptive; that it must set forth rules 

effective way of achieving knowledge or skill.
concerning the most

He asserts that the pre

disposition to explore alternatives is important to acliieve learning; and 

that instruction must facilitate and regulate the exploration of alter

natives on the part of the learner. In ^^^ribing^ch searcli behavior, 

Bruner believes that there are three aspects to tlie exploration of alter-
/natives: activation, maintenance, and direction, 

itively, Activating exploration of alternatives
Stated more defin- 

necessitates uncertainty

42 . ■' 'd
JT V r~rT ^ntfield, "Computer-Assisted Mathematics: 

of the Effectiveness of the Conputer Used 
op. cit.. p. 14.

An Investigation 
as a Tool to Learn Mathematics,"

43
Toward a Theory of Instnirti-nn 

Massadiusetts: Harvard Ihiversity Press, 1%7J, pp. 39-72—
/ (Cambridge,
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and curiosity; maintenance of exploration requires that the benefits from 
exploring al^emSiVes exceed the risks incurred; and the appropriate 

direction of exploration depends upon a sense of the goal of a task and 

a knowledge of the relevance of tested alternatives to the adiievement 

of that goal.

Bruner's ideas concerning the form and pacing of reinforcement 

are of particular interest to those involved in computer-assisted problem

solving:

"Learning depends upon kncuvledge of results at a 
time when and at a place where the knowledge can be 
used for correction. . . Knowledge of results should 
come at that point in a problem-solving episode when 
the person is comparing the results of his try-out 
with some criterion of vdiat he seeks 
Knowing is a process, not a product.

Neverthless, one of the aspects of conputer-assisted problem

solving which has been most controversial is the immediate feedback to 

students inherent in the on-line process. There is conflicting evidence 

regarding sucdi quick response each time a student makes an error, 

depicts the conflict':

achieve. . ..,52

Suppes

"It is not clear to what extent students should 
be forced to seek the right answer, and indeed whether 
this search should take place n^re in what has come to 
be called a discovery or inductive rnode^. as opposed to 
more classical modes of inst^ction whj^ch consist of 
giving a rule, followed by examples and then exercises 
or problems that exemplify the rule. A particularly 
troublesome issue that has come to the fore in recent 
research is the question whether different kinds of 
reinforcement and different sorts of reinforcement 
schedules should be 
basic personalities.

given to children with different

44Ibid., pp. 50-51, 72.
45

.. Patrick Suppes, "Qn Using Computers to Individualize Instruc- 
Ijie Computer in American Education (New York: John Wilev and 

Sons, Inc., 19b7J, p. 21. - - - - - - - - - ^
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Closely related to the personality differences cited by Suppes 
is the dispute'cmre^ng different cognitive styles; for exanple, 

vihether children are in^ulsive or reflective in their approach to 

problems. Perhaps the primary difficulty with the researdi on cognitive 

styles, as it relates to conputer-assisted problem-solving, is that the 

research is primarily at an empirical level. As Suppes points out:

"The reach of theory is as yet very short, and it 
is not at all clear how the eitpirical demonstration of 
different cognitive styles can help us to design highly 
individualized curriculum materials adapted to these 
different styles. An even more fundamental question of 
educational philosophy asks how much the society wants 
to accentuate these differences in style by catering 
to them with individualized techniques of teacliing.

Without a doubt, the most persistent problem in education is 

the translation of theory into practice. This problem is particularly 

acute in relating psychological theory to specific instructional pro

cedures. Computer-assisted problem-solving requires that the teacher 

commit himself to a theory of teaching. Equally iirportant, however, is 

the need to evaluate the theory. Thus, some people visualize computer- 

assisted problem-solving as a potential catalyst for translating instuc-
I

tional theory into practice. Hence, one of'.the most critical applications 

for. computer-assisted problem-solving may as a-school laboratory to 
learn more about learning; perhaps ultimately, 

instruction.

to build a theory of

Because there are tremendous new advantages of storage, 

retrieval, access, interaction, and complete attentiveness to the needs 

and desires of the individual student, there may even be the potential

to develop a new model of education.

46
Ibid., p. 22.

47
Seidel, op. cit., p. 25.r
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To further support the value of qpnputer-assisted problera-'

solving, propone^ttS'3^ Jean Piaget's often-discussed theoiy of intel

lectual development. 48 According to Piaget, the development of intelli

gence means the development of logical thinking. He enphasizes the

importance of activity and discoveiy, stating that an operation is the 

essence of knowledge; that it is an interiorized action which modifies

the object of knowledge. Accordingly, he identifies three important 

characteristics inherent in an operation: (1) always an interiorized 

action; (2) always reversible; (3) never isolated, always linked to other

operations. Piaget points out that "ordering things in'a series" is an 

example illustrative of an operation; thus, one might conclude that he 

would classify the act of writing a computer program as an operation 

which helps to develop logical thinking.

Not only do those interested in computer-assisted problem

solving refer to Piaget's theory relative to the cognitive domain of, 

beha-vior, but also to his ideas concerning the affective domain:

"There is close parallel between the development 
of affectivity and that of the intellectual functions, 
since these are twOf, indissociable aspects of every 
action. In all behavior the motives and energizing 
dynamiismis reveal affectivity, whil4 the techniques 
and adjustment of the means employed: constitute the 
cognitive sensorimotor or ration4'-4specf>y»there is 
never a purely intellectual acti^li,* and numerous emo
tions, interests, values, impressions of harmony, etc., 
intervene, for example, in the solving of a mathematical 
problem. Likewise, there is never, a purely affective 
act, e.g., love presupposes comprehension. Always and 
everyivhere, in object-related behavior as well as .in 
interpersonal behavior, both elements are involved 
because the one presupposes the other."49

/
J

48Jean Piaget, "Developmient and Learning," Journal of Research 
in Science Teaching. II (1964), pp. 176-185.

49Frank E. Williams, jjT-fodels for Encouraging Creativity in the 
aassroom by Integrating Cogni|ive-:Affective Behaviors,” Educational 
Technology, IX (Decemiber, 1969) ,'p. '9.
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The work of Robert Gagne is also' cited often by those involved 

in conputer-assisted problem-solving; especially Gagne’s contention that 

instruction must be designed to teach the student the capability of doing 

something, not of "knowing" something: -

"The notion, of performance objectives is inportant 
because it enphasizes the, doing. What is being taught 
is m intellectual skill, not recallable verbal infor
mation. To use other terms familiar to curriculum 
designers, the primary puipose of instruction is process 
not"content. . . the purpose of education is to teach 
students to think. . . the notion that conputers can be 
used to provide practice for the student in solving 
problems which simulate real situations is a very 

, appealing one."50

Inpact of Computer Time-Sharing on Society 

It is a matter of recorded history that any social groip which 

crosses the threshold of technological change will vacillate betvvreen opti

mism and pessimism. For exaaple, some educators contend that "conputer- 

assisted instruction is destined to have an inpact on society of a magni

tude comparable to that of the automobile." In contrast, other educators 

have warned that the role of the conputer in education is extremely 

limited. They argue: "Teaching is a highly personalized process; no 

conputer can 'encourage Jolmny by giving him\a friendly pat on the head'."^^ 

In an attenpt to achieve objeo^^A^ty relative to such debate,

one.must ultimately ask if the principles commonly proclaimed by psycho

logists pertaining to human learning are accepted. If they are not, ’ 

then there seems to be no end to the debate. If hcurever, as it appears.

^^Robert Gagne, "Educational Technology as a Technique," 
Educational Technology. VIII CNoyember 15,.1968), pp. 10-12.

51The Computer in' Education, -An IDEA .Occasional Paper (Dayton, 
Institute, for DeArelopment of Educational Activities^ Inc., 1970),Ohio:

p. 8.
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the principles^^are_a9^pted, then many elements in any deliberately 

created learning situation peraiit conputerization.^^ Obviously, such an 

assumption does not identify the specific elements in a learning environ

ment which can be conputerized; nor the manner in which-such computer

ization can be implemented to achieve desirable ends:

"It does not deny the fact that, as in the case 
of management and any other utilization of coimmter 
systems, the ultimate control and design must be 

— Likewise, it does not preclude thevested in iren. _ „
possibility that parts of some deliberately created 
learning experiences must remain under the' direct 
control of persons.

''More than any of the other educational tech
nologies, the conputer focuses on the urgent problem 
of developing a specific combination of people and 
things to create an efficient and effective learning 
environment. . . this theorizing leaves many questions 
un^swered about what types of conputer hardw'are and 
software may be necessary for educators to acconplish 
particular kinds of learning that may novvr be possible. 
Moreover, it ignores cost."53

No doubt, the current popularity of computer-as sis ted problem

solving-in education is due primarily to the success of computer time

sharing. The development of the tiiiB-shared technique has allowed many 

users to interact with a single conputer iii a seemingly simultaneous 

manner. Even more amazing, a user is noi^? able to gain access to the 

power of the conputer while he is in a r#l)tfe locamon—merely by utilizing
a^terminal device; it is necessary only that the data terminal be con-

Indeed, the terminal may 

be-located anywhere that there is a telephone and a 110-volt electrical

nected to the conputer via a telephone line.

outlet.

Many proponents of conputer time-sharing contend that it is

^^Ibid.

S^Ibid.
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quite possibl^^durmg the next decade that the use of time-sharing will 

be as common as the use of telephones. They argue that people in edu

cation and industry will become more familiar with the benefits of 

puter time-sharing, as well as dependent upon it, and that the day will 

come when people will have a data terminal in their homes for quick and 

easy access to conputer services. . -

bhdoubtedly, the power of conputer time-sharing systems will 

become much greater in the years ahead. One central processor mil be 

able to service many more terminals than the nurrfber currently operating 

from a single system. Such growth will result merely as a matter of 

economics for the time-sharing industry. More important for the user, 

however, there is a strong likelihood that improved terminal devices mil 

be available.

com-

Perhaps the single most important use of conputer time-sharing 

in the future will be the development of data bases for management infor

mation systems, thtil recently> one of the main obstacles to the develop

ment of information systems was the difficulty of gathering the timely 

information for a common data base for m^y remote sites. The capability 

of a computer time-sharing system is ide^y 

mation can be entered from a number of^&fferent /terminal

It can then be used by_other remote locations as

suited for-this task. Infor-

locations into
one central computer, 

well as the place of input. Havever, the capability of nimierous tenninal 

locations accessing various files creates a ma'jbr problem--the possibility 

of invasion of privacy. To resolve this dilemma, greater enphasis will 

have to be given to the development of discriminating codes so that confi- . 

dential files will be accessible only to certain people. At this point 

in time, there is no apparent foolproof solution to this explosive and
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delicate problem. Alas, it appears that computers are beginning to invade 

every phase life:

"Much more than you realize, the lives of ordinary 
people are being controlled by conputers. These mech
anical wizards do astonishing things, and experts say 
the coirputer age is only damiing. It is estimated 
sales will triple in jiast seven years."^4

Of the $21.5 billion worth of conputers used in 1969, approxi

mately $1 billion was spent for time-sharing systems. As indicated in

Table 2, it is expected that the investment will grow to $5 billion by
the mid-1970's.^^

TABLE 2

CCAffUTER SYSTEMS IN USE IN THE UNITED STATES

YEAR NUMBER OF COMPUTERS DOLLAR VALUE

1955 244 $177 million 

$21.5 billion 

$54 billion (est.)

1969 53,500

1975 128,000

\
In addition to threatening one's privacy, another inportant

piDblem relevant to the use of conputers i^^ecogni^d in the question:
!$

'Who's in control, conputers or people?"^The structure of society is

already so conplex that it is difficult unraveling the control mechanisms 

to:determine where the dangers exist. Thus, it is anticipated that the

problem will get more conplex and ^fficult to combat as computers assume 

more and more service functions. As Hamming points out:

54, •Hatf Computers are Changing Your Life," U. S. News and World 
^Report, LXVII (Novenber 10, 1969), p. 96. ----------------------------

Ibid.55
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"When we program conputers to interact with humans, 
will w^^B^nxthe interest of machine efficiency decrease 
the options bailable to humans, or will we, at the ex
pense of machine efficiency, increase the options avail
able to humans?. . . Each programmer can help make the 

jdecision--all he has to do is look at his program and 
ask the sinple question: An I decreasing or increasing 
the nuniber .of _ options available to those who will have 
to interact with this system compared to what they had 
before? If I am decreasing them, then it's bad. . . If 
we are going to end up with a liveable society, 
going to have to insist that those who progr 
understand their social responsibilities.?56

we are 
am conputers

It is-expected that the conputer will have an important and 

increasingly greater inpact on the way that individuals live. Indeed, a

significant portion of the impact will be a direcf result of time'-sharing 

Mere and more, it is expected that conputers will monitor banksystems.

accounts, prepare payrolls, help to sell reservation tickets (for shows.

sporting events, airlines, etc.), feed livestock,'design pars, plan cities, 
combat crime, aid in medical diagnosis and prognosis, guide spacecraft, 

fight pollution, assist teachers, etc. A survey of 250 computer experts 

from 22. countries summarizes the prediction that all major industries 

will be controlled by conputers by the end of the twentieth centry.

'The impact on-the labor force will be immense. 
Conputers controlling manufacturing processes will 
replace the man-and-machine production lines of to- ' 
day. Computer-controlled manufacturing functions, 
industrial robots and numericalTytcontrollP lathes 

. are the forebears of the larger Automated facilities 
of tomorrow.

'"Experts estimate that as much as 50 percent of 
today's labor force vrill be dislocated.by advancing 
computer tedmology. Most will not be out of jobs.
New opportunities will be opened for making decisions 
that end up on tapes in the machines. Working hours 

. may be shorter, overtime elindnated.".57 , /
■v''

-56
Richard W. Hamming, "Conputers and Society," AEES Monitor, 

VIII (July-August, 1969), pp. 8-9. —- - - - - -

57"How Conputers are Chahging"Your Life," op,i cit., p. 97.

v;
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Nevertiieles^ educator^ do not foresee the day that conputers 

will replace teachers iri the classrooms. Instead, it is expected that 

coifputers will be used to_ assist and/or help manage instruction and

learning. Hence, the direct effect of the conputer may be less crucial 

than the change, it will force in thinking patterns. Illogical thinking 

Such rigor in thinking vdll 
inevitably spread beyond the areas of conputer applications. According

is incompatible with computer utilization.

to Dr. Bruce Gilchrist, executive director of the America Federation of 

Information Processing Societies: "I expect the computer will be almost 

a universal tool for educated professionals who handle either numbers or 
data."^® • . ■

J.
I

58
"How Computers Are Changing Your Life," op. cit., p. 98.
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CHAPTER III

SETTING, PROCEDURES, AND DESIGN OF THE STUDT

No experimental study in education has every been designed in 

which the variables could be absolutely controlled in 

To accon^)lish such is impossible.
a practical setting. 

The best that can be done in conducting 

an experimental investigation in a public school settijig is to, come as

close as possible to the "ideal” design. Such was the goal of the study 

reported in this dissertation.

Description of the Community Setting 

The community of Etearbom, Michigan, was selected as the locale 

for the experimental study because th^ Dearborn Public School System is 

intensely interested in pursuing instruction relevant to conputer-assisted 

problem-solving; and also because the writer has been asked to direct the 

sdiool system's effort in this endeavor,.

Dearborn is a city of approximately 115,000 people, almost all 

of whom are Caucasian. The coiimunity is a western suburb of Detroit, 
automotive capital of the world. A rather'kique feature of De^bom's 

geography is its internal division into ea^t/and west ends, often called
l-f .♦ /

The division is a result of the consoli-East Dearborn and l^st Dearborn, 

dation of two smaller communities in 1929: Fordson and Dearborn. Most 
o£the land betoeen the, east and west section of the city is owned by

the Ford Motor Company. Dearborn has been the central headquarters for 

Idle conpany's'world-wide operations since Henry Ford Sr. moved into the

area and bought massive plots of real estate more than a half century 

ago. After extensive researcli and planning during recent years, the

55
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coni^any is now ready to "break soil” in this area by building residential 

apartments, a'^esltubal 

and a "high rise" hotel.

Nbst o£ Dearborn's current shopping area is centered along the 

city's main street, Mchigan Avenue, which travels east and ^^rest. 

one were to visit Dearborn, it is likely he would drive .along this main 

thorou^fare which further divides the city into "North of Michigan 

Avenue" and "South of Michigan Avenue."

center, a shopping conplex, an industrial park.

If

Acfcording to Dearborn's Master Plan, 69.8 percent of the land 
in Dearborn is currently developed; 30.2'llercent is vacant.^ The city's 

25.2. square miles of land is zoned into,five major classifications, as 

identified in Table 3.^

Together with the gigantic Rouge Plant of the Ford Motor

Conpany which occupies 1,200 acres of land,^ most of the city's industry 

is located in East Dearborn. In contrast. West Dearborn is primarily
residential, having resulted from the major building boom after World 

War II. Because of^the large labor force needed to operate the Ford Motor 

Conpany and other industry in the city, a majority of the people enployed 

in Dearborn do not live in the city.'^ H -

^1/

______ Women Voters of Dearborn, Dearborn and Its '
tovemmei^, a handbook for citizens and students prepared by the 
Sgue^Jfom^ Voters of Dearborn (Dearborn: Hie League of Women 
Voters of Dearborn, 1964], p. 22.

^Ibid.

^Ibid.

'^Ibid.
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TABLE 3

Z^fMCfS^CTIONS OF THE CITY OF DEARBORN, MI Oil GAN

ZCWE PERCENT OF LAND

Residential 34.91
CoimiBrcial 4.6%,

21.2%Industrial .

Streets and Alleys . . 

Parks and Playgrounds .

24.2%

15.1%

TOTAL . . 100.0%

Overview of the Educational Setting

Consistent with many other school districts throughout the

Ihited States, the Dearborn School System moved throu^ a period of rapid 

growth following World War II. 

school population appears rather stable.
At the present time, ho^^^ever, Dearborn’s 

Of course, this status may 

change \dien the large area of vacant real estate oimed by the Ford ^fotor
\

Coni>any betoeen East Dearborn and We^t Dearborn is developed fqr. resi

dential. occupancy. J.it
. The Dearborn School System is ttmdergarten through 

college school district; Approximately 21,500 students 

the kindergarten through twelfth grade (K-12) schools; about 12,000 

students attend the community college.^ To meet the instructional needs

conmunity

are enrolled in

u 4.1, o Sch.ools," a pamphlet for eiiployees and citizens prepared
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of the students, 1,167 teadiers are eii^)loyed in the K-12 program; 187 

fiill-time and ^^rox^ately 260 part-tire instructors at the community 

college.^

The Itearbom Board of Education operates 31 school buildings 

in the K-12 program: 25 elementary schools, 9 junior high sdiools, and 

3' senior higli schools. Six of the buildings house both elementary and 

junior high students. Since 1965, all K-12 buildings operate 

annual promotion basis.

The curriculum of the K-12 program Of the Dearborn Public 

Schools has seven main objectives:^

1. To develop intellectual and emotional sensitivity to the 

moral, spiritual, and aesthetic values of life in a democratic society.

2. To promote a-student's understanding and appreciation of

himself as a human being. ■

3. To give a student an ability to read, write, speak, listen; 

and an ability to use numbers, appreciate the arts, and express himself 

and understand others.

4. To foster critical and creative thinking for a student in 

meeting the problems of life.
5. To give a student skills iip|.:^ng efpctively

6. To create in a student an understanding as well 

^predation of tlie physical world.

7», To create in a student an understanding-and appreciation

on an

\ ■

with others.

as an

^Ibid.
y . " H ■ ■

, _ League of Women Voters of Dearborn, Dearborn Schools, a 
handbook for citizens and students prepared by The League of Womsn 
Voters of Dearborn,(Dearborn: The Lea:gue of Women Voters, of Dearborn, 
1965), p. 31. /
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of the social world.
Becaus^""tii^ Henry Ford Community College is a part of the 

Dearborn Public School System, any Dearborn resident who has graduated

from high school is permitted to enroll on a prefeVential basis, 

theless, only about one-third of the student body is made-up of residents.® 

Non-residents are accepted, but grade requirements and tuition are higher 

for them.

Never-

Msst of the part-time students at the community college 

enrolled in the enployment-related technical programs, while most of the 

fbll-time students are working toward a four-year degree.^ 

students usually take their first two years of course-work at the com

munity college; then transfer to another college to obtain a degree.

Most of these students attend state universities in or near the Detroit 

iiEtropolitan area.

are

Full-time

The curriculum of the Henry Ford Community College was designed 

to meet the educational needs of students beyond those already provided 

in a kindergarten through twelfth grade program:^®

1. To provide the first and second years of work in the liberal 

arts and pre-professional fields for those students \iho wish to transfer 

to hi^er educational institutions.

2. To provide one to two year technical programs of business 

and industrial education for those students \i?ho eijqiect to terminate their 

formal education by preparing for enployment at the semi-professional 

level.

r

8Ibid., pp. 45-46. 
^Ibid., p. 24. 

^°Ibid.
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3. To provide a program of t^^^o additional years of general 
education for ^hd^"s^al,

who wish to continue beyond senior high school.

4. To provide single courses or confcinations of courses for 

adults of the community in those fields in which there is sufficient 

interest and demand to warrant the organization of classes.

5. To provide counseling and guidance services to all individ- 

further education and training.

6. To provide educational services to organizations and 

individuals of the community, including: speakers, resource personnel 

or material, organization of special institutes 

lists, and educational counseling and testing.

cultural, and personal development of students

uals who desire

or programs, reading

Selection of the School and Teacher

All three public high schools in Dearborn are conprehensive

schools, offering a broad variety of courses that include both vocational 

and academic subjects. All students, regardless of their program, take
<!►

Differences between college 

a^result of elective courses

the same required subjects to be graduated.

preparatory and occupational programs 

chosen by students.

are
■

, Deaibom’s three public high schoois include
one with a unique

curricular approach; a second with a heavy enrollment of college 

atory students; and a third with
prepar-

a balanced, diversified student body, 

was selected for the study: Fordson High

's enrollment at the time of the study. 
Although the socio-economic status of families in the Fordson

It-, is the latter school that 

School. Table 4 identifies Fordson

High School attendaice area is quite divers,i.fied, the area as-a-whole 

is generally regarded as "lower-mjddle,l- with a strong inclination toward
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enploynfent in manufacturing.Examination of the cumulative records 

of students wh^^Cicipated in the study indicated that members of the 

experimental group and control group appeared quite typical when conpared 

to the total enrollment of the school.

TABLE 4

P3RDSCN HIGH SCHOOL ENROLLNENT, 1/30/70 - \

Grade
Number of Students'

10 .
771

11
651

12
659

Total
2,081

Located in East Dearborn, the selection of Dearborn's oldest 

based primarily

and the experience and conpetency of one of the school'

public high school was the diversified student body 

s mathematics

on

teachers, George Gullen. Besides being onq of Dearborn' 

Gulden's mathematics
s finest teachers, 

experience includes considerable baekgromd in
conputer-assisted problem-solving. Havii^lfuch qu^fications 

a natural choice to participate in the study.
made him

Selection of the Subject-Matter and Student Participants

After careful review, algebra-trigonometiy was selected as the 

subject-matter for the experimental study. Tlie selection of algebra- 

trigonometry was based upon the volume of relevant course materials

^^The League of Women Voters of Dearborn, 
Government. op. cit., pp. 26-27-, , ; Itearbom and Its
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involving computer-^sisted problem-solving that has been developed by 

Gulden and othei'^T*'"!]^

tional materials before and during the study.

Because all students

spite of this, it was necessary to develop addi-

are not required to take algebra-trigonom

etry in tlie Etearbom School System, many potential participants in the
study were eliminated fnom. consideration tlirough the noimal process of

selecting elective courses. Algebra-trigonometiy is usually offered to 

students in tile Dearborn School System during the second 

grade 11.
semester of

Of tile 651 eleventh grade students at Fordson High School 

during the 1970 spring semester, 122 elected algebra-trigonometiy. 

ipon previous achievement in mathematics, 102 of the 122 students
Based

were
classified as "middle ability" level; the other 20 students were class
ified as "accelerated" or "high ability" level, 

enough "accelerated" algebra-trigonometiy students to establLsh both a 

control group and experimental group--and because there is

Because there were not

greater inter
est in the effect of computer-assisted problem-solving on "middle-ability" 

students--it was decided to conduct the study with the latter group.
Hence, through coiqDuter scheduling, all 102, of the "middle ability"

students were randomly scheduled into four groups, two of which Were to 

be, assigned to Gullen; the other two group|' jto'anot}^ teacher. To assure
careful grouping, the records of aH 102 students were reviewed. Special 
attention was given to each student's past achievenent in mathematics.

intelligence quotient, and social factors that miglit bias the study. 

After careful screening, participants- in only two of the four groups 

were considered matched for a control group-experimental group study.

Students in the other twoThese two groups were assigned to Gullen.

groins were not randomly assigned.
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Course Objectives and Course Content 
'''Tli^*’l^ior high school mathematics curriculum 

School System is a well organized, innovative curriculum that is the 

result of tlie exhaustive work of many teachers and administrators 

a long period of time. Changes in curriculum are continually being made 

to incorporate the most up-to-date programs, methods, and techniques--

in the Dearborn

over

'When it is felt that such changes help to better meet the needs of local 

students. Currently, many educators in Dearborn as well as elsewhere 

believe that a well-developed, modem curriculum should not necessarily

be changed to permit the use of a conputer as a teaching and/or learning 

They argue that it is better if the conputer is used to help 

attain those objectives already deemed relevant and/or necessary to 

student needs.

tool.

meet

Hence, in this study, the computer was used to help 

attain the current algebra-triogonometry objectives. Moreover, evaluation 

of the conputer's effectiveness was based upon student achievement 

relative to those objectives; that is:

1. To understand algebra as a study of the structure of the 

systems of rp^al and conplex nirmbers.

2. To lucognize the techniques of algebra and trigonometry 

as^ reflections of the structure of 

befs.

tl^^ystem^
f real and conplex num-

3. To acquire facility in applying algebraic and trigonometric

concepts and skills.

4. To perceive the role of deductive and inductive 

in algebra and trigonometry.

5. To appreciate the need for precision of language.

6. To comprehend the function concept and its importance in

reasoning

y>-*
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mathematics.

To help attain the stated objectives, the algebra-trigonometry- 

course consists of five major teaching units, liiit One is a brief review 

of the previous semester's work in algebra, with special emphasis on irra

tional nimibers. This re-view leads to an introduction of radicals in 

equations. Ifiit Two continues to emphasize algebraic subject-matter; 

then a gradual shift in emphasis is made to trigonometry in Units Three, 

Four, and Five. The following outline identifies the content of the 

course in more detail:

Course Outline

Algebra-Trigonometry

Ihit One: Algebraic Review Material and Radicals in Equations 

-- Re-viw

-- Using Radicals to Solve Quadratic Equations

-- Relations between Roots and Coefficients of a

Quadratic Equation

-- The Nature of the Roots of a Quadratic Equation
>

-- Sol-ving Quadratic Inequalities 

-- Irrational Equations
‘i - • -1

Unit Two: Exponential Functions'and Logarithms

-- From Exponents to Logarithms

Rational Nunibei's as Exponents 

Real Numbers as Exponents 

Exponential and Logarithmic Functions 

-- Using Logarithms

Common Logarithms 

Interpolation-
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Products,and Quotients 

' Powers and Foots 

Combined Operations 

Using Logarithms to Solve Eqmtions 

liiit Three: Trigonometric Functions and Complex Numbers 

-- Coordinates and Trigonometry 

Rays, Angles, and Points 

Sine and Cosine Functions 

The Trigonometric Functions 

Special Angles

-- Evaluating and Applying Trigonometric Functions 

Using Tables

Logarithms o£ the Value of Trigonometric Functions 

Reference Angles

V

-- Vectors

Adding Vectors 

' Resolving Vectors 

-- Working with Coup lex NuiT|3ers 

Conplex Numbers 

Multiplying Pure j^^^ihary 'NQmbers 

Conplex Numbers and Quadratic Equations 

Unit Four: Trigonometric Identities and Formulas 

-- Identities Involving One Angle 

Die Fundanental Identities 

Proving Identities 

-- Identities Involving Tito Angles

llie Cosine of the Difference of Ti*/o Angles

\ ■
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Functions of Sums and Difference of Angles 

Double- and Half-Angle Identities 

Sum and Product Identities 

-- Triangle Applications 

The Laiir of Cosines 

The Law of Sines 

Solving Triangles 

Areas of Triangles

liiit Five: The Circular Functions and Their Inverses 

-- Variation and Graphs

^feasuring Arcs and Angles 

The Circular Functions 

Graphs of Cosine and Sine Functions 

Graphs of Other Circular Functions 

, -- Inverse Functions and Graphs 

Inverse Values

The Inverse Circular Functions

Design of the Study
The primary intent of the study re^ported 

^termine if "middle ability" stucf^fb who x£
in this dissertation

was to e a conputer to learn 

algebra-trigonometry will attain a higher level of acliievement in the

subject-matter than other students of the same ability level who do not

use the conputer to learn algebra-trigonometry, 

number of pupils, male and female, in both of the groups which participated.

Except for instruction and assignments in the experimental 

group relevant to the conputer language■called BASIC and the three ter-

Table 5 identifies the
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minal devices used to communicate with the conputer, the course objec

tives, methodsy-tdEhr^ques, and instructional materials were the same for 

both groiips. Thus, the teacher and experimental group used the computer 

as an instructional tool in the algebra-trigonometry course; the.teacher 

and control group did not.

t

TABLE 5

NUMBER OF STUDENT PARIICIPANTS IN THE STUDY BY GENDER

Gender Control Group Experimental Group Totals

Male 14 14 28

Ffemale 11 12 23

Total 25 26 51

Since the computer was to be used in the study as an instruc

tional tool rather than as an object of instruction, the teacher used

the terminals whenever he felt that they would be beneficial in achie\d.ng

course objectives. However, students in t}ie experimental group were free 

and encouraged to use the terminals not only when direct assigninents 

made concerning the use of the
were

computealso ^fen other applicable 

problems were assigned. Hence, utilization of the conputer as a teacliing 

and/or learning tool in tliis study was entirely at the discretion of the 

teacher and/or students in the experimental group.

When conputer terminals-’were first installed in the Dearborn 

Piiblic Schools in September, 1969, several people were concerned that 

there was not enough time during the semester to teach the required 

material and still utilize the computer as a teaching and learning tool.
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a study was conducted to ^swer the point in doubt--and to identify 

related benefit5-''Snd''^obleins concerning the use of a coirputer terminal 

in an instructional' environment.

Thus,

The results of the study, as well as 

one conducted earlier in the Altoona (Pennsylvania) Area Public Schools', 

shoi^ that students who use a computer to learn mathematics need less time

to practice "drill problems" than other students learning mathematics 

by the "traditional" methods.

Table 6 identifies the nimber of days spent by both the control

group and the experimental group with each of the five instructional 

units in the algebra-trigonometry course. It should be noted that most

of. the time necessary to teach the main statements of the BASIC language 

was spend during the first unit: Algebraic Review Material and Radicals 

in Equations. Thereafter, the experimental groijip generally needed fewer 

days than the control group in each instructional unit.

To identify the amount of tiire that the teacher and each student

used the conputer, all on-line work was monitored. Each time that the 

user worked on-line, the person identified himself with the first three 

letters of his last name. The conputer was programmed to log: (1) the 

identification letters; (2) the date^hen the person u§ed the com- 

puter; (3) the amomt of terminal-connect Ai4e-whibh^the person used, in
%ff 1

minutes; (4) the anount of conputer time which the person used, in sec- 

conds; and (5) the number of units stored by the user, if any. A sam-

user's

pie.of the log may be found in i^pendix B.

Although the class periods .at Fordson High School are all 55

minutes in length, it was not possible-to fix the period of the day that 

both groups in the study were to meet. The control group met during the 

school's first lunch period each day; the experimental group met immediately
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after lunch eacli day. Since most empirical evidence relative to students

...r
meeting beforelunch is still inconclusive, it is assumed that 

this variable is not relevant in the study.

;5

TABLE 6

SEQUENCE AND DURATICN OF INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS

Ihit Control Group Experimental Group 
Number of Days Number of Days

Che: yReviei\r; Radicals in Equations

Two: Exponential Functions and
Logaritlims

Three: Trigonometric Functions 
and Cbnplex Numbers

Four: Trigonometric Identities
and Formulas

16 22

17 16

24 22

17 17
N-

Five: The Circular Functions 
arid Their .Inverses 16 13

Total 90 90

To minimize curiosity and forms o'f contamination between students ■ 

in the two groups, all participants were told that they were a part of

algebra-trigonlnetry cuiriculum for futurea; .study to help inprove the 

students.

Instructional Materials, fethods, and Techniques 

Attainment of the course-objectives in algebra^trigonometry in 

the Dearborn Public Schools requires a-diversity of instructional materials. 

Nevertheless, the content of the course follows very closely that which 

is found in the middle portion of the book, ^fodem Algebra and Trigonometry.
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Structure and Nfethod, Book Two. 12

many mathematics classrooms today, the teacher in 

the study relied heavily upon the chalkboard, wall-graphs, slide-rule, 

three-dimensional models, and especially tlie overhead projector--both 

in the control group and in the experimental group. Numerous trans

parencies relevant to each of the five instructional units were prepared 

and utilized. In addition, three conputer terminals were used in the 

experimental group, t\TO of which were on-line.

Because the instructional materials which are available to 
■?

inplement the computer as a medium of teaching and learning were developed

to meet objectives other than those of the Dearborn Public Schools, it 

was necessary to revise those materials and develop others to meet the

Several recent publi-objectives of the algebra-trigonometry curriculum. 

Cations as well as other related materials vrere helpful:
131. A Guide to BASIC Programming: A Time-Sharing Language

2. Conputer Assisted Mathematics Program, Intermediate Mathe-
■ 14matics.

15
3. Computer Oriented Mathematics, An Introduction for Teadiers

12Mary P. Dolciani, Simon L. B^rnnan, and William Wodton,
^dem Algebra and Trigonometry, Strucbuxe andAfethod, Book Tvto [Boston, 
Massachusetts: Houston Mifflin Comp^^ 1965j

^^Donald D. Spencer, A Guide to BASIC Programming: A Time- 
Sharing Language (Reading, Massachusetts: Adison-Welsey Publishing 
Conpany, 1970)

^^Dale E. LaFrenz, Computer Assisted Mathematics Program, 
Intermediate Mathematics (Atlanta, Georgia: Scott, Foresman and 
Conpany, 1969). ' ' ,

^^Computer-oriented Mathematics Committee, Computer-Oriented 
Matliematics, An Introduction for Teachers (V/ashington, D. C.: National 
Council of Teadiers of Mathematics, Inc., 1963).
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4. - "Con?)ute:if Programs for Junior and Senior'Mathematics
„16

Courses

5. GCMP Conputers in the Schools, A Basic Primer Teacher
17Guide

1R6. Problem-Solving with the Computer

The revised and newly developed materials were used in the 

e3<perimental group for one or more of the following reasons:

1. To teach the BASIC language,

2. To demonstrate the use of the conputer terminal.

' 3.■ To illustrate the computer's problem-solving capability.

4. To assign problems.

5. To introduce students to strategies and procedures they 

mi^t use to "teach" the conputer.

Althougli large-group instruction dominated most of the classroom 

acti-vity, considerable time was spend by the teacher vrorking individually 

with students; accordingly, the discovery method of instruction was most 

often stressed.

Except for instruction in the experimental group relevant to 

■the conputer terminals and the BASIC language, considerable effort was

devoted to keep the instinctional strateg^e^ alike in botli participating 
groips.. Since the use of the computer wi'^*the ex/e:

rimental grovp repre-

16.,Computer Programs for Junior and Senior Mathematics Courses," 
unpublished conputer workshop materials, liiiversity of Detroit, 1969.

17Greater Cleveland Mathematics Program Staff, GOP Computer 
in the Sdiools (Cleveland, Ohio: -Educational Research Council of 
Anerica, 1969).

^^iwin R, Sage, Problem-Sol-\dng with the Computer (Newburyport, 
Massachusetts: Ei'ITELEK Inc., 1969). ^
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sented a manipulation off'the instructional variable, the intent was to 

make it the paramount variable between the two groups. Accordingly, 

five days were devoted early in the semester introducing the use of the 

conputer terminals and teadiing the main statements of the BASIC language 

to the experimental group. As the study continued, additional time was 

spent teadiing or demonstrating.specific features of the language, pre

senting assignments, or allowing students the opportunity to use the 

terminals, ^fost utilization of the computer, however, was beyond the 

normal instructional period of 55 minutes --usually before school, during 

a lunch period or study period, or after the regular school day. Because 

the students who used the conputer to learn matliematics needed time to 

learn the BASIC language and use the computer, but less time to practice 

drill problems, both groups coirpleted all the required siibject-matter 

necessary to attain the stated course objectives.

Generally, students in the experimental group used the computer 

in three ways: (1) as a computational tool; (2) as a "teaching" and 

learning tool; and (3) ei^perimentally.

As a computational tool, students sometimes used the computer 

to do work which would have required a week or more of manual computation. 

For example, when discussing limits and convergence, students in the 

experimental group were able to use the ^Imputer tp test a large number 

of examples and compare the results with the theory they learned in • 

class.

More often, students in the experimental group were assigned 

problems, the correct programming of which helped to demonstrate their 

understanding of a concept introduced by the teacher. Fulfillmient of 

such assignments required that each student develop a problem-solving

s,
A

i- • '
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strategy before writing, a fconputer program. In a sense, the student was 

put in the position of "teadiing" the conputer. Hence, the student had 

to understand the problem; analyze it for basic mathematical concepts; 

then develop a logical sequence or algorithm for siibmission to the com

puter. Contrary to classroom teachers, however, the student was not per

mitted to do a poor^ob of "teaching." If any logic or arithmetic errors 

were made, they were readily noted in the form of a diagnostic message 

when the program was submitted to the computer.

Students in the experimental group worked directly with three 

teletypewriter terminals, too of which were connected through private 

telephone lines to a large-scale, digital coiiputer located approximately 

15 miles aray. The students typed numerals, letters, and synbols found 

on the keyboard to do conputational work, solve mathematical problems, 

and othetoise "teach" the conputer that which they learned in class.

When using the conputer as a medium of instruction, students in the exper- 
^oup losed the following procedure:

1. The problem-solving program was written in "long-hand"

imental

on notebook paper.

2. .The program was punched into paper tape via one of the 

three conputer terminals.

3. The paper tape was submitted iip|i-^ine 

the tape reader. Hence, a printout of the program and a copy of its■ 

problem-solving application was received via the terminal typewriter.

4. When an error or diagnostic message was received via the 

terminal, the program was analyzed and'debugged on-line,- if possible;

. othennse the program i^as debugged at the student's leisure .and resub

mitted to the .computer aftem'rard. .

\ ■

J, t(^he conputer through

. .r- f • .
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Except for instructional demonstrations, most student programs 

punclied,.ijitsi-p^er tape in the mathematics workroom or the hallway- 

adjacent to the classroom. Use of the terminals in the classroom was 

too noisy and disruptive for other Students not using tlie terminals. 

Accordingly, each student was allowed to leave the classroom occasionally 

to punch his program into paper tape. After punching the program, he 

returned to the classroom so that another student could take his place 

at one of -the three teminals. IVhen all students had punched' their pro

grams, the same procedure was used to allow students the opportunity to 

submit their programs on-line to the computer--and/or debug them--which 

was most often the case. IVhen working on-line, students were allowed 

to respond immediately to the diagnostic messages in attenpting to debug 

■their strategies; al-thou^ some students chose occasionally not to do 

so. Ch those days when this procedure was being used, the teadier often

were

utilized the opportunity to work indi-vddually with the students remaining
\ ■

in the cla-Ssroom. Since the entire process would have taken the exper

imental group several days to cOnplete, students were encouraged to use

the terminals at times other than during the regular meeting period. 

Thus, it was not necessary to use "too muA" regular classroom time.
\ ■

Evaluative Instruments IJs^^ in th^tudy
*

E-valuative instruments were administered to both the control 

group and the experimental group at the beginning and the end of the 

semester, as well as intermittently. They were of two general types: 

(1) test instruments that measured, the achievement of a student; and 

C23 instruments that identified student opinions. ,

Test Instruments. ^ Since the coirputer was used in the study 

as an instructional tool to help attain current course objectives, none
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of the test instrumenlt's'^vhich were used contained any reference to com

puters, computer^r^ramming, or other related areas of computer know

ledge. The primary rationale for selection of the test instruments, as 

well as the time to administer them, v;as identification and measurement 

of student achievement. Each test instrument was selected or designed 

for one of the following reasons:

1. To assess the capabilities of each student before the ex

perimental treatment began (pre-treatment tests) .

2. To measure the proficiency of each student relative to a 

specific instructional unit (post-unit tests).

3. To assess the level of achievement attained by each student 

after completion of the semester's coursework (post-treatment tests).

Table 7 identifies the manner in which the test instruments 

were used, the name of the instrument, the area tested, the instrument's 

reliability coefficient, and lastly, the instrument's standard error.

Pre-treatment tests were administered to all students partici

pating- in the study to assess their capabilities before treatment began. 

Results of these tests were statistically analyzed to determine if the 

two groups were significantly different. (Since the achievement scores 

showed that the groups did not 

•time, it seemed reasonable to assume 

in mathematics miglit occur between the groups afterirard would be a result 

of -the different instructional treatments. If the pre-treatment test 

results-of the -bvo groups had differed significantly, it would have 

been necessary to postpone the investigation; or apply appropriate 

statistical analysis, if possible. Thus postponement of the study 

depended upon the number of differences and their level of significance.

differ significantly at that point in 

that J^/hatevei- significant differences
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f TABLE 7

TEST INSTRUMENTS USED IN THE STUDY

Form Area Tested Reliability Std. 
Coefficient Error

Use Instrument

Pre-treatment

Otis-Gamma Quick Scoring Bm 
Nfental Ability Test

Nelson-Denny Reading-Test A

Intelligence .91 3.0

Vocabulary
Conprehension
Concepts

.93 3.28

.81 5.48
Survey of Trigonometric 

Concepts

Cooperative Mathematics 
Test, Algebra II

Cooperative Mathematics 
Test, Trigonometry

.79A 4.24

SkillsA .84 3.79

Problem-solving .80 4.50A

Post-unit

Review; and Radicals in 
Equations

Exponential Functions and 
Logarithms

Trigonometric Functions 
and Conplex Numbers

Trigonometric Identities 
and Foraiulas

Circular Functions and 
Their Inverses

Achievement

Achieveinent

Achievement

Achievement

\
Achievement

‘-4 ■

)

Concepts

Post-treatment

Survey of Trigonometric 
Concepts

Cooperative Mathematics 
Test, Algebra II

Cooperative Mathematics 
Test, Trigonometry

Test of Logic and Reasoning -

B . 3.91.83

SkillsB .89 3.54

Problem-solvingB .83 4.06

Logic and Reasoning .81 4.01

;• ■ '
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To neasure the intelligence quotient o£ each student partici

pating in thes3*i3a)>\^ the Otis-Gamma Quick Scoring Mental Ability Test,

Form Bm, was administered. The manual of directions to administer the 

Gamma Test states that "the instrument's main purpose is to measure 

mental ability, thinking power, or the degree of maturity of the mind. 

However, users of the test are cautioned that it is possible only to 

measure the effect menta], ability has had in enabling the pupil to acquire 

certain knowledge and mental skill. To obtain a measure of a pupil's 

brightness conparable to an intelligence quotient obtained on the Binet 

Scale, the student's score for the Gamma Test is conpared with the norm 

for his age. Accordingly, a measure found in this manner "is not a 

quotient, but it is called an 'IQ' because it has the same significance

Nevertheless, "Gamma IQ's" tend to be somewhat less variable 

than ordinary IQ's; that is, they tend to be somewhat nearer to 100. To 

compute the reliability coefficient of the Otis-Gamma Test, the coef

ficient of correlation between odd and even items was used. To correct

i

„19

„20as an IQ.

the coefficients of correlation beWeen the half tests, the Spearman-

Brown formula was applied to obtain the corresponding coefficient for the
\

two full-length tests given under the saite circumstances.

Form Bm with 80 objective test items yiqlied a
f I

of .91 at the eleventh grade level; wi^h'a standard error of 3.0 points.

When tested for validity, a median value of +.61 was attained, indicating
21

that the items have real validity in a mental ability test.

Acccordingly, 

iability coefficientf

19Arthur S. Otis, Manual of Directions for Gamma Test (New
York: Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1954), p. 1.

20
Ibid., p. 5.

21"Ibid.
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To" assure, tlie investigator that no participating student had a 

serious VDcabu'lar5’^'ih4/or comprehension deficiency, the Nelson-Denny 

Reading Test, Form A, was administered to both groups prior to treatnent. 

Although none of the subject-matter in the algebra-trigonometry curriculum 

requires extensive reading, a serious vocabulary or conprehension deficiency 

could be a handicap to any student participating in the study. Because 

the volume of reading demanded of students in tire algebra-trigonometry

curriculum in the Dearborn Public Sdiools is negligible, reading rate 

was not considered relevant. Using the equivalent-forms method to com

pute tlie test's reliability coefficient, the vocabulary portion of the

instrument with 100 objective test items showed a coefficient of .93 

at the eleventh grade level; while the comprehension section with 36 

objective test items yielded a coefficient of .81. 

of both tests is recorded as 3.28 points and 5.48 points respectively. 

When evaluated for validity, the vocabulary portion showed a mean index 

of 47.5; the con^rehension section a mean index of 44.6.^^

Measurement of eadi student's understanding of mathematical 

concepts necessitated the design and administration of a teacher-

The standard error

constructed instrument. Survey of Trigonome,tric Concepts. Development 
of this test became mandatory when it wastditermin^ tliat no standardized 

instrument adequately tested mathematical concepts in accordance with the 

objectives of the algebra-trigonometry curriculum. A copy of Form A and 

Form B of the instrument, each with 35 objective test items, is included 

in ^pendix C. Form A was used as a pre-treatment test; Form B as a 

post-treatment test. The reliability-coefficient of both forms was

22James I. Brov/n, Examiner's J'anual: . The Nelson-Denny Reading 
Test CBoston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1960), pp. 26-27.
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established by i;ising the alternate or parallel forms method. Accordingly, 

the correlatieii^etK^en Form A and Form B was taken as a measure of the 

self-correlation of the test. Ihder these conditions, the reliability 

coefficient became an index of the equivalence of the two forms of the 

test. To utilize this method. Form A and Form B of the instrument were 

administered alternately to 106 students at the eleventh grade level 

who did not participate in the study. An interval of three weeks was 

allowed between adminstrations of the two forms. Results of the method 

yielded a reliability coefficient of .79 for Form A and .83 for Form B; 

with a standard error of 4.24 points and 4.01 points respectively.

The instrument used to measure mathematical skills is one of

a batteiy of standardized tests tliat is widely known and accepted, the 

Cooperative Mathematics Test, Algebra II. Form A was administered as 

a pre-treatment test in the study; Form B as a post-treatment test.

Both forms contain 40 objective items. According to the Cooperative 

Mathematics Handbook, the reliabilities reported for the forms are 

measures of internal consistency, coirouted by using the Kuder-Richardson 

Formula 20. Form A rendered a reliability coefficient for grades 10-12 

of .84; and a standard error of 3.79. Fotm B yielded a reliability coef-
V - ' 'ficient of .89; mth a standard error o:^^^54.^^.,_^en describing the 

validity of the test, the handbook states:

"The Cooperative Mathematics Tests are measures of 
developed abilities, and thi:is their content validity is 
of primary inportance. Content validity is best insured 
by entrusting test construction to persons well-qualified 
to judge the relationship of test content to teaching 
objectives... It is 'recommended that each test user

23Cooperative Test Division, Cooperative Mathematics Tests 
Handbook (Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Testing Service, 1964),
pp. 62-63.
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malce an individual judgment of content validity with 
respect to his own course content and educational

■ f

To assess each student's problem-solving ability, the Cooper

ative Mathematics Test, Trigononetry, was administered to both groups. 

Form A was used to neasure pre-treatment acdiievement; Form B to measure ■' 

post-treatment achievement. Both forms contain 40 objective items. Like 

the Cooperative Mathematics Test, Algebra II, the reliability coefficient 

for the trigonomentry instrument is a measure of internal consistency, 

calculated by using the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20. The Cooperative 

Mathematics Handbook shoivs a reliability coefficient for grades 10-12 of 

.80 for Form A; .83 for Form B. The standard error of the two forms is 

4.50 and 4.06 respectively. Like the Cooperative Mathematics Test,
25Algebra II, the same vague statement describing validity is applied.

To neasure student achievement relative to each of the five 

instructional units^in the course, a teacher-constructed test was admin

istered at the conclusion of each unit. The tests were designed in 

accordance with the objectives of the algebra-trigonometry curriculum; 

and all were reviewed and approved by four mathematics teachers as being 

pertinent and thorough in the coverage of^^he particular instirictional
unit which was being tested. All items ppJthe tes^s required the appli-

vt • ^ .
catiori of one or more mathematical concepts, mathematical skills, and/or 

the development of mathematical problem-solving strategies. A copy of 

each post-unit test can be found in ^pendix C.

All students participating in the study wdre also administered

^^Ibid., p. 62. 

^^Ibid., pp. 62-63.
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a teacher-made post-treatment instrument to test logic and reasoning 

ability. This "^eftlir^ designed to focus attention in an area not 

enphasized by the other three post-treatment tests. Nevertheless, like 

the other test instruments, it contained no reference to computers, com

puter languages, computer programming, or other related areas of computer 

knowledge. The instrument was developed and administered to provide 

insist concerning one of the possible 'Tjy-products" of using a computer 

as an Instructional tool. A copy of the test can be found in ^pendix C.

To determine the instrument's reliability, the often-used test-retest 

method was applied. Accordingly, repetition in administering a test deter

mines the agreement between two sets of scores. Hence, the test was 

administered and re-administered to the same group of students; and the 

correlation computed between the first and second set of scores. Given 

a time interval of two months between the first and second administration 

of the test to offset--in parfat least--memory, practice, and other 

carry-over effects, the retest coefficient is said to result in a close 

estimate of the stability of the test scores. Accordingly, utilization 

of the test-retest irethod resulted in a reliability coefficient of .81; 

with a standard error of 4.01.
\

\ ■

.ybvi^to the^est instruments, 

opinion instruments were designed and administered during the study to 

identify:

Opinion Instruments. In addit

1. Student opinion relative to using a conputer as an instruc

tional tool (Instrument A). ,

2. Student opinion relative to not using a conputer as an 

instructional tool (Instrument B).
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fable 8,identifies the opinion instruments used in the study, 

the approximhtej'^eel^ they were filled out, and the subjectCs) to whom 

they were administered. A copy of the instruments can be found in 

Appendix D.

.TABLE 8

OPINION INSTRUMENTS USED IN THE STUDY

Week
Administered Subject(s)Instrument

Experimental Grovtp 

Experimental Groijp 

Control Group

5Student Cfiinion Inventory A 

Student Opinion Inventory A 

Student Opinion Inventory B

19

19

Instrument A was developed to identify the opinion of students 

in the experimental group relevant to using the conputer as an instruc-
S

tional tool during the study. The instrument was administered shortly

after the students began using the conputer; and again after a semester's 

Participants were asked to respond to six state-experience with it.
i

ments; \ -

1. I like mathematics.
it-

2. I like using a computer to learn mathematics.

3. Using a computer helps me-to understand mathematics.

4. Using a conputer has increased my interest in mathematics.

5. Using a computer--has improved the opportunity for me to be 

creative in mathematics.

6. In addition to mathematics, I would like the opportunity 

to use a computer to learn subject-matter in other courses (for exanple.

/'
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science or social studies).

Each st;aj3Bertt^included three possible responses:

Students were asked to circle the response vdiichj

agree,

don't knoi^, disagree, 

at the time, best described their opinion.

Administered only once during the semester, Instrument B was 

designed to identify the opinion of students in the control group relative

to not using a computer during the study. Accordingly, the results were 

studied to determine if these students resented not using a computer as 

an instructional tool to learn mathematics. Participants were asked to 

respond to six statements:

1. I like mathematics.

2. I would have liked to have had the opportunity to use a 

computer to learn mathematics this semester.'

3. Using a con^uter would have helped me to better understand

mathematics.

4. Students who used a conputer to learn matheiriatics this

semester had an advantage over me.

5. If I take an additional mathematics course I would like to

use the conputer in the course to learn matl^ematics.

16. I would like the opportunity.to} use a computer to learn
m b

subject-matter in courses other than mathfe'matics (for example, science

or social studies).

Like Instrument A, each statement of Instrument B included 

three possible responses: agree, don't know, and disagree. Eadi student 

was asked to circle the response which best described his opinion.



OWTER IV

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

IVhen .reporting statistical data relevant to an important study, 

extreme care must be taken to insure accuracy in scoring, recording, cal

culating, and analyzing. Each o£ these phases affords numerous opportuni

ties to error. To help avoid such mistakes in this study, evaluative 

scores on test instruments were checked several times; and a computer 

was used to perform all calculations through a minimum of too separate 

conputer programs.

Pre-treatment Testing

Before introducing the computer as an instructional tool to 

the experimental group, all students who participated in the study were 

administered pre-treatment tests to measure intelligence quotient, reading 

vocabulary, reading conprehension, understanding of mathematical concepts, 

level of■mathematical skills, and mathematical problem-solving ability. 

Althou^ the experimental group and control group were selected because

they were considered to be "alike," pre-treatment tests were adm^istej-ed
\ , i' ■

to reafirm the competency level of the students in both groups; and to 

use the results as statistical data to an^fyfe pre-treatment/pcst- 

treatment test scores. .

To test the difference between the experimental group and con

trol groip, a too-tailed t-test of significance was applied to the, res

pective mean scores of the groups. Utilization of a t-test in such 

instances assumes an equality.of variance between the too random sanples 

of the population. Hence, before- applying a t‘-test of significance, it

85
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necessary to test the experimental group and control group for homo

geneity of vari^^eT^lVhen sanples are small and uncorrelated, an F-test 

be used to determine equality of variance by dividing the larger

was

can

variance of the two groups by the smaller variance, then evaluating 

the resulting F ratio in terms of appropriate degrees of freedom Cdf)•

The number of degrees of freedom is the number of free variables in the 

problem or in the distribution of the random variables connected with it. 

For each restriction imposed upon the original observation, such as in
i

the estimation of a population value from the san^le, the number of

degrees of freedom is reduced by one.

In those instances where homogeneity of variance did not exist 

between the experimental group and control group, application of a t-test 

of significance was performed by the method developed by Cochran and Cox.^ 

The sampling distribution for the Codiran-Cox method does not assume nor 

necessitate homogeneity of variance between two sanples of a population. 

Instead, the variance of each mean is calculated separately; then a cri

terion t is obtained by computing a weighted mean of the tovo t-values 

for the two samples, the weights being the two variances of the respec

tive means. The observed value of t is thqn. conpared with the;’weighted 

value of t to judge significance. If th^>"dbserved^alue of t is less 

than the criterion t, the null hypothesis of unequal means is accepted; 

however, if the observed value of t is greater than the criterion t, the 

null hypothesis of unequal means is rejected.

As indicated by the writer prior to initiating the investiga

tion, the five percent level of confidence was used to determine signi-

^W. G. Cochran and G.M. Cox, Experimental Designs (2nd ed; 
New York: Wiley, 1957), p. 101.
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ficant difference ill this study. Hence, the two sanples are considered 

truly differen'tjsSienBi^rer the calculated F ratio or value of t shrams that 

the obtained difference between the experimental group and control group

would be expected to occur not more than five times in 100 by chance if 

the two sanples were in fact alike. However, if the statistical analysis 

indicates that the difference beto^feen the two sanples mi^t have appeared

by chance more than five times out of 100, the null hypothesis is accepted.

Intelligence Quotient. Innate intelligence can be an. inpor- 

tant factor in determining a student's academic success. To measure 

the intelligence quotient of each student who participated in the study, 

the Otis-Gamma Quick-Scoring ^fental Ability Test was administered to 

both groups. As indicated in Table 9, the mean of both groups was con

siderably higher than that attributed to a so-called "average student" 

who is generally considered to have an intelligence quotient of 100.

The mean of tlie experimental group was 117.15; the mean of the control 

group was 118.12. Hence, the difference betoeen the means of the two 

groups was .97. With a variance of 60.7 for the experimtnal group com

pared to 52.36 for the control groip, the value of the F ratio was cal-
\

culated as 1.16. Since the expected value\of’the F ratio between the 

two groups at the five percent level of cgafidence^s 1.97, no signi

ficant difference existed in the variano I
of the experimental groip 

and control group when tested for intelligence quotient.

Because the variances of the two groups were not significantly
*

different, a t-test was applied to measure the difference between the 

means of tlie experimental group and control group. The eipected value 

of t betireen the tiro groups at the five percent level of confidence is 

2.01; thus tlie calculated t of .46 indicated that no significant
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difference existed between the means of the experimfintal group and 

control group whdiTt^ted for intelligence quotient; and the null 

hypothesis of no significant difference was. accepted.

TABLE 9

ANALYSIS OF GROUP RESULTS FOR PRE-TREATMENT TEST OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENT

VarianceNfeanNGroup

60.7117.1526Experimental

52.36118.1225Control

.46' Calculated t1.16Calculated F =

2.01Expected t 

Difference: Insignificant

Null Hypothesis: Accepted

1.97Expected F s:
.05.05

Insignificant

Accepted

Difference:

Hypothesis:

Reading Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension. Although the 

algebra-trigonometry curriculum in the Dearborn Public Schools does not 

necessitate that students read a great deal, it is possible that a 

serious vocabulary and/or conprehensioii deficiency could hinder a 

student's achievement in the course. T^|i(iehtifyjghrticipants with a 

severe handicap in these two areas, the Nelson-Denny Reading Test, Form A, 

was administered.

IVhen participants were tested for reading vocabulary, the re

sults showed a mean difference beti^een the two groups of 3.88 in favor 

of the control group, as sho\fli in T*le 10. With a variance of 48.52 

for the experimental group and 101.56 for the control groi.5), the cal-
4

culated value of the F ratio of 2.09 indicated a significant difference

— XS-
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in the variances of the two groijps at the five percent level of confi

dence. Hence,"tHe'c^ran-Cox method was used to measure the difference 

betoeen the sample neans. Accordingly, the value of the criterion t 

was computed as..32 while the value of the observed t was calculated as 

1.59. Since the criterion t was less than the observed t, the null

was re-hypothesis of no significant difference beteeen the two groups

However, individual testjected in favor of the experimental group, 

scores showed that no student in either group had a serious vocabulary

deficiency--which was the main purpose in administering the test. The 

lowest raw score recorded by a participating student was 19. According 

to the Grade Equivalent Norm Table in the examiner's manual of the Nelson- 

Denny Reading test, a raw score of 19 is equated at the 9.9 grade level.

TABLE 10

ANALYSIS OF GROUP RESULTS FOR PRE-TREATf-ENT TEST OF READING VOCABULARY

VariancePfeanNGroup .

48.5231.9626Experimental

Control 101.5635.8425 s
'i ■

{ Reived "p 1.592.09Calculated F =
V

.32Criterion t1.96Expected F 

Difference;

=:
.05.05

SignificantDifference:Significant

Rejected RejectedNull hypothesis:Hypothesis:

When tested for reading cdnprehension, a mean difference of

As shavn in1.52 in favor of control students separated the two groups.

Table 11, analysis of the experimental groxjp's test results showed a
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variance of 125.12 conpared to 155.43 for the control group. Accordingly, 

the valvie of thfe-ealcb^ated F ratio of 1.24 shoired that no sigiificant 

difference existed between the variances of the two groups at the five 

percent level of confidence when tested for reading comprehension. 

Hov/ever, the lowest raw score recorded by a participating student was 16. 

In the examiner's manual, a score of 16 is equated at the 7.0 grade

'{

level, indicating a possibility of a fairly serious coii5)rehension defi-

However, after analysis of thisciency for an eleventh grade student, 

participant's other pre-treatment test scores as well as reference to

his cumulative school record, it was concluded that the student did not 

possess a reading conprehension deficiency that would hinder his achieve- 

nent in algebra-trigc.nometry.

TABLE 11

ANALYSIS OF GROUP RESULTS FOR PRE-TREATMENT TEST OF READING COMPREHENSION

VarianceMeanNGroifi

125.124426Experimental

S 45.52 155.4325Control

C|l^latedy, - .461.24Calculated F =

2.01Expected t 

Difference: Insignificant

Null hypothesis: Accepted

1.96Expected F 

Difference: Insignificant

s
.05.05

AcceptedHypothesis:

Since the variances of the experimental groi:p and control group

were not significantly different, a t-test was -applied to measure the

Calculation of the tdifference betiveen the means of the two groups.
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resulted in a valiie.of .46 conpared to 

five percent leveT’ofxconfidence.
an expected value of 2.01 at the

Therefore it was concluded that 
signficiant difference existed between the e^erimental

no

group and con

trol group viien tested for reading conprehension.

tegiematical Cmicepts. The ability of students to understand 

and apply mathematical concepts one of the major points of interest 
in the study. To measure the ability of participants in this area at 

the outset of the investigation as well as their grov^th during treatment, a 

teacher-constructed test was designed and administered, 

a teacher-made instrument became necessary when it

was

Development of 

was concluded that
no standardized test adequately measured this facet of mathematics 

eleventh grade level. Ihus a test called Survey of Trigonometric Con- 

> Form A and Form B, was developed, 

lation of the mean score for each of the

at the

As shown in Table 12, calcu- 

two groups on Form A of the 

test resulted in a difference of .3 in favor of the experimental group.

a value of

group. Conputation of the F ratio 

yielded a value of 1.73, thus indicating that no significant difference

existed at the five percent level of confidei^ce between the varimces 

of the two groups.

In addition, the variance of the experimental group showed 

14.65 conpared to 8.46 for the control

Uf
' With no significant difference evident in the variances of the

two groips, a t-test was applied. Accordingly, the calculated t resulted 

in a value of .31. Since the expected value of t at the five 

level of confidence is 2.01, no significant difference existed in the 

means of the tora groups when tested for-understanding and ability to 

^ply mathematical concepts prior to treatment.

Mathematical Skills.

percent

Another major area of interest in the
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TABLE 12

FOR PEE-TREATMENT TEST OF MATHEMATICAL OONCEE’TSANALYSIS OF SrOOp^ULTS

Group N Ffean Variance

Experimental

Control
26 24.58 14.65
25 24.28 8.46

Calculated F 1.73 Calculated t = 

Ejqjected t = 

Difference:

.31
E:!q)ected F 1.97.05 2.01
Difference: Insignificant

Accepted

Insignificant

Accepted
Hypothesis: Null hypothesis:

study was the development of mathematical skills by students. 

treatment testing shoived that the experimental 

score of 22.73; the control group 22.52.

Pre-

group achieved a mean

Thus, results of administering 
the Cooperative Mathematics Test, Algebra II, Form A, indicated a dif

ference favoring the experimental group of .21 separating the group 

means. As summarized in Table 13, the variance of the experimental 

was 20.92 conpared to 21.26 for the contrb^ group. With a calculated 
F ratio of 1.02, no significant differe^^ixiste 

the two groips at the five percent level of confidence.

group

the variances of

y^lication of a t-test of significance resulted in a t-value 

The expected value of t at the fiveof .16. 

is 2.01.

experimental group and control group-idren tested for ability to apply 

mathematical skills prior to treatment.

percent level of confidence 

Hence, no signicant difference existed between the means of the

^thematical Problem-solving. To measure the mathematical
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TABLE 13

ANALYSIS OF-GR0tir^SULTS FOR PRE-TREATMENT TEST OF MATHEMATICAL SKILLS

Group • N I^an Variance

Experimental 26 22,73 20.92

Control 25 22.52 21.26

Calculated F = 

Ejqjected F = 

Difference:

1.02 Calculated t =

Expected t =

Difference; Insignificant 

Null hypothesis: Accepted

.16
1.96 2.01

Insignificant

AcceptedHypothesis:

- problem-solving ability of students participating in the study, the 

Cooperative Mathematics Test, Trigonometry, Form A, was administered to 

both groups. Table 14 shows that the pre-treatment results of testing 

yielded a mean difference of .66 in favor of the control group; with a

variahce of 8.34 for the experimental group conpared to 7.97 for the 

control group. Calculation of the F ratio yielded a value of 1.05.

Since the expected F ratio between the tiyo groups at the five- percent

^o^isignificant difference between 
the variances of the two groups when t^ted^for problem-solving ability.

When a t-test was applied to determine the level of signifi

cance between the means of the too groups, a value of .82 was derived. 

Because the expected value of t at the five percent level of confi

dence is 2.01, it was concluded that no significant difference existed 

between the two groups when tested for mathematical problem-solving 

ability prior to treatment.

level of confidence is 1.97, there was
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table 14

GROUP RESULTS FOR PRE-TREATWENT TEST 
OF MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM-SOLVING

Groip N ^fean Variance

Experimental 26 8.5 8.34
Control 25 9.16 7.97

Calculated F = 

E:q)ected F = 

Difference:

1.05 Calculated t = .82
1.97 Expected t 

Difference:

2.01.05
Insignificant

Accepted

Insignificant

Accepted
Hypothesis: Null hypothesis:

Post-unit Testing

Rather than limit the statistical analysis in the study to pre 

treatment/post-treatment test data, interim or unit tests were admin

istered -at the conclusion of each of the five major units. Although
these tests were teacher-made instruments, all were reviewed and approved 

by four mathematics teachers as being in accordance with the course ob
jectives, as well as pertinent and thorough m the coverage of the par-

beingftested. *A11 items in the 

one or more mathematical concepts.

ticular instructional unit which 

tests required the application of 

mathematical skills, arid/or the development of mathematical problem

solving strategies. To test the difference in achievement between the 

two groups, a cne-tailed t-test of significance was applied to the post
unit mean scores.

was

Ikiit One. When administered the post-unit test whieh included
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algebraic review material and problems involving radicals in equations, 
the ejqjeriment&f’'^^!^ achieved 

for the control group, 

group separated the two means.

a mean score of IS.04 conpared to 15.12 

Thus, a difference of .08 favoring the control 

As indicated in Table 15, the variance 

of the experimental group was conputed as 9.72 while the variance of
the control group was conputed as 7.16.

1.28, no significant difference existed between the
With a calculated F ratio of

variances of the
two groups at the five percent level of confidence after instruction

regarding review material and radicals in equations.

TABLE 15

. ANALYSIS OF GROUP RESULTS FOR POST-WIT TEST 
OF FEVIEir MATERIAL AND RADICALS IN EQUATICNS

Groip N Nfean Variance

Experimental 26 15.04 9.72

Control ■ 25 15.12 7.61

Calculated F 1.28 Calculated t =

Expected t =

fence^^ Insignificant 

Null hypothesis: Accepted

.39
Expected F 1.97 ' 1.68.05
Difference: Insignificant

AcceptedHypothesis:

Since there was equality of variance between the experimental

group and control group, a t-test Was applied to neasure the level of 

significance between the means of the two groups. ^implication of the

contrast to the expected 

Hence, it was

t-test resulted in a calculated value of .39 in 

value of 1.68 at the five percent level of confidence.
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concluded that no significant difference existed betiveen the means of 

the two groups whSi^tes^d after treatment for mderstanding of reviexir 

material and radicals in equations; and the null hypothesis of no signi

ficant difference was accepted.

Unit Two. Analysis of post-unit test results for the instruc

tional unit, Exponential Functions and Logarithms, showed a mean dif

ference between the two groiqjs of 2.42 in favor of the experimental 

group. The mean of the experimental group was 29.56; the mean of the 

control group was 27.14. Computation of each group's variance resulted 

in a value of 17.57 and 36.53 respectively. As shown in Table 16, 

the calculated value of the F ratio was 2.08. Thus, the results of post

unit testing for the mit revealed a significant difference between the 

variances of the two groups at the five percent level of confidence; and 

the Cochran-Cox method which does not require homogeneity of variance

TABLE 16

ANALYSIS OF GROUP RESULTS FOR POST-UNIT TEST 
OF EXPCWENTIAL FUNCTIONS AND LOGARITHMS

\
Variance‘^anGroup N

V? *29.56E3q)erimental 26 17.57

Control 25 27.14 36.53

Calculated F = 2.08 Observed t 1.67

Expected F 1.96 Criterion t .31.05 .05

Difference: Significant

Rejected

“ Difference; ' Significant 

Null hypothesis: RejectedHypothesis:
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was used to apply a t-test. Accordingly, the value of the criterioii t 
was coirpute^'^aS^Tsi' conpared 

calculated as 1.67.
to the value of the observed t which 

Since the criterion t was less than the observed t, 

it was concluded that a significant difference existed beti^een the

was

means .

of the two groups vdien tested for understanding of exponential functions 

and logarithms; and the null hypothesis of no signiciant difference 

rejected in favor of the ejqjerimental 

liiit Three.

was
group.

Post-unit test results for the unit. Trigonometric 

Functions and Con^jlex Numbers, showed a group mean of 23.54 for the ex

perimental group; 21.32 for the control group. The difference between 

the means was 2.22. As summarized in Table 17, the variance of the

e3q)erimental groiq) was 24.66 conpared to 33.56 for the control g 

hence, the calculated value of the F ratio was 1.36.
: group;

Since the expected 
value of the F ratio is 1.96 dt the five percent level of confidence.

TABLE 17

ANALYSIS OF GROUP RESULTS FOR POST-UNIT TEST 
OF TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCriQNS AND COMPLEX NUMBERS

Groip N Rfean Variance

23.^4Experimental

Control

26 24.66

25 21.32 33.56

Calculated F = 1.36 Calculated t = 

Ejected t Q5 = 

Edfference:

1.47
Expected F 

Difference:

1.96'.05 1.67
Insignificant

Accepted
Insignificant 

Null Hypothesis: Accepted
Hypothesis:
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it concluded that no significant difference existed between the 
of the“^tw^groups when tested for understanding of trigon

ometric functions and conplex nuirbers.

^plication of a t-test to measure significant difference 

betitfeen tlie means of the experimental group and control group revealed a 

value of 1.47.

variances

Because the expected value of t at the five percent level 

of confidence is 1.67, the null hypotliesis of no significant difference 

between the means of the two groups was accepted when students were tested

for understanding of trigonometric functions and conplex nimbers. 

Ihit Four. After completion of the unit, Triogonometric 

Identities and Formulas, analysis of post-unit test scores showed a 

mean difference between the two groups of 1.57 in favor of control

group students. Table 18"shows that the experimental group attained a 

mean score of 27.06 while the control group adiieved a mean of 28.56.

Conputation of each group's variance revealed a value of 52.17 for the 

experiiiBntal group; 19.05 for the control group, ^^plication of an

F-test of significance resulted in a ratio of 2.74, indicating a signi- 

ficant difference in the variances of the ,two groups at the five percent 

level' of confidence. Thus, to measure the ‘^fference between the 
of the tivo groups, the Cochran-Cox metho^d^^'^■ useci^o apply 

Utilization .of the Cochran-Cox method, which does not require equality of 

variance, resulted in a value of .72 for the criteinon t compared to a 

value of .89 for the observed t.

means

a t-test.

Since the criterion t i^as less than 

the observed t, a significant difference existed betoeen the means of

the two groups when "tested for understanding of trigonometric identities 

and formulas; and the null hypothesis of no significant difference 

rejected in favor of the control
was

group.
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TABLE 18

OF GROUP RESULTS FOR POST-IWIT TEST 
OF TRIOGCNOCTRIC IIENITIES AND FORMULAS

ft an VarianceNGroup

26Ejqjerimental 27.06 52.17

25 28.56 19.05Control

Observed tCalculated F = 2.74 .89

Criterion t -=
. ____

Diffei-ence:

Null hypothesis:

E3q)ected F .721.97.05
Significant

Rejected

Significant

Rejected

Difference:

Hypothesis:

Ihit Five. The final post-unit test in the study was admini

stered to measure each participating student's understanding of circular 

functions and their inverses. Table 19 summarizes the analysis of the 

scores achieved by the students. The experimental groi5)'s mean score 

was 6.71 conpared to 7.5 for the control group; hence, the difference

between the group means was .79. Conputation of each group's -variance
- ' '

resulted in a value of 9.3 for the experg.n^ntal .group; 5.79 for the 
Application of an F-tes^df

of 1.61 conpared to the expected F ratio of 1.97. Therefore, no signi-
* •

ficant difference existed bepveen the variances of the two groips at the 

five percent level of confidence when tested for understanding of cir

cular functions and their inverses._ Applying a t-test to measure the 

difference between the means of the t\ra groips resulted in a value of 

1.02. Since the expected value of t at the five percent level of signi 

ficance is 1.67, no significant .difference existed between the means of

/
significance yielded a ratiocontrol group.
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the e:5q)erinBntal groijp and ’control group when tested for understanding 
functiOT^and their 

significant difference was accepted.

■t

inverses; and the null hypothesis of noof circular

TABLE 19

MALYSIS OF GROUP RESULTS FOR POST-UNIT TEST 
OF CIRCULAR FUNCTICNS AND THEIR INVERSES

VaribiceGroup N Ms an

Experimental 26 6.71 9.3

Control 25 7.5 5.79

Calculated F = 1.61 Calculated t = 1.02

Expected F 1.97 Expected t 1.67.05 .05 "
Difference: Insignificant InsignificantDifference:

Ifypothesis: Accepted Null hypothesis: Accepted

Post-treatment Testing

To help assess the effect of the\ full semester's treatment on 

students who participated in the study, foi^ post-treatment tests were 

utilized. Three of the instiuments were?f|d|niniste^d in a different foim 

during pre-treatment testing to measure each participant's understanding 

of mathematical concepts, development of mathematical skills, and mathe

matical problem-sol’ving ability. To test the null hypotheses of no signi

ficant difference between the means of the two groups after treatment, 

each student's pre-treatment test score was subtracted from his corres

ponding post-treatment score; and the result was then used to coirpute a 

mean for each of the three tests.

-V

\
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To identify the difference between the corresponding means of 
experiinental"^^^

cance was applied. Utilization of a t-test in this case assumes homogeneity 

of variance between the two random sanples of the population. Therefore, 

before applying a t-test, it was necessary to test the two groups for 

equality of variance. Accordingly, an F-test of significance was used.

The fourth and final post-treatment test administered to'stu- 

dents during the study was designed to determine if students who OTOte 

coitputer algorithms showed gro^rth in an area not given a great deal of 

enphasis in the other three post-treatment tests; that is, in the devel

opment of logic and reasoning ability. Hence, the fourth test instrument 

was developed and administered to provide insight cmceming a possible 

'Tjy-product" of using a conputer as an instructional tool. The test 

contained no reference to conputers, conputer programming, or other re

lated areas of conputer knowledge.

Mathematical Concepts. Post-treatment test results for the 

instrunent. Survey of Trigonometric Concepts, Form B, shovr:ed that the 

experimental group achieved a mean score of 26.81 conpared to 26.2 for 

the control group. When each participant'^corresponding pre-treatment 

was subtracted from his post-trea-^^t scor^the result showed 

that students in the experimental group had attained a mean 2.24 points 

hi^er after treatment than before treatment;, and that students in the 

control group had achieved a mean 1.92 points higher after treatment 

than before treatment.

A one-way analysis of variance was performed with both sanples 

to identify the margin of growth attained during, the semester's treat- 

ment. Table 20 shows that the calculated value of F for the experimental

the and control group, a ti^o-tailed t-test of signifi-

score
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group was 4.43 con^ared to the expected value of 4.26 at the five percent 
level of conft^nc^ Thus, a significant difference existed between 

pre-treatment and post-treatment achievement of the experimental group ' 

when tested for understanding of mathematical concepts.

TABLE 20

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP'S PRE-TREATMENT/POST-TREAIMENT 
SCORES FOR TOE TEST OF MATHEMATICAL ^WCEPTS-

Source of 
Variation

Sum of 
Squares

Rfean
Square F -df Difference

Within sanples 24 350.64 14.61

Between sanples 1 64.7 64.7 4.43 Significant

Total 25 415.34

Correspondingly, the calculated F ratio of the control group was 4.57. 

Since the expected value of F at the five percent level of confidence 

is 4.28, a significant difference also existed between the pre-treatment
i

and post-treatment achievement of the control groim when tested for
'4 : V

understanding of mathematical concepts.^,J^hble 21^simimarizes the results.

signi'^icmt difference in growth occurred 

between the two groups during treatment, the arithmetic difference be

tween pre-treatment and post-treatment scores was subjected to an F-test. 

The expected value of F at the five percent level of confidence is 1.97.

As shown in Table 22, the calculated F in this instance resulted in a 

value of 1.91; thus indicating homogeneity of variance, 

was applied to determine the significant difference beti^^een the means of

To determine whether a

Hence, a t-test
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vTABLE 21
ANALYSIS'oF^otW)L GROUP’S PRE-TREATMENT/POST-TREATf-ENT 

SCORES FOR THE TEST OF MATHEMATICAL CWCEPTS

Source of 
Variation

Sum of 
Squares

Mean
df Sqtrnre F Difference

Within sanples 23

Between sanples 1

177.33 7.71

; 35.28 35.28 4.57 Significant

Total 24 212.61

TABLE 22

SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENCE BEIWEE4 PRE-TREATMENT/POST-TREATMENT 
SCORES FOR THE TEST OF MATHEMATICAL CCNCEPTS

Groi^) N Mean Variance

Experimental 26 1.85 14.94

Control 25 1.92 7.83

Caldilated t =
'i ■

Ejqje&Wd t-v^ =
*r

Difference: Insignificant

Null hypothesis; Accepted

Calculated F = 1.91 ; .08

E!q)ected F 1.97 1.67.05
Difference: Insignificant

Accei.itedHypothesis:

the two grovips. Accordingly, a value of .08 was derived. Since the ex

pected value of t at the five percent level of confidence is 1.67, it 

was concluded that the gro\rth of the two groups ^d not differ signi

ficantly during treatment when students were tested for their under-
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standing of mathematical concepts; and the null hypothesis of no 

significant diiferen^ was accepted.

Mathematical Skills. To identify each participating student's 

level of mathematical skills after treatment, Form B of the Cooperative 

Mathematics Test, Algebra II, was administered. Confutation of the mean 

score for each group shaded that students in the ejqperimental groif 

achieved a value of 27; and that students in the control group attained 

a value of 24.16. Subtraction of each student's corresponding pre- 

treatment score from his post-treatment score indicated that the experi

mental group achieved a mean 4.15 points higher after treatment than it 

did before treatment; and that the control group attained a mean 1.64 

points higher after treatment than before treatment.

To measure the development of each group's mathematical skills 

during treatment, a one-way analysis of variance was performed. As cited 

in Table 23, the calculated value of F for the experimental group resulted 

in a ratio of 14.43 whereas the expected value of F at the five percent

TABLE 23
iANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL GROUP'S PRE-TREATMENT/POST-TREAIMENT 

SCORES FOR THE TEST OF MA'.1HE%'
■uJ

TICAL SKILLS.

Source of 
Variation

Sum of 
Squares

Mb an 
Squaredf DifferenceF

Within samples 24 394.08

Between samples 1

16.42

236.94 . 236.94 14.43 Significant

25 631.02Total
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t level of confidence is 4.26. Accordingly, a significant difference 

existed between'pre-ti^tment and post-treatment achievement for the 

e3q)erimental group when tested for development of mathematical skills; 

that is, the groi:^) showed a significant margin of growth during the .study. 

In contrast the calculated value of F for the control grov^j was 1.5 com

pared to the expected value of 4.28. As shown in Table 24, there was 

no significant difference between the pre-treatment and post-treatment 

achievement of the control group when tested for development of mathe

matical skills.

TABLE 24

ANALYSIS OF CONTROL GROUP'S PRE-TREATMENT/POST-TREATMENT 
SCORES FOR THE TEST OF MATHBIATICAL SKILLS

Sum of 
Squares

NfeanSource of 
Variation DifferenceFdf Square

22.45Within samples 23 516.35

Insignificant1.533.62 33.62Between samples 1

549.9724Total
^ ■

, To determine whether a significyit* difference in growth occurred 

between the experimental group and control group during treatment, the 

arithmetic difference between each group's pre-treatment and post-treatment 

levels of adiievement was si±ijected to an F-test. Calculation of the F 

ratio resulted in a value of 2.04. Since the expected value of F at the 

five percent level of confidence is 1.97, a significant difference 

existed betoeen the variances of the two groups; as shown in Table 25.
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TABLE 25
SUMVIARY ANALYSIS^OF^ DIFFERENCE BETIVEEN PRE-TREATMENT/POST-TREATMENT 

SCORES IDR THE TEST OF MAIHEM/VTICAL SKILLS

N VarianceGrovip

26 4.15 11.98E^qierimental

25 1.64 24.41Control

Observed t 2.11Calculated F = 2.04

E3q)ected F 1.97 Criterion t .32.05 ■.05
Significant 

Null hypothesis: Rejected

Difference: Significant Difference:

Hypothesis: Rejected

<1.Accordingly, the Cochran-Cox method of applying a t-test was used to 

measure the level of significance between the means of the experimental 

groip and control group. Utilization of the Cochran-Cox method yielded 

a value of .34 for the criterion t conpared to a value of 2,11 for the 

observed t. Since the value of the criterion t was less than the ob-
\served t, it was concluded that a signific^t difference in growth
\ ■■

occurred between the two groups during t;^e^biient j^^d the null hypothesis

matliematical skillsdevelopment oiof no significant difference in the 

was rejected in favor of the e^qjerimental group.

Mathematical Problem-solving. The'Cooperative ffethematics 

Test, Trigonometry, Form B, was used to test each participating student's 

problem-solving ability after treatment. Calculation of the experimental 

group's mean score resulted in a valioe of 13.19 conpared to 14.32 for the 

control group. Subtraction of each participant's pre-treatment score
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from his corresponding post-treatment score showed that the experimental 
grot^) attained'a’*itB^4.69 greater after treatment than it did before 

treatment; and that the control group achieved a mean 5.16 greater after 

treatment than before treatment.

Nfeasurement of each group's development of mathematical problem

solving ability during treatment was accomplished through a one-way ,

As summarized in Table 26, the calculated F

Since the

analysis of variance test, 

ratio for the experimental group yielded a value of 17.36.

TABLE 26

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIIIENTAL GROUP'S PRE-TREATMENT/POST-TREATTIENT 
SCORES FOR IHE TEST OF MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM-SOLVING

Sum of 
Squares

Mean
Square

. Source of 
Variation DifferenceFdf

395.76 16.49Within samples 24

Between samples 1 Significant286.23 17.36286.23

681.9925Total

\ ■expected valvie of F at the five percent jl^el of confidence is 4.26, a 
significant difference existed between pre-triatment and post- 

treatment scores achieved by the experimental group; that is, signifi

cant growth was achieved by the group during treatment idieh tested for 

mathematical problem-solving ability. Similarly, the control groip also 

showed significant groivth during the semester's treatment. Calculation 

of the control group's F ratio resulted in a value of 31.03 compared to 

the expected value of 4.28 as shown in Table 27.
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TABLE 27

ANALYSIS'WllffiNaM’RDL GROUP'S PRE-TREATMENT/POST-TREATMENT 
SCORES FOR THE TEST OF MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM-SOLVING

t

Sum of 
Squares

Nfean
Square

Source of 
Variation Differencedf F

246.79 10.73Within sanples 

Between sanples

23

Significant332.82 332.82 31.031

24 579.61Total

To test the difference bet\\'een the variances of the experi

mental groi^) and control group, the arithmetic difference between each

group's pre-treatment and post-treatment level of achievenent was sub-

Calculation of the F ratio resulted in a value ofjected to an F-test.

Since the expected value of F at the five percent level of con-3.21.

fidence is 1.97, a significant difference existed between the variances 

of the two groups. Accordingly, the Cochran-Cox method of applying a 

t-test was used to detennine the level of sigpificance between the means
\

of the experimental groi:qj and control group.'i^ As indicated in Table 28, 

the value of the criterion t was coiiputed^^bs^.76 whiAe the valiog of the
V?.* ^

observed t was confuted as .34. Since the criterion t was greater than

1

the observed t, it was concluded that the grOTth of the experimental ’ 

group and control group did not differ significantly during treatment 

when tested for mathematical problem-rsolving ability. Hence the null 

hypothesis of no significant difference was accepted.

Logic and Reasoning. The final post-treatment test adminis

tered to student-participants was designed to measure the level of achieve-
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TABLE 28
SUMMARY ANALYSiV8f1^ DIFFERENCE BETWEEN PRE-TREATNENT/POST-TREATtvENT 

SCORES FOR THE TEST OF MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM-SOLVING

Ms an VarianceGroup N

26 4.69Experimental 35.74

25 5.16 11.14Control

Observed tCalculated F = 3.21 .34

Criterion t .76Ejqjected F 1.97 .05 ".05
Significant

Rejected

Difference: InsignificantDifference:

Null hypothesis: AcceptedHypothesis:

ment in an area not emphasized in the other three post-treatment tests; 

that is, the development of logic and reasoning ability. The results 

of administering the instrument, Test of Logic and Reasoning, are sum

marized in Table 29. The experimental group achieved a mean score of 

31.96 conpared to 28.04 for the control group. Hence, a difference of 

3.92 existed between the means of the two ^pi;ps. With a variance of 

7.08 for
^ ■

the experimental group and 32,04 ,foV the control" group, the cal-
• "Vo 

feiiSe the ixpectedculated value of the F ratio was 4.53. value of F

at the five percent level of confidence is 1.97, a significant difference 

existed in the variances of the two groups. 'Accordingly, the Cochran- 

Cox method was used to measure the difference betiveen the sanple means. 

Utilization of the Cochran-Cox method resulted in a criterion t of .17

conpared to 3.19 for the observed t. Thus, a significant difference 

existed between the means of the" experimental group and control group
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when tested for logic and reasoning ability; and the null hypothesis of no 

significant differaibe was rejected in favor of the experimental group.

i

Table 29 '

MALYSIS OF GROUP RESULTS FOR POST-TREATNENT TEST OF LOGIC AND REAS»IING

VarianceN NfeanGroup

26 31.96 7.08.Experimental

32.0425 28.04Control

Observed t 3.19Calculated F = 4.53

.Criterion t .17Expected ^05“ 

Difference: 

ftypothesis:

1.97 .05
Significant 

Null hypothesis: Rejected

Significant

Rejected

Difference:

Student Opinions

Whether student learning behavior is affected by the use of a 

conputer when it is utilized as a teaching and/or learning tool is of 

great inportance to many people, especially in education. However, the 

opinion of students relevant to the coirputffer as an instinctional tool is 
also a major concern. To gain some in^^^ fegai^ng such opinion, 

survey instruments were designed and administered to all students who 

participated in the study. A copy of the' instrument administered to the 

experimental group, as well as the one administered to the control group, 

can be found in Appendix D.

Opinions of Students in the Experimental Group. Instrument A

was developed to identify the opinion of students in the experimental
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The instrument was administered twice during the study: shortlygroup.

after studen-fe-^e^susing the con^juter as an instructional tool; and

again after treatment. Participants were asked to respond to six state

ments. Each statement included three possible responses: agree; don't 

know; disagree. Students were asked to circle the response which, at 

the time, best described their opinion. Table 30 summarizes the re

sponses to each statemnt.

To statistically analyze the results, responses Were weighted

accordingly:

+ 1 pointAgree 

Don't know 0

- 1 pointDisagree

A one-way analysis of variance was tiien performed to the early- 

treatment/post-treatment scores for each of the six statements. As 

identified by the investigator prior to initiating the study, the five 

percent level of confidence was used to measure significant difference. 

Accordingly, a calculated F ratio greater than 4.04 indicated a signi

ficant difference in the post-treatment opinion of students in the experi-
\

mental group idien compared to their early,-treatment opinion. ,

. Some educators who use a conpdte^:. as ar^instructional tool 

contend that students like courses in which a computer is used more than 

other courses in vjhich a conputer is not,usQd. However, the calculated 

value of the F ratio relevant to the statement, "I like mathematics," 

indicated that students in the experimental grov:p did not change their 

opinion significantly after having used the conputer in algebra-trigonometry. 

The calculated F ratio of 1.48 was considerably below the expected value 

of 4.04. Thus, the null hypotlaesis of no significant difference between

-
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TABLE 30

EARLV^-TREA3^51^5t^D POST-TREATr€NT OPINICWS OF STUDENTS IN THE 

EXPERIMENTAL GROUP REGARDING THE USE OF A COf4PUTER IN MATHEMATICS

Statement Early-treatment Post-treatment

1. I like mathematics.

Agree 
Don't know 
Disagree

2. I like using a conputer to 
learn mathematics.

19 21
4 5
3 0

Agree
Don't know 
Disagree

3. Using a conputer helps me to 
understand mathematics.

12 23
12 0
2 3

Agree
Don't knoitf 
Disagree

4. Using a conputer has increased
interest in mathematics .-

Agree 
Don't knoiif 
Disagree

5. In addition to mathematics, I
would like the opportunity to • ‘V
i^e a conputer to learn subject- * f 
matter in other courses (e.g. 
social studies or science).

Agree 
Don't know 
Disagree

6. I have a better understanding of
the conputer because of the 
opportunity I have had to use 
a conputet to learn mathematics.

Agree
Don't kno^^r . ..
Disagree ■ ; •

11 15
10 8
5 3

10 13
7 6

\ 9 7

^ ■

12 13
7 7
7 6

19 25
6 1
1 0
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’early-treatment and post-treatmsnt opinion was accepted, as shoim in 

Table 31.

TABLE 31

"I LIKE MATHEMATICS":

AN ANALYSIS OF EARLY-TREATMENT/POST-TREATMENT OPINICN 
OF STUDENTS -IN THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Null
Difference Hypothesis

Source of 
Variation

Svm of ^fean 
Squares Square Fdf

15.68 .32Within groups 49

.48 1.48 Insignificant Accepted.48Between groups 1

50 16.16Total

Early-treatment response to the statement, "I like using a com

puter to learn mathematics," showed that t\TO students did not like -using 

a con^uter to learn mathematics, while 12 others "didn't kno^^f." After 

treatment, all students except three indicated that they liked using a

conputer to learn mathematics. When these results were subjected to a
i

one-way analysis of variance, an F ratio of 4.63 was^^conputed. Since the
expected value of the F ratio at the five percent te^l of -cmfidence is

f /
4.04, a significant difference existed between ea#iy-treatment and post

treatment opinion. As shown in Table 32, the null hypothesis of no • 

sigjiificant difference was rejected.

Statement three of the opinion instrument sought to determine 

if -the stiidents who used a conputer as an instructional tool believed 

that the conputer helped them to understand mathematics. Althou^ 15 

students agreed with the statenent after treatment conpared to 11 

students earlier, no significant difference existed between early-
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: TABLE 32-

"f'EllSlBING A (XMPUrER TO LEARN MATHEMATICS":
AN ANALYSIS OF EARLY-TREATMENT/POST-TREATMENT OPINIQN 

OF STUDENTS IN THE EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

Null
Difference Hypothesis

Sum of I^an 
Squares Square F

Source of 
Variation df

.42Within groups 49 

Between groups 1

20.58

1.92 4.63 Significant Rejected1.92

50 22.50Total

Table 33 shows that the F ratiotreatment and post-treatment opinion, 

between early-treatment and post-treatment opinion resulted in a valiK

Since the expected value of the F ratio at the five percent 

level of confidence is 4.04, the null hypothesis of no significant dif

ference was accepted.

of .05.

TABLE 33

"USING A COMPUTER HELPS TO UNIERSTAND MATHEMATICS": 
ANALYSIS OF EARLY-TREATMENT/P(^T-TREAT>ENT OPINIQN: •

GROUP■^^l^ALOF STUDENTS IN THE EXPE

Null
Hypothesis

Sum of Mean
Squares Square ■ F.. Difference

Source of 
Variation df

.54Within groups 49 

Between groups 1

26.46

.69 .69 1.28 Insignificant Accepted

50 27.15Total
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Proponents' supporting the use o£ a conputer as an instructj.onal 

tool often cont^nff^hkt utilization of a con^juter in a course increases 

student interest in the subject-matter. The opinion of students in the 

experinental grottp did not support this contention. No significant dif

ference was found between early-treatment and post-treatment opinion 

vdien students were asked to respond to the statement: "Using a conputer 

has increased my interest in mathematics." Table 34 shows that the 

calculated value of the F ratio was .1 conpared to the expected value 

of 4.04. Thus, no significant difference existed between early-treatment 

and post-treatment opinion; and the null hypothesis of no significant 

difference was accepted.

t

TABLE 34

"USING A GOMPUTER HAS INCREASED Mf INTEREST IN MATHEMATICS": 
AN A^JALYSIS OF EARLY-TREATt€NT/POST-TREATMENT OPINIOJ 

OF STUDENTS IN THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Sum of i^an 
Squares Square F

Null
Difference Hypothesis

Source of 
Variation df

36.75 .75Within groups 49 

Between groups 1
\ ■

f6^ Insi^ificant Accepted.48.48
i

■•’V 1

50 37.23Total

During early-treatment, 19 of the 26 students in the experi- 

nental group replied affirmatively to the statment: "In addition to 

mathematics, I would like the opportiiiity to use a cpnputer to leam 

siibject-matter in other courses (for exanple, social studies and science)." 

After treatment, 25 of the 26 students indicated an affirmative reply.
0

1 ' '
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Accordingly, an analysis of early-treatment and post-treatment opinion 

resulted in an'>''?atibv of 1.03, as shown in Table 35. The expected 

value of F at the five-percent level of confidence is 4.04; thus, no 

significant difference existed between the early-treatment and post

treatment opinion of students in the experimental group.

V

TABLE 35

"IJ4 ADDITION TO MATHEMATICS, I WOULD LIKE THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO USE -A COMPUTER TO LEARN SUBJECT-MATTER IN OTHER COURSES": 

AN ANALYSIS OF EARLY-TEATMENT/POST-TREATNENT OPINION 
OF STUDENTS IN IHE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP'

Sum of Mean 
Squares Square F

Null
Difference Hypothesis

Source of 
Variation df

Within groxjps 49 

Between groups 1

32.83 .67

.69 7.81 Insignificant Accepted.69

50 33.52Total

Shortly after treatment began, 19 students in the experi

mental group indicated they they had a betf^r understanding of Ithe com-
'I 'puter because of the opportunity afforde^di^tiiem to '^jise the device in 

mathematics. After treatment, all students in the e^qjerimental group 

except one agreed to the statement: "I have a better understanding of 

the conputer because of the opportunity I have had to use a computer to 

learn mathematics." A one-way analysis of variance beti^een early- 

treatment and post-treatment results Tevealed an F ratio of 7.81 com

pared to the expected ratio of 4.04 at the five percent level of confi

dence. Thus, a significant difference existed between the early-treatment
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and post-treatment opinion of students in the experimental gro'qp, as 

cited in in T3>le''35\ and the null hypothesis was rejected.

f

TABIE 36

"I HAVE A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE CWUTER BECAUSE OF THE 
OPPORTUNITY I HAVE HAD TO USE A COMPUTER TO LEARN MATHEMATICS": 

AN ANALYSIS OF EARLY-TREATT^ENT/POST-TREATMEN'I OPINIQN 
of' students in the EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

Source of 
Variation

Sum of Nfean 
Squares Square F

Null
Difference Hypothesis , .df

12.25 .25Within groips 49 

Between groins 1 1.92 1.92 7.81 Significant Rejected

50 14.17Total

Opinions of Students in the Control Group. What are the

opinions of students who could not use a conputer as an instructional 

tool although it was available to other students in another section of 

the same course? To answer this question, students in the control group 

were administered Opinion Instrument B after treatment , consisting of 

six statements. Each statement included^three possible responses: agree;
(■I f (

don't “know; disagree. Students were asked to circle the response which, 

at the time, best described their opinion, Table 37 summarizes the re

sponses to each statement.

Like students in the experimental group, most students in the 

control groip liked mathematics; 20 of the 25 students indicated accord

ingly. In addition, 17 of the students in the control group replied 

that they would liked to have had the opportunity to use a conputer to
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TjffiEE 37

POST-TJEAI?^ OPINICNS of STUIEM’S in IHE CCNTPDL GROUP 
RELEVANT TO NOT IBING A CCMPUTER IN MATHEMATICS.

f

Post-treatmentStatement

1. I like mathematics.

20Agree
Don't knav\r 
Disagree

2. I would have liked to have had the o^ortmity to use
a conputer to learn matheiratics this semester.

Agree 
Don't know 
Disagree

3. Using a conputer would have helped me to
better understand mathematics.

4
1

17
5
3

6Agree 
Don't kncRi?
Disagree

4. Students who used a conputer to learn mathematics
this semester had an advantage over me.

Agree
Don't know 
Disagree

V
5. If I take an additional mathematics cSurse,

I would like to use a conputer intthe.

12
7

7
11
7\

course to learn mathematics.

17Agree 
Don't know 
Disagree

6. I would like the opportunity to use a conputer 
to leam subject-matter in courses other than 
mathematics (e.g. social studies or science).

Agree 
Don't know 
Disagree

4 ■

4

17
5
3
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leam mathematics; while only three responded negatively. Nevertheless, 

only six o£ tfife-'S^^Bfeajts expressed the opinion that using a conputer 

would have helped them to better understand mathematics; 12 didn't knoi^; 

seven disagreed. Similarly, in replying to the statement, "Students 

who used a conputer to leam mathematics this semester had an advantage 

over me," seven agreed; 11 didn't know; and seven disagreed.

A ratlier sizeable nimber, 17 of the 25 students in the control 

group, expressed an affirmative reply to the statement: "If I take an 

additional mathematics course I would like to use the computer in the 

course to leam mathematics." Only four students indicated disagree

ment; while four others responded that they "didn't know." Almost iden

tically, 17 students replied that they would like the opportunity to use 

a conputer to leam subject-matter in courses other than mathematics; 

five indicated that they "didn't knov/"; only three responded negatively.

\ ■

.J,
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CHAPTER V

SlMlAKf, CONaUSKES, AND RECOMCNDATICNS

Purpose of the Study

The major purpose of this study was to deteimne if students 

who ijise a conputer to learn mathematics attain a hi^er level of achieve- 

nent than other students of the same ability level who do not use a com

puter to learn mathematics. Since the opinion of students regarding 

such experience is also an inportant concern to many educators, question

naires too were administered during the investigation. If supportive 

conclusions can be reported from this study and other similar investi

gations, there is justification for the cost of conputer resources for 

such teaching and learning. Indeed, there would also be reason to 

examine alternative means of introducing the teclmique or process.

Interest in pursuing the project was stimulated by the lack 

of enpirical research regarding conputer-assisted problem-solving, as 

well as the widespread enthusiasm of many people who support the use of 

conputers in the development of student learning behavior.

\ ■

Research Procedures
algebra-trigo^ilnetry closes participated in 

the project; 14 boys and 12 girls in the experimental group which used 

a computer as a teaching and learning tool; 14 boys and 11 girls in the 

control group which did not use a conputer. All students were of "middle 

ability" level, having been enpirically placed at that level by mathe

matics teachers based xpon each student's prior achievement in mathe

matics, but randomly scheduled into the too gr'oips by a conputer.

Both the experimental-group and.control group were taught by

Students in too

120
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the same teacher, a person with considerable experience in mathematics 

and coii5)uter-^ssistb4 problem-solving. Except for instruction and 

assignments in the ejqperinental group involving the use of the conputer 

terminals and the language called BASIC, the course objectives, nethods, 

techniques, and instructional materials were the same for both groups. 

Thus, the experimental group used a conputer as an instructional tool to 

learn algebra-trigonometry; the control groip did not.

Students in the experimental grbip worked directly with three 

teletypewriter terminals, two of viiich were connected through private 

telephone lines to a large-scale, digital conputer located ^proximately 

15 miles away. The students typed niimerals, letters, and symbols found 

■'~7 on the keyborad to do conputational work, solve mathematical problems, 

and otherwise "teach" the conputer that which they learned in class.

The study took one 19-week semester to conplete. Most utili

zation of the conputer terminals was in the mathematics workroom or the 

hallway adjacent to the classroom so that the students using the ter

minals would jiot disturb the other menbers remaining in the room. 

However, a telephone line was installed in the classroom to allm the 

teacher the opportunity to use a terminal '^or teaching and denjbnstration 

purposes. J.41- r
Since the conputer was utilized in the study as an instructional 

tool rather than as an object of instruction, the teacher used the com

puter whenever he considered it beneficial in achieving the course objec

tives. Students in the experimental groi^ were free and encouraged to 

use the conputer terminals not only when direct assignments were made 

concerning the use of the conputer, but also when other applicable pro

blems were assigned. Utilization of the conputer as a teaching and/or
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learning ^ tool during the study was entirely at the discretion of the 

teacher and/or>tfi^h^ in the experimental group. Accordingly, the 

terminals were generally used in three ways: (1) as a conputational 

tool; (2) as a "teaching" and learning tool; and (3) experimentally.

Hence, except for instruction in the experimental group rele

vant to the computer terminals and the BASIC language, considerable 

effort was devoted to keep the instructional strategies alike in both 

participating groups. Since the use of the computer with the experi

mental group represented a manipulation of the instructional variable, 

the intent was to make it the paramount variable in the instruction and 

learning of the t\TO groups. Accordingly, one off-line and two on-line 

computer terminals were available to students in the experimental group 

during the study; and the curricular strategy adopted called for the 

identification of those aims and objectives within the existing algebra- 

trigonometry curriculum of the Dearborn Public Schools inhere a computer 

could best be used to improve student learning behavior.

Evaluative instruments were administered to both the experi

ment groip and control group before and after treatment, as well as 

intermittently. The instruments were of two^miajor types: (1) test
achievementvfef^indiwrdual students; and

%f? r

\

instruments that measured the 

(2) opinion instruments.

None of the instruments which were used to measure achieve

ment contained any reference to computers, computer languages, or other 

related areas of computer knowledge., The primaiy rationale for selec

tion of the test instruments, as well-as the time to administer them, ' 

was identification and measureiment of student achievement. Pre-treatment 

tests were administered to all participating students to assess intelli-
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gpnce level, reading ability, and mathematical achievement before the 

experimental ^rerim^ts began.

to each of the five instructional units in the course, a teacher- 

constructed test was administered at the conclusion of ea<± unit.

To measure student achievement relative

Finally, to help assess the effect of the semester's treatment, four 

post-treatment tests were utilized, 

ministered in a different form during pre-treatment testing to measure 

each participant's understanding of mathematical concepts, development 

of mathematical skills, and performance of mathematical problem-solving. 

The fourth post-treatment test was administered to determine if the 

students who wrote computer algorithms showed growth in an area not 

given a great deal of emphasis in the other three post-treatment tests, 

that is, in the development of logic and reasoning ability.

To identify the opinion of students relevant to the use of a 

computer as an instructional tool--both in the experimental group as 

well as in the control group--appropriate opinion instruments were de

signed and administered to all participants.

Three of the instruments were ad-

Statistical Procedures
\ ■

To measure the difference in achievement between the experi- 

mental grotp and control group before l^atment, 'a two-tailed t-test 

of significance was applied. Utilization of a t-test in such instances 

idiere the .difference between group means are' measured assiimes homogeneity 

of variance between the two random samples of the population. Hence, 

before applying the t-test, an F test was performed to determine if homo

geneity of variance existed between the two groups. In those instances 

where equality of variance did riot exist beWeen the groups, application 

of a t-test of significance was; performed by the method developed by
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Cochran and Cox. The Cochran-Cox method does not assume nor necessitate 

homogeneity of vaiuaii^ betiveen two saji^jles of a population.

To measure the differences in grcnvth betireen the experimental 

group and control groups after treatments, a one-tailed t-test was applied.

Results of Testing the Null Hypotheses

Pre-treatment testing of intelligence quotient, reading com

prehension, mathematical concepts, mathematical skills, and mathematical 

problem-solving showed that no significant difference existed between the 

e^qierimental group and control group at the five percent level of con

fidence. Qily when tested for reading vocabulary did a significant dif

ference exist between the two groups. However, this group difference 

was not considered inportant because no student in either groip possessed 

a vocabulary deficiency below the 9.9 grade level. Hence, with the ex

ception of reading vocabulary, the null hypothesis depicting the similar

ity of the tivo groups prior to treatment was accepted:

There is no significant difference in readiness 
between the experimental group and control groip when 
measured by test instruments in the folloiving areas 
prior to treatment; intelligence quotient, reading 
vocabulary, reading conprehension'^ mathematical con
cepts, mathematical skills, and mathematical problem- i ■ 
solving. J.

, Interim or post-unit tests whic^tlncluded^ (1)^

-and radicals in equations, (2) trigonometric functions and conplex

review material

numbers, and (3) circular functions and their inverses, showed no 

significant difference between the two groups at the five percent level 

of confidence. Accordingly, the null hypothesis depicting the similarity 

of the experimental group and control group' for these three units was 

accepted:
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When evaluated by teacher-constructed post-unit 
tests Aat excluded reference to conputers, conputer 
lan^ia;|ps7\:onputer programming, and other areas of 
conputer knowledge, there is no sigiificant difference 
in achievement between the experimental group which 
used a digital, time-shared, electronic computer to 
learn mathematics and the control group which did not 
use the computer to learn mathematics.

When the two groups were administered the post-mit test of 

exponential functions and logarithms, however, a significant difference 

was found to exist in favor of the experimental groip. In contrast, 

when students were administered the post-unit test of triogonometric 

identities and formulas, a significant difference was found to exist in 

favor of the control group. Thus, the null hypothesis depicting the 

similarity of the two groups for these two units after treatment was 

rejected.

When the groups were tested at the end of the semester's 

treatment for understanding of mathematical concepts and mastery of 

mathematical problem-solving, no significant difference in growth was

found betitfeen the experimental group and control groxp). Hence, the fol

lowing null hypotheses were accepted:

When tested by a teacher-c’onstructed post-treatment 
instrument measuring ability to mderstand and apply' ■ 
mathematical concepts, there is ira significant- difference

xp.briWntalsgrotp which iised 
;tSf$ilc computer to learn

mathematics and the control group which did not use the 
computer to learn mathematics.

When tested by a standardized'post-treatment instru
ment measuring mathematical problem-solving ability, 
there is no significant difference in achievement be
tween the experimental.-group \diich used a digital, 
tiime-shared, electronic conputer to leam mathematics 
and the control group which did not use the conputer to 
leam mathematics.

in achievement between the e 
a digital, time-shared, elec

When tested for mastery of mathematical skills, a significant 

difference in growth \^as found to have occurred during treatment in
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favor of the experimental group. Accordingly, the folloidng null 
hypothesis was^reject^:

When tested by a standardized post-treatment in
strument measuring level of mathematical skills, there 
is no significant difference in achievement between 
the experimental groi?) which used a digital, time- 
shared, electronic conputer to learn mathematics and 
the control groip \diich did not use the conputer to 
learn mathematics.

When tested after treatment for ability to use logic and 

reasoning, a significant difference was found to exist again beti\reen 

the two groips in favor of the "conputer groip," Thus, the following 

null hypothesis was rejected:

When tested by a teacher-constructed post-treatirent 
instnmient measuring logic and reasoning ability, there 
is no si^ificant difference in achievement between the 
experimental group which used a digital, time-shared, 
electronic conputer to learn mathematics and the control 
group which did not use the conputer to learn mathematics.

Finally, no significant difference existed between the early- '

treatment and post-treatment opinion of students in the experimental

group when asked to respond to the following statenents:

-- I like mathematics.

-- Using a conputer helps me to understand mathematics.

-- Using a conputer has increase^Jy interest in matheiTiatics.
. --In addition to mathematics, t^.v^ould like the opportunity to

use a conputer to learn subject-matter in other courses, (for

exanple, social studies or science).

Accordingly, the null hypothesis was accepted:

When measured by an investigator-constructed opinion 
instrument, there is no signific^.t difference between 
the early-treatme;it opinions of the experimental group 
relevant to the use of a digital, time-shared, electronic 
conputer to learn mathematics and the group's post
treatment opinions concerning the use of the conputer to 
learn mathematics. -----
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However, a significant difference was found to exist betv/een 
the early-treatr^^T^d post-treatment opinion of students in the experi

mental group vdien asked to respond to the statements:

-r I like using a computer to learn mathematics.

-- I have a better understanding of the conputer because of 

the opportunity I have had to use a conputer to learn 

mathematics.

Regarding these two statements, the null hypothesis of 

significant difference between the early-treatment and post-treatment 

opinion of students in the experimental group was affirmatively rejected.

no

Conclusions

As a result of the investigation and the inherent statistical 

analysis, several conclusions were derived:

1. Prior to treatment, there was no significant difference in ' 

readiness bet\^^een the experimental group and control group in the fol-

intelligence quotient, reading conprehension, matliematical 

concepts, mathematical skills, and mathematical problem-solving.

2. No individual student who participated in the study pos

sessed a serious reading deficiency that woiild hinder his achievement in 
mathematics. %f * (

lowing areas:

3. After unit treatment involving algebraic review material 

and radicals in equations, there was no significant difference between 

the mean achievement of students who used a conputer during treatment 

and the mean achievement of students v\/ho did not 

treatment.
use a conputer during. 4

4. After unit treatment involving exponential functions and 

logaritlims, tiiere was a significant difference betivcen the nean achievement
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o£ students who used a computer during treatment and the mean achieve

ment of studeiitd='v5i^did not use a conputer during treatment; students 

who used a computer attained a significantly hi^er level of achievement 

than students who did not use a conputer.

5. After unit treatment involving trigonometric functions and

complex numbers, there was no significant difference betireen the 

achievement of students who used a conputer during treatment and the 

mean achievement of students who did not

mean

use a computer during treatment. 

6, After unit treatment involving trigonometric identities

and formulas, there was a significant difference between the mean adiieve-

ment of students vdio used a conputer during the treatment and the 

achievement of students who did not 

students who did not use 

of achievement than students who used

mean

a conputer during treatment;use

a computer attained a significantly higher level 

a conputer.

7. After unit treatment involving circular functions and their 

inverses, there was no significant difference between the mean achieve

ment of students who used a conputer during treatment and the 

achievement of students who did not
mean

a conputer during treatment.use

The group of students which u§ed a conputer to learn 

algebra-trigonometiy showed significant

8.

L
nvth durpig treatment in under

standing mathematical concepts, developing mathematical skills.
V'

and

performing mathematical problem-solving.

9. The group of students which did not use a conputer to learn 

algebra-trigonometry showed significant growth during treatment in under

standing mathematical concepts and performing mathematical problem-solving, 

but no significant groirth in developing mathematical skills.

10. During the semester's treatment, there was no significant
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difference in growth between the ability of students who used 

to ^ply iiiathema*±EM^ concepts and the ability of students who did 

use a computer to apply mathematical concepts.

a conputer

not

11. During the semester's treatment, there was a significant

difference in growth betoeen the mathematical skills developed by students 

who used a computer in algebra-trigonometiy and the mathematical skills 

developed by students who did not conputer in algebra-trigonometry;use a
students who used a computer attained a significantly hi^er level of 

achievement than tliose students who did not use a conputer.

12. During the semester's treatment, there was no significant 

difference in growth between the problem-solving ability of student who 

used a conputer and the problem-solving ability of students who did not
use a conputer.

13. After the semester's treatment, there was a significant 

difference between the logic and reasoning ability of students 

a computer in algebra-trigonometry and students who did 

puter in algebra-trigonometry; students who used 

significantly higher level of achievement than those 

not use a conputer.

who used

not use a com-

a conputer attained a

students who did\

1, ■
14. Experiencing the use of a donputer ; 

tool inalgebra-trigonometiy did not significantly diange the opinion 

of students regarding the folloiving statements:

-- I like mathematics.

Using a conputer helps me to understand mathematics.

-- Using a conputer has increased ny interest in 

mathematics.

-- In addition to matliematics, I would like tlie opportunity

an instructional
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to use a coirputer to leam subject-matter in other 
com^e^Cfor exanple, science or social studies).

15. Experiencing the use of a computer as an instructional 

tool in'algebra-trigonometry significantly and affirmatively clianged, 

the opinion of students regarding the following statements:

-- I like using a conputer to leam mathematics.

-- I have a better understanding of the conputer because 

of the opportunity I have had to 

leam mathematics.
use a computer to

16. Students in the control group expressed a general sentiment

that they were interested in using a conputer as an instructional tool; 

however, they did not believe that a conputer would necessarily help

them understand the subject-matter of

17. There is a widespread need for revision and further de

velopment of- instructional materials relevant to computer-assisted problem

solving in mathematics.

a course.

Implications and Recommendations for Future Study

The statistical evidence obtained through this study'provides 

evidence to support the use of conputer-p^isted-i^oblem-solving in mathe

matics .
V-’ t J*

However, the writer does not contend or imply that the use of

. a conputer as a teaching and learning tool results in optimal learning. 

Instead, the results of the investigation indicate that there 

areas and aspects in mathematics in which the 

instructional tool

are certain

use of a conputer as an

favorably effects _student learning behavior; and 

accordingly, its use is highly desirable. Furthermore, the study indi
cates that most students seem to enjoy using a conputer as an instruc
tional tool.
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Nevertheless, it is obvioiis that a great deal of additional 

research must still^be\indertaken to further examine the hypotheses in

herent in this study, and to answer questions such as the following:

1. Is there a relationship between the amount of time that a 

student uses a computer as an instructional tool in a course and his 

academic achievement in the course?

2. Do students who write computer algorithms and use a com

puter as an instructional tool achieve at a higher level than students 

who writer computer algorithms which are evaluated by a teacher without 

being processed through a computer?

3. What effect on student learning behavior does the use of 

computer-assisted problem-solving have upon 'helow-average" students?

4. Does the academic performance of males differ from that of 

females \dien they use a computer as a problem-solving tool?

5. What effect on student learning behavior does the use of 

a computer have when used as a teaching and learning tool in science, 

economics, or other curricular areas?

6. What effect does socio-economic background have upon the 

academic achievement of students who utilize\cDmputer-assisted pifoblem- 

solving? J.
iff

7. Is group size an important factor when utilizing computer- 

assisted problem-solving?

8. Does the use of different programming languages have dif

fering effects upon student learning behavior?

9. Does the utilization of particular computer terminals, such 

as visual display or "hard copy," resirlt in a difference in student 

learning behardor?

/
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10. What effect does the number of conputer terminals available 

to students have'^^f^P^he development of student learning behavior?

11. What degree of retention do students have regarding subject- 

matter in a course in whicli conputer-assisted problem-solving is utilized?

12. How might a mixture of conputer-assisted problem-solving 

with other "modes” of CM effect the development of student learning 

behavior?

13. What are the transfer effects of losing conputer-assisied

problem-solving?

Do students who use a conputer as an instructional tool 

obtain beneficial learning experiences that are not identified throu^ 

the administration of traditional test instruments?

14.

15. Is the computer becoming so important in our society that 

its utilization should be specifically identified in course objectives?

In conclusion, the study reported in this dissertation attenpted 

to gatlier evidence concerning the educational value of conputer-assisted 

problem-solving in high school mathenatics. Thou^ tentative, the re

sults of the investigation contribute empirical evidence to assist 

educators in their quest to provide the best'possible learning enviroruiEnt 
The results clearly encoura^'^rthe'Y^xploration of this 

inportant instructional strategy.

for students.

i
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APPENDIX A

Sample o£ a Computer Program \tfith Diagnostic Error Messages from Computer

>

\ 1

(
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CCWUTER PROGRAM USING BASIC LANGUAGE

EXPLANATION: This program uses the law of,cosines,.

a is the included angle betoeen sides b and c. Remember 
the measure of the angle must be changed from degrees to 
radians before using the function'C0S.

2 . C2ac) cos a.+ c

10 PRINT "SIDE", "SIDE", "INCLUDED ANGLE", "THIRD SIDE"
11 PRINT
20 READ S1,S2,A1
30 LET A = A1 * 3.14159265/180
40 LET S3 = SQR(Sl+2 + S2t2 - 2*S1*S2*C0S(A))
50 PRINT S1,S2,A1,S3 
60 GO TO 20
900 DATA 4,3,90, 2,1,60, 1,1,90, 7.5,7.5,60, 4,3 30 7 5 45
910 DATA 4,4,35 ’ ’
999 H'lD
RUN

COMPUTER RESPONSE

■

THIRD SIDESIDE SIDE INCLUDED ANGm
.5

4 3 90 5.
2 1 60 1.73205

1.414211 1 90
7.5 7.5 60 7.5
4 3 30 2.05314
7 5 45 4.95
4 4 35 2.40565

OUT OF DATA IN 20

RAN 0.67 SEC.

READY.
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1 COMPUTER PROGRA^^ MITTEN WITH ERRORS

EXPLANATION: This program uses tlie law of
a = - (Zac) cos a.
a is the-.i1acluded angle betiveen sides b and c. Remember 
the measure of the angle must be changed from degrees to 
radians before using the function C0S.

cosines,

10 PRINT "SIDE”, "SSIDE", INCLUDED ANGLLE", "IHIRD SIDE
11 READ
20 READ S11,S2,A1
30 LET A = A1*3-L4L59265///180
40 LET S3 = SQR(Slf2) + S2+2 - S**S11*S2*C0S(A))
50 PRINT S1,S2,A1,S3 
60 GO TO 20 
990 DATA 3,4,90,
910 DATA 4,4,35 
999 DATA END

2,1,60, 1,1,90, 7.5,7.5,60, 4,3,30, 7,5,45

END
RUN

DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE

i

\ ■

ILLEGAL FORMULA 
ILLEGAL VARIABLE 
ILLEGAL VARIABLE 
ILLEGAL FORMULA 
ILLEGAL FORMULA 
ILLEGAL CONSTANT 
NO END INSTRUCTION

IN 10 
IN 11 
IN 20 
IN 30 
IN 40 
IN 999

RAN 0.67

READY.
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APPENDIX B

Sample of a Computer Log
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ACTS
te

BILLING

Dearborn Board of Education 
Mr. Franlc Ronan 
4824 Lois
Dearborn, Michigan 48126

/pril 30, 1970 
Page No. 11 
Invoice No.

RE: 265 BILLING TERMS: NET 10

TERMINAL COMPUTER
USER TIME TIME STORED

UNITSNUMBERNIMBER DATE IN IN
MINUTES SECONDS

Y 60450 MCD APR 28 6.0 70.1

Y 60450 MCD APR 29 9.0 26.0

Y 60450 MCD APR 31

USER TOTALS --- 31.0 106.9

Y 60450 OLI APR 21 32.0 24.6

Y 60450 OLI APR 27 11.0 11.8

Y 60450 OLI APR 28 3.0 25.8

Y 60450 OLI APR 30 3.0 27.0

Y 60450 OLI APR 31

USER TOTALS -- 49.0 \ 89.2

YiY 60450 POL 24)FfAPR 23 5.1

Y 60450 POL APR 27 19.0 16.3

Y 60450 POL APR 31

USER TOTALS --- 21.0 21.4

Y 60450 RAG APR 7 2.0 3.6

Y 60450 RAG APR 31

USER TOTALS --- 2.0 3.6

Y 60450 ROE APR 22 37.0 92.0
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APPfiNDIX C

Teacher-Constructed Test Instruments

I

J. 'Tif,?*
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SURVEY OF TRIGONOMETRIC CONCEPTS

FORM A

On the following pages you will find concepts of mathematics and 

their application in problem form. Some of the questions are of the 

True - False type while others are in multiple choice form, having only 

one correct answer. Choose tlie one correct answer to eadi question and 

shade in its part on the separate answer sheet.

Read the folloiving examples.

TRUE - FALSE

1. The answer to: 3x + 6 = 0, will be a negative 
number.

MULTIPLE CilOICE

2. If a - 5, what is 5/5 - a? The correct answer is

Cl) 1
(2) 5
(3) 10
(4) 0
(5) Not given

SAMPLE ANSIVER SHEET
\ -

■
T F

1 2 3 ■t 51.

2. ^ 2 3 4 5

Use a regular #2 pencil for marking the answer sheet. If you 

erase, do so cleanly. Use the scratch-paper provided for working the 

problems. Await the signal to begin. You will have 40 minutes to work 

on this survey of trigonometric concepts.

I
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SURVEY OF TRIGONOMETRIC CONCEPTS

PART I: TRUE-FALSE

1. The product of two rational numbers can never be irrational.

2. The equation a^+b =b2+aisan illiastration of the 
commutative property of addition.

3. If a < o and b > o, then ab < o.

4. = + 1/16

5. 73 = 343

6. If f(x) = - X + 1, then f(-l) = ffZ)

7. If X = Y~T, then 4x = 7

f-

PART II. MULTIPLE CHOICE

8. Given true statements "a R b" and "b R d" where "R is 
transitive," which one of the following statements is true?

(1) b R d and d R b

(2) b R a

(3) bRa or dRb

(4) a R d

\
9. Consider the following equations: I. aCb + c) = ac + be .

1, ■
III.>.xy + w'^y^ + w 

III! 5d -2+3= 2d +1+ 3d

Which of the equations are identities?

(1) I only

(2) .II only

(3) III only

(4) I and II

(5) I, II, and III
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10. Which one of the following illustrates the fact that subtraction 
of integers^ commutative?

(1) (7 - 2) - 3 7 - (2 - 3)

(2) 4 - 4 = 8 - 8

(3) 6 - 15 MS - 6

(4) 4 - 11 = 11 - 4

(5) 17 - 13 = 16 - 12

11. The conjugate of the conqilex number 2 - 3i is

(1) 3i - 2

(2) 3 - 2i

(3) 2 + 3i

(4j 2

(5) -3

12. Simplify: i^ =

(1) -1 

(2j +1

(3j -i

(4) +i

(5) None of these

i

\ -

U
1. ■

x"* means13.

(1) 3/4 • X

(2) 3x/4

(3) xL
4

(4)

(5) None of these
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14. A logarithmic :equation that means the same as 125 = 5^ is

(1) 125

(2) log35 = 125

(3) log5l25 = 3

(4) log3l25 = 5

(5) None of these

=*1

15. Arctan /T" equals

(1) Tr/2 

(23 Tr/3

(3) tt/4

(4) ir/6

(5) TT

16. Which of the following is NOT the graph of a function?

CD C4)

\

(5) \(2)

f%t^ /

(3)
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17. 'me rmge of the relation {(-2, 1), (-1, 2), (0, 1), (3, 0), 
C4, -Ij, is

(1) {-2, -1, 0, 3, 4}

• (2) {-3, -1, 0, 1, 2}

(3) {all integers}

(4) {all real numbers} ,

(5) {-3, 4}

18. The statement, "b is directly proportional to c and the constant 
of proportionality is n," is expressed mathematically as

(1} b = nc

(2} c = n + b

(3) c = mn + b

(4) b = c + n

(5) b + c = n

19. The expression x - 3 does not represent a real number if
- 4

- CD X = 3

(2) X is irrational

(3} X = 2 

(4) X = 4

>
\

'S. ■

■.y
(5) X = 0

20. If X represents 3 and y represents 5, the symbol xy represents 

CD 35 

C2) 15

C3} 8

C4) 2

C5} -2
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21. The polynomial Sx-^ - 4xyz is a

(1) binomial of degree 2

(2) trinomial of degree 2

(3) binomial of degree 3

(4) trinomial of degree 3

(5) None of these

Which one of the following is NOT equivalent to p < g?

(1) p + 3 < g + 3

(2) -3p < -3g

(3) 2p < 2g 

C4) p - 2 < g - 2 

(5) All of them are equivalent

22.

23. Whidi one of the following belongs to the solution set of the 
equation ^ t = -2t

(1) -3

■ (2) -2

(3) -1

(4) 0
!■ ’

(5) +1

24. Whi(± t\tfo of the following equations equivalent? 

I. 3x - 5 = 3 - 5x

III. 5x + 3 = 3x - 5
(1) I and II

(2) II and III

(3) I and III

(4) II and IV

(5) I, II, III,■ and IV

Jit

II. 3x + 5 = 5x + 3

IV. 3x - 5 = 5x - 3
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25, {1, 4, 7, 10} u {4, 6, 8, 10} =

(1) 7, 8, 10}

(2) {4, 10}

(3) {5, 10, 15, 20}

(4) {1, 6, 7, 8}

(5) {50}

VVhich o£ the following is the graph of the set {x: 2x < 6}
(1) <3ej30e}30(-^—f-—)—I—f->

01,23456

(2) <3G^}e$)QeiaG((})—I—|—[■
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

(3) <-X^K^3Q(^3QGj30t({)H----1~>
2 3 4 5 6 7 8

(4) —f—4)QGj30C^33^3Qe|X>
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

- 1- [—
0 1 2 3 4 5 6

27. The intersection of sets (a, b, c, d, e} and {a, e, i, o, u} is
(1) {a, e}

(2) {a, b, c, d, e, i, o, u}

(3) {b, c, d, i, 0, u}

(4} {b, c, d}

(5) 0

26.

->

(5)

i

\ ■J■i*

Dave substituted 3 in place of x and 5 in place of y in an 
equation, obtaining the following: 3+3=2+5-l, From 
this he may conclude

28.

(1) The equation isx + 3= 2+ y- l

(2) The equation is 3 +■ x, = 2 + y - 1

(3) The point (3, 5) is on-the graph of the equation

(4) The point (6, 6) is on the graph-of the equation

(5) (No conclusion possible from given information)
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29. The point with coOTdinates (0, 2) is on the graph o£ an equation. 
Which one or-thgT^lowing is definitely not the equation?

(1) X + 2 = y

• (2) (3 - x) 2 = y + 7

(3) x2 = y2 + 6

(4) x/2 + y/2 = 1

(5) xy + X = 0

30. IVhich one of the following illustrates that subtraction is not an 
associative operation?

(1) 7 - (5 - 2) (7 - 5) - 2

C2) 8 - 3 ^ 3 - 8

(3) 8 - 5 = 5 - 2

(4) (4 - 3) • 5 5^ 4 • 5 - 3 • 5

(5) 10 - 4 MO - 6

S'^ = 32, therefore x must be31.

{!) between 2 and 3

(2) betvfeen 3 and 4

(3) between 5 and 6 \

\ ■

(4) between 6 and 7

(5) None of these
J

t-f? "r
32. Which one of the following is the converse of the statement 

"If the wind doesn't blow, the kite won't fly."?

(1) If the wind blows the kite will fly.

‘ (2) If the kite will fly, the wind blows.

(3) If the kite won't fly, the wind won't blo;ir.

(4) If the wind blows, the kite won't fly.

(5) None of these . ' . -
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33. VVhich one of the following equations shows that 5 is a factor 
of 15?

(1) 15 = 5 + 10

(2) 15 = 5 • 3

(3) 5 • 15 = 75

(4) 15 - 5 = 10

(5) 15 + 5 = 20

v„

34. Consider the numbers 12, -41/9, /T. Which of them can be
represented by points on the nimiber line?

(1) 12 only

C2) -41/9 only

(3) 12 and -41/9

(4) 12, -41/9 and /T"

(5) None of them

35. IVhich one of the following ordered pairs is in the solution set 
of the system? 2x + 3y = 8 

X + y = 3

Cl) (4, 0)

(2) (4, 1)

(3) (1, 2)

\

\ ■

■iJ
(. C4) (2, 1)

(5) (5, 0)
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OF TRIGONOJ4ETRIC CONCEPTS 

FORM B

On the following pages you will find concepts of mathematics and 

their application in problem form. Some of the questions are of the 

True - False type while others are 

one correct answer.

in multiple choice form, having only 

Choose the one correct answer to each question and 

shade in its part on the separate answer sheet.

Read the following examples.'

TRUE - FALSE

1. The answer to: 
number.

3x + 6 - 0, will be a negative

MULTIPLE CHOICE

2. If a - 5, what is 5/5 - a? The correct answer is

(1) 1 
C2) 5
(3) 10
(4) 0
(5) Not given \.

\
SAMPLE ANSIVER SHEET

\ ■

rT F

1. 1 2 3 4 5

2. 1 2 3 4 5

Use a regular #2 pencil for marking the answer sheet. If you 

erase, do so cleanly. Use the scratch‘paper provided for lurking the 

problems. Await the signal to begin. You will have 40 minutes to work 

this survey of trigonometric concepts.on
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SURVEY OF TRIGONOMETRIC CONCEPTS

PART I: TRUE-FALSE

1. The sum o£ two rational numbers is sometimes an irrational number.

2. The equation 5 + /T = 3 + /"T is an illustration of the commutative 
property of addition.

3. If a < o and b < o, then ab > o.

4. x"* means x + x + x + x.

5. /T is a symbol for the number such that = 5

x^ = 10, therefore x is between 3 and 4.6.

PART II: MULTIPLE CHOICE

7. 9,'^ equals

(1) 1
81

(2) _1
-81

(3) -18 \

(4) 3

%fr(5) -3

8. If f(n) = 3n + 2, then £(3) = 

(1) 8 

(2) 11

(3) 12

(4) 18

(5) 35
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9. Due to the transitivity o£ the subset relation, given A c B and 
B c C, one'^safff’cbi^clude

(1) A n B = B n C

(2) A n C = 0

(3) A c C

(4) A = C

(5) A = B = C

10. Consider the three equations:

II. a + b = b + a

2x + 3= x^+3-x^+2x 

c2 - d^ = - d^

I.

III.

Which o£ the equations are identities?

(1) III 6hly

(2) II only

(3) II and III

(4) I, II, and III

(5) . None are identities

11. Which one o£ the £ollov\ring illustrates the £act that division o£ 
integers is NOT commutative?

(1) (8 V 4) V 2 0 8 ^ (4 4 2)

(2) 10 T 5 0 5 T 10

(3) 8 r 1 0 7 T 1

(4) 6 V 6 = 3 T 3

(5) 6 V 3 = 4 V 2

12. The conjugate o£ the complex number 5 + 2i is

(1) Si + 2

(2) 2i + 5

(3) 5 - 2i

(4) 5

(5) +2 , ,,

\ ■
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13. Simplify: i** == ,

CD

CD +1 

C3) -i 

C4) +i

C5) None of these

2/3
14. 8 equals

CD 4

C2) 8 + 2/3

C3) 16/3

C4) 64/3 

C5) 8 H

15. Solve for x: loggX = 3

CD, {3} 

C2) {9}

C3) {27}

C4) {729}

\(5) None of these

16. Arctan 1 equals 

Cl) T7

C2) TT
2

C3) 1
3

C4) TT
4

C5) TT
. 6
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17. IVhich of the following is JOT the graph of a function?

Cl)

e
(4)

(2)

(5)

/ ^7(3)
\

/

18. The domain of the relation
{(-2, 1),,(-1, 2), (0, 1), (3, 0), C4, -1), (3, -3)} is

Cl) {-2, -1, 0, 3, 4}

C2) {-3, -1, 0, 1, 2}

(3) {all integers}

C4) Call real numbers}

(5) None of these
\ ■

The statement, "x is directly proportional to y and the constant 
of proportionality is a," is expressed mathematically as

Cl) X =-y + a

C2) X = ay

C3) y = a + X

(4) xy = a

C5) y = ax + b

19.
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* 20. The expression 'xf_l_5 does not represent a real number if 

- 9

(1) X = /T

(2) x = 0

(3) X = 3

(4) X = 9

(5) X = 5
9

21. If a represents 6 and b represents 2, the symbol ab represents

Cl) 62 

(2) 26 

C3) 12 

(4) 8 

C5) 4

22. The polynomial 2x- 7x Y has degree

-CD 2 

C2) 3 

C3) 4 

C4) 5 

C5) 6

\

if?

23. Which one of the following is equivalent to 

CD 5x > 5y 

C2) X - 6 > y - 6 

C3) - 3x > - 3y 

C4) X + 2 ■> y + 2 

C5) All of them are equivalent

X > y?
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24. IVhich one o£ the fplloiving belongs to the solution 
equation _5

X X + 3

set of the
4

^= 1 + X - 1

(1) 0 

C2) ■ 1 

C3) 3 

C4) 8

C5) -3

25. IVhich two of the following equations are equivalent?

I. 2x + 5 = 3x + 2 

II. 3x + 5 = 2x + 2 

III. 4x + 1 = 5x + 4

(1) I and II only 

(-2) .II and III only

(3) I and III only

(4) I, II, and III

(5) No two are equivalent \ ■

“K

/

26. {2, 4, 6} U {2, 3, 4} ^

W {2, 4}

C2) {2, 3, 4, 6}

(3) {4, 7, 10}

(4) {3, 6}

C5) {21}
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27. , Wluch of the following is the graph of the set {x: 

(1)
3 4 5 6 7 8 9

(2) <3^Q$0^Q|}QGi308j)--}-^

(3) <-)^ee^0ej3QGi3Q^eei3e?$—j-^
-3-2-1 0 1 2 3 4

(4) «H—|—^3e^)ee^jQG^'f3(-5^
3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5 + X < 8}

(5) <_|——[-Hj))eefeQ^G^-> 
-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

28. The intersection of sets {2, 3, 4, 5} and {2,

(1) {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10}

(2) {3, 5, 6, 8, 10}

C3) {2, 4}

(43 0 

(5) (3, 5}

4, 6, 8, 10} is

I
(13 (33

Vba /

(53
p.

(23 (43 ■
p

p.

I
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fri: f “

(1) k = -1

(2) (-3, -5) is also on the graph

(3) The graph is a str^ght line

(4) The graph is a parabola 

("3, 5) is also on the graph

31.
represents a new binary operation on the

(1) [J is a commutative operation.

(2) [j_] is an associative operation.

C3) [j_] is a symmetric operation.

(4) [J is an ordered operation.

(5) [J is a distributive operation.

'i, ■

e statement,

(1) If it pours then it rains.

(2) If it doesn’t rain, then it doesn’t pour.

(3) If it doesn’t pour, then it doesn’t rain, 

(4) If it rains, then it doesn’t pour.

(5) None of thes.e
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Miidi one of tKe following equations shows that 4 is a factor of 12? 

Cl)

(2) 12 = 4 • 3

(3) 4 . 12 = 48 

C4) 12 -4 = 8 

(5) 12 + 4 = 16

33.

8

34. Consider the numbers -14, 57 , /X
U

represented by points on the number line?

(1) -14 only

(2) 57 only

IVhich of them can be

18

(3) -14 and 57
18

(4) -14, 57, and XJ
18

(5) None of them

35. IVhich one of the folloidng ordered pairs is in the solution set 
of the system 4x + 2y = 6

X + y = 1
\ ?Cl) Cl, 1)

C2) Cl, 0)

■ C3) CO, 1)

C4) CO, 0)

C5) C2, -1)

\ ■

/
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ALGEBRA-TRIGONOMETRY

UNIT TEST 1

1. If the number b has two real n^Jl roots, we may conclude that

(A) n is odd and b is positive

(B) n is odd and b is negative

(C) n is even and b is positive

(D) n is even and b is negative

(E) None of these

2. The set of real roots of 8x^ + 1 = 0 is

(-0(B)

{I. - 0
(D) 0

(E) None of these
\ ■

r
3. The set of real roots of 2y'* = 18 is 

(A) {9}

(B) {3, - 3}

(C) { - A}

(D) 0

(E) None of these
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The set of real roots of x® = 25 is4.

(A) {5} '

(B) {5,-5}

(C) {^25 , ^25}

(D)

(E) 0

5. Which of the following cannot be a root of the equation 

6x^ - x^ - 19x -6 = 0?

(A) . 1
3

. (B) - 3
2

(C3 4
2

(B) 4
3

(E) 6
2

i

\,
\ ■

6. Which of the follomng is a polynomial.iequationY.-n simple form with 

integral coefficients and having

(A) X 2 - 2 = 0

- as a root?
/ 3

3

(B) 2x='=3

(C) 3x2 = 2

(D) 3x2 + 2 = 0

(E) 3x2 - 2 = Q,
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* 7. Which one of the following numbers is irrational?

(A) /1~U

(B) /in

(C) 1.414

(D)

(E) 3.142857

8. If P and Q are irrational while R is rational, which one of the 

following will always be irrational?

(A) P + R

(B) P + Q 

CC) . PQ + R 

(D) PR + Q

(E3 PQ

\

^2^9. ss

(A) 3

(B) 6

CC) 9

(D) 27

(E) 54
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• y10 27 in simple radical form is
8

f/54

® I

(0) 3
^ / 2168

(E) None of these

V 16x^ y‘^11. (y f 0) in simple radical form is 

(A) xy ^ 16y ^ w
(B) X 3

y / 16y-^

(C) ^ 3/T-
y

.'(D) 2x 3
^/2 -

(E) None of these
\
\

■/3 -M .lJ15 in simple form is

35 /TIO ' I /Ho
(f? ICA) J,

(C) y-w
525

(D) _4
25

(E) 2
5
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13. VT^^5 4
= 0) in simple form is

(A) 2y /~x ^ xy
|y|

(B) 2xy ^ xy 

ly| /T
CC) ^ 16x‘‘y^

CD) 2x Yl^ 

(E) 4xV

14. / 45 - / 20 in simple form is

(A) /T

(B) 5

(C) /45
20

(D) 3
2

(E) None of these

15. (3 + >^) ( / 18 - 2) in simple form i&«i

(A) 7 /T

(B) 6

(C) 9

(D) 3 /n -in

(E) None of these
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16, IVhich of the following is true for any real number x ?

(A)

(B) / \x.\ ^ = X

(C) \/^\ =x '

(D) 7^= lx|

(E) None o£ these

17. The solution set o£ x /T - 2 = /~6 is -

(A) { ^}

(B) { /T - 2 }

(C) { yTz ^ ^ }

3 /T + 2 /T }(D) i 3

(E) None o£ these

IN PROBLEMS 18 - 20 APPROXIMATE TO TENTHS, GIVEN /T = 1.414 and 

/T = 1.732
\

\ ■

f

18. /T (3 - /3) =

(A) 0

(B) 2.1

(C) 2.2

(D) 3.0

(E) None o£ these

■\
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19. 3 + /T
n

(A) 1.5

(B) ,3.0

(C) 3.1

(D) 6.2

(E) None of these

, A
20. /T8 - /T =

(A) 0.8

(B) 1.4

(C) 2.8

(D) 3.1

(E) None of these

i

\
J

/
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■ , ALGEBRA^TRIGONCMETRY

UNIT TEST 2

1. Simplify: • XY
17

CA) 2

(B) 2^7211
6

(C) 2^

(D) ^ ,

(E)

2. In exponential form, 3 V8x'V® =

(A) 6x-^w2

(B) 24x-^v2

CC) 24x'V2

CD) 8x-V"

CE) 8x-^w2

i..V
2

3. Evaluate 64^

(A) 128
3

(B) Inis

(C) 4

CD) 16

CE) None of these
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4. Evaluate

(A) 27
■ 50

(B) 6 V
25

(C) 3
5

(D) 125
27

(E) _27
125

5. Simplify: 10^"^xl0‘°*® vlO"”'**®

(A) 10"'® =

(B)

(C) 10°-os

(D) 10^-”

(E) None of these

\ ■

(
n6. Simplify: {sS )

(A) 4

(B) 2

cc> 2 ri

(D) 2

(E) None of. these
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’jTi - yZn 37. Solve:

(A) {7}

(B) {343}

(C) {1}

(D) {3}

(E) None of these

State in logarithmic form: 125 = 5^8.

(A) logsS = 125 

(B} log35 = 125 

(C) 10^^125 = 3

(D3 log3l25 = 5 

(E) None of these '

■

i9. logg^32 =

(A) 2

(B) 1
2

(C) 5
6

(D) 6
5

(E) None of these
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10. Solve for XL,^_log^^= 3

(A) {3}

(B) {9}

CC) {27}

(D) {729}

(E) None of these

11. Find log 0.783

(A) 0.8938

(B} 9.7830 - 10

(C) 9.8938 - 10

(D) 6.07

(E) None of these

12. Find antilog 2.6920 

(A} 4,920

(B) 0.8401

(C) 0.4301

(D) 4.92

.(E) 492

\

J
(

13. If 9^ = 27, then x = 

(A) 3
2

(B) 2

(C) log 4

(D) log 8 - log 4

(E) None of these

s- ■
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. Fijid log 8^^280-^14

(A) 4.9456

(B) 4.9459

(C) 3.9456

(D) 3.9459

(E) None o£ these

«-

15. Find antilog 7.4701 - 10

(A) .002952

(B) 295.2

(C) .006722

(D) 8733

(E) None o£ these

- V ’

u
C14.7) (0.0451) using l^fs*

16. Evaluate N = Give 3 signi£icant

digits in the answer.

(A) .663

(B) .6632

(C) .6633

(D) .8215

(E) .822

4
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17. Evaluate using logs. Give 4 significant digits in
894'8

answer.

(A) .2120

(B) .2714

(C) .02714

(D) .275

(E) None of these

*■ c
18. Write the following equation in logarithmic form. 9^ = 4

19. Solve for x: log^^Cx^ + 1) = 1

20. Solve for n: log^^ = log^S + log29 - log J.5

\

'i. -
i

In each of problems 21 - 25 evaluate N jjsang commpn logs. Show your
# I* /

logarithmic equation and all of your work; Assume the data given are 

approximations.

21. N = (.721)(.894)

22. N = /“5T33
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4. . r-'-—
.

1

CIO.85] (.93)^23. N =

5

24. N=/.08298

^ 608 / 0.00859 ’25. N 3
9.484 / 0TC)368

26. Solve for n: 3 log n = 2 log 8

\

\ •
5^ =27. Solve for x: 30 (to the nearest ^l^idredth)'r
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ALGEBRA-TRIGONOMETRY

UNIT TEST 3 0

In problems 1-3 the coordinates of a point P are given. Let 0 be any 

position angle for P.

l..^^:C5, 10). Find sin 0 

(A) 1
2

(B) 10

(C) /T
5

(D)

/T

. (E) None of these

\
T

2. P:(8, -3). Find tan 0
\ ■J

(A) _8 /
-3

(B) . 3
8

(C) __8

CD) -3

(E) None of these
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3. P:C-1, 0). Find CSC 0

(A) 0

(B) +1

(C) -1

(D) Undefined

(E) None of these

X
4. For a certain angle 0 in standard position sin 0 > 0 and tan 0 < 0. 

Therefore the terminal side of 0 must be in quadrant . . .

(A) I

(B) II

(C) III

- (D). IV

(E) None of these

\

\ ■

5. For a certain angle 0 in standard posi^tlqh sec s/ > 0. Therefore 

the terminal side of 0 must be in quadrants . . .

(A) I or LI

(B) II or III

(C) III or IV

(D) IV or I

(E) None of these

/
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6. cos 60° =

(A) 1
2

(B) yTJ
2

CC) /J
3

(D) /T
2

(E) None of these

,1

7. cot 45° =

CA) 1
2

(B)
2

(C) /T
3

(D) vfT
2

(E) None of these \
\

‘i ■

J
/

8. sin 180° =

(A) 0

(B) +1

CQ -1

(D) Undefined

(E) None of these
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9. sec 30° =

(A) 1
2

(B) ^
2

(Q
3

(D) rz
2

(E) None o£ these

10. cos 45° =

(A) 1
2

(B)
2

(C) ^

(D) /T
2

(E) None of these
\ ■

11. CSC 270° =

(A) 0

(B) +1

(C) -1

(D) Undefined

(E) None of these
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In problems 12, 17, and 18 use Table 6 or Table 7

(vdiichever is appropriate) to look up the values.

12. cot 25° 37' =

(A) .4781

(B) .4795

(C) 2.086 ■

(D) .4745

(E) None o£ these

13. tan 0 = 2.115. Find 0. 

(A) 64°42'

CB) 64°52'

(C) 64°48'

CD) 25°18'

(E) None o£ these
\

\ ■

J T

14. log sin 64°23' =

(A) .9017

(B) 9.9551 - 10

(C) 9.9547 - 10

CD) 9.6358 - 10 

CD) None o£ these
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15. log cos 0 = 9.9720 - 10. Find 0.

(A) 20°22'

(B) 20°28'

(Q 70°Z8'

(D) 69°38’

(E) None of these

16. Express sec 500° as a function of an acute angle,

(A) + sec 40°

(B) + sec 50°

CC) - sec 40°

(D) - sec 50°

(E) None of these

-• *

17. cot 260° =

• (A) .1763

(B) - .1763

(C) 5.671

(D) - 5.671

(E) None of these

\ ■

J
/

18. sin (-430°)

(A) - .3420

(B) - .9397

(C) + .3420

(D) + .9397

(E) None of these
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19. Give exact 240*^ =

(A) . 1

(E) . 1 
2

(C) /T 
"2~

(D) _ ^
2

(E) None of these

20. Give exact values, tan 150° =

(A) +1
2

(B) 1
■ 2

(C) /T 
3

(D) .Al
3

(E) None of these

/

21. Give exact values, cos 315° =

(A) + 1

(B) - 1 

(c)

(D) . {J
2

(E) None of these . -
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22. Another way of indicating the direction N40°W is

(A) 040°

(B) 140°

CQ 220° 

(D) 320°

(E) None of these

23. Another way of indicating the direction 150° is

(A) S30°E

(B) S30°W

(C) S50°E

(D) 'S50°IV

■ (E) None of these

\ ■

Point T has position angle 120° and ?4 unit/ from the origin. 

The horizontal conponent vector of vector ^ is

24.

(A) 7 right

(B) 7 left

(C) 7 /T up

(D) 7, /T down
,/

(E) None of these
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25. Sinplify

(A) i

• (B) - 1

CC) + 1

CD) - 1

(E) None of these

26. Simplify 3 / - 18 i

(A) 38i

(B) - 38i

(C) 7 /^i

(D) - 7 /li

■(E) None of these

Simplify -2 -T^ • 327.

(A) -24 n i

(B) 10 /T i

CC) -48

(D) +48

(E) None of these
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28. The conjugate ^the coinplex number 2i - 3 is

(A) -3 - 2i

CB) 3 - 2i 

(C) . 2i + 3 - ■

CD) -2

(E) None of these

29. 7 + 2i in standard form is 
< 2i

(A) 7 . ,
ji + l

® 1 + -I
^ ^ 2i

l.Ji 

(D) 1 . 7.
2^

(E) None of these

1.

\ ■

30. 3 - 8i in standard form is #1*3 - 2i

(A) 25 18.
13 ■ 13^

CC) -7 _ 18. 
I3 I3^

(D) 9 . 34.
5 5^

(E) None of these
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The roots o£ 3x^ 4x + 3 = 0 are31.

i2 ■ i/~^.
± —=—i(A)

3“^3

2 + /~5CB)
3 3

(C) 2 + 20.
3^3

(D)
3 3

CE) None of these

• \

-
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ALGEBRA-TRIGONOMETRY

UNIT TEST 4

1. Sin^jlify: __1
seep

2. Simplify: 1 - cos ^A

3. Simplify: sin B cot B

i
/

4. Sinqjlify: tan cos j
\sin %
\

5. Simplify: 1 - sin^
sin ^

6. Simplify: sec 9 tan 0 cos 0
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7. Simpliify: sin^A ,
. WaXi

8. Simplify: sin 0 tan 0 - esc 0 tan 0

State whether the following identities are TRUE or FALSE identities.

9. sin 0 + cos 0 = 1

True

False

10. sin (a + 0) - cos a sin 0 + sin a cos 0

True

False

\

rw.”
sin (-0) = sin 011.

Tnae

False

12. cos (-0) = cos 0 

True

False
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13. cos (a ~ 8) cos 8 + sin a sin 6

True

False

14. 1 + cos 0cos
2

True

False

cos 2a = cos^a - sin ^15.

True

False

cos (90° - 0) = sec 0 

True

16.

False

Si ■

17. 2 sin p cos p = 2 sin 2 p

True
9

False

18. cos 0 = 1
CSC 0

True

False
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19. sec ^ a - tan ^ a = 1

True

False

20. Prove the identities: cos^O + sin% cos 0 = cos 0

21. Prove the identities: esc B ^
sec B cot B

tan ji22. Prove the identities: = sin i cos 0
1 + tan %

'"23. Find the exact value of the following: 

cos 200° cos 80° + sin 200° sin 80°

\

Ht ■

J-■i.

{

sin 45° cos 75°Find the exact value of the following:24.

25. Find the exact value of the following: sin^38° + cos^38°
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sec^ a - tan^ a = r19.

True

False <

20. Prove the identities: cos^O + sin^O cos 0 = cos 0

21. Prove the identities: esc B
sec B = cot B

tan jzi 
1 + tsnH

22. Prove the identities: = sin <f) cos

\
\23. Find the exact value o£ the following: 

cos 200° cos 80° + sin 200° sin 80°
/

sin 45° cos 75°24. Find the exact value of the following:

25. Find the exact value of the following: sin^38° + cos^38°
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2 tan 22^°. Find the exac^^j^-«^o£ the following: _26
- tan 22i^

(27-29) Solve completely the following triangles using this procedure:

a. Draw and label a sketch of the triangle(s).

b. State which case is involved (e.g. SAS, SSA) and give the 

number of possible triangles.
o

c. Find one unknoTO part of each possible triangle. (Lengths 

should be given in three significant figures, and angles 

should be given correct to the nearest ten minutes.)

d. Show all your work.

27. In A ABC, a = 63.0, b = 77.0, c = 58.0

\ ■

In A PQR, R = 97°40', r = 27.8, p = 30.328.

In A XYZ, X = 14°30', y = 35;0;,:,x = -15.029.
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(30-32) Find the area of A ABC correct to three places.

a = 369, b = 246, c = 49130.

b = 107, c = 118, A = S6°10'31.

A = 39°00', B = S8°00', c = 15.232.

\
&
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ALGEBRA-TRIGONOETRY ■

UNIT TEST 5

1. Find the exact value: ir
cos J

2. Find the exact value: 7ir
tan j2

l-
.j

3. Find the exact value: f- -) i 3;sec

V
■

'I
/

4. Find tiie value to the nearest hundredth: 

(Use 1^ i 57°18' .1^ = 5O44')tan (2.4)

5. Give the exact radian measure: 270°
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6. Give the exact radian measure: -135°

Give the amplitude and period of each of the following functions .

f whose values are given by:

f(x) = j cos 2x7.

f(x) = 3 sin X8.

■

J> /
■S

9, f(x) = sin 4x

10. f(x) = cos TTX
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i

Sketch the graphs o£ each of the following functions through an 

interval of one period.

11. {Cx, y): y = 2 sin ix}

12. {(x, y): y = cos 3x}

\

J

vy
5
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DIRECTIONS:

1. On the separate answer sheet, print 
your name, date, and other requested 
information in the proper spaces.

s4rtl:tionsY^ 
lluittil you

2. Wait for further ins 
Do not turn the pagi 
told to do so.
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: LOGIC AND REASONING

PART 1

Directions: Look at the sample problems below. Each problem contains 
a statement and a conclusion. The statements and con
clusions are given a code as follows:

= means "is equal to."
> means "is larger than."
< means "is smaller than."
f means "is not equal, and so is larger or smaller." 
i- means "is not larger, and so is equal or smaller." 
means "is not smaller, and so is equal or larger."

Your task is to decide whether each conclusion is always true, always 
false, or impossible to definitely determine on the basis of the 
statement.

In the first example below, the statement says that X is equal to'Y, 
and Y is equal to Z. The conclusion says that X is equal to Z. Since 
X, Y, and Z are all equal to each other, the conclusion is always tixie. 
Therefore, the answer space under "T" has been marked.

T F
P] [] []

9

X = Y and Y = Z, therefore, X = Z1.

In the next problem, the statement says that X is larger than Y, md
Y is larger than Z. The conclusion says that >X is equal to Z. Since
Y is larger than Z, X must be even larger, and\the conclusion is 
always false. Therefore, the answer space undeV "F" has been markdd.

y
/*. T 7^ ?

Z [] []X'> Y and Y > Z, therefore X =2.

In the third sample problem, the statement says that X is not equal to
Y, and Y iS not equal to Z. The conclusion says that X is not larger 
than Z. The statement indicates that,neither X nor Z is equal to Y, 
but there is no way to tell whether X is larger, smaller, or equal to
Z. Therefore, the' conclusion is uncertain, and the answer space under 
"?" has been marked.

T F ?

[] [] n3. X Y and Y Z, therefore, X > Z
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To make sure you understand, mark the next three problems yourself.

T F ?
.[] □ []

[] [] []

[] [] []

4. X < Y and Y < Z, therefore, X < Z

5. X = Y and Y > Z, therefore, X = Z

6. X 5^ Y and 'i f 1, therefore, X > Z

You should have marked "T" for problem 4, "F" for problem 5, and "?" 
for problem 6. Are there any questions?

You have 10 minutes to answer 20 items.

\
\ ■

■U
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i : LOGIC AND REASONING

PART I

1. A > B and B = C, therefore A = C.

2. A > B and B > C, therefore A > C.

3. A < B and B < C, therefore A > C.

4. A B and B = C, therefore A C.

5. A > B and B < C, therefore A < C.

6. A ^ B and B = C, therefore A = C.

7. A < B and B = C, therefore A = C.

8. A < B and B > C, therefore A > C.

9. A B and B C, therefore A C.

10. A ^ B and B C, therefore A ̂  C.
V

11. A jtB and B > C, therefore A > C.

12. A > B and B C, therefore A ̂  C.

13. A = B .and B < C, therefore A C.

14. A > B and B C, therefore A < C.

15. A < B and B C, therefore A < C.

16. A /f B and B C, therefore A ̂  C.
17. A > B and B C, thirefore A > C.

18. A ^ B and B < C, therefore A ^ C.

19. A > B and B C, therefore A ^ C.

20. A < B and B ^ C, therefore A C.

\

U Ift »
V? '

STOP. DO NOT TURN TO PART II UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.
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PART II

DIRECTIONS: Problems 21 through 32 on the following two pages refer 
to the story below. Read the story and then answer the 
multiple choice items, which follow by shading the one 
appropriate space with your pencil on the answer sheet.
You have 20 minutes to ans\^fer items 21 through 32.

One afternoon at their regular club meeting at school, all of 
the members of the Nfy-stery Trip Club of East High School were given a 
copy of the following street map and list of directions for getting to 
a party at the home of Jane Howard, the club president.*

You are to read and follow all directions 
in numerical order unless the directions 
specify othem^ise.

Go outside the school building 
to the street comer.

If you are not a sophomore, 
ignore instruction 3 and go 
directly to instruction 4.
From where you are standing, 
v/alk two blocks west.

A DJ EB C
school 
^□1 JF G H,1.

K, L M, N, 0
2.

P Q. R, S T

W E
3.

If you are a senior, ignore instructions 5 and 6 and go 
directly to instruction 7.
From where you are standing now, walk two blocks south.

If you are a sophomore, ignore instructions 7, 8, and 9, 
and go directly to instruction 10.
Walk one block west.
If you are a senior, ignore instructions 
12, and go directly to instruction 13.

directly 'i

4.

5.

6.

\
7.

8. , 10, 11, and

Ignore instruction 10 and go 
Walk one block east.
Walk one block north.
Ignore instruction 13 and go directly to instruction 14.
Walk one block south.
If you have correctly followed the preceeding instructions, 
you are now standing in front of JSne's, house. Ring the 
doorbell and introduce yourself to Mrs. Howard. Refreshments 
will be served inside.

9. instruction 11.
10.

11.

12.

13.

,14.
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LOGIC AND REASONING

PART II

21. Instruction 3 applies to

A. Sophomores only
B. Juniors only
C. Seniors only

" D, Juniors and Seniors only
E. Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors

22. Instruction 4 will be read by

A. Sophomores only
B. Juniors only
C. Seniors only
D. Juniors and Seniors only
E. Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors

23. Jane's house is'at location

A. L
B. M
C. , Q
D. R
E. S

24. How many blocks did Seniors walk?
^ ■

J
A. 2
B. , 3
C. 4
D. 5
E. 6

25. How many blocks did Juniors walk?'

A. 2
B. 3
C. 4
D. 5
E. 6
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26. Which, one of the following points did the Sophomores not pass?

A. N
B. M
C. L
D. G
E. H

27. How many blocks did Sophomores walk?

A. 2
B. 3
C. 4
D. 5
E. 6

%

Instruction 9 will be read by

A. Sophomores only.
B. Juniors only
C. Seniors only
D. . Sophomores and Juniors only
E. Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors

28.

Instruction 10 will be read by29.

Sophomores only 
Juniors only 
Seniors only.

\A.
B. IC.

Sophomores and Juniors only 
Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors,'

D.
E-.

3

30. Instruction 11 will be read by

A. Sophomores only 
, B. Juniors only

C. Seniors only
D. Sophomores and Juniors only
E. Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors
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% 31. Which one of the following points did none of the students pass?

A. G
B. H
C. K
D. L 
H. M

6W.-

32. Instruction 13 applies to

A. Sophomores only
B. Juniors only
C. Seniors only
D. Sophomores and Seniors only
E. Sophomores and Juniors only

/

STOP. DO NOT TURN TO PART III UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

\

\ ■ I

i

)
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I LOGIC AND REASONING

PART III

DIRECTIONS: In order to answer questions 33 through 37 you must first 
follow the instructions below. Follow^ the instructions 
in numerical order unless directed otherwise. Wienever 
you are directed to wite a number in a box, you are first 
to erase whatever number is already in the box.
You have 10 minutes to answer items 33 through 37.

Choose any one of the numbers of the set (7, 11, 19) and 
write it in the box labelled I.

1.

Multiply the number in box I by two, and vnrite the answer 
in the box labelled C.

2.

Subtract 4 from the number in box C, and 
write the answer in box C.

I3.

If the number in box C is greater than 8, 
your next instruction is instruction 3.

4.

Subtract 1 from the number in box C and 
write the answer in box C.

5.
C

If the number in box C is positive, your 
next instruction is instruction 3.

6.

Stop7.

TRUE or FALSE? With your pencil, shade the appropriate space on the 
answer sheet which best corresponds with your answer.

If a person chooses 7 in instruction 1, the number in box C when 
he reaches instruction 7 will be 0. V

■.W -'7^
If a persfen chooses 11 in instruction She numper in box C when 
he reaches instruction 7 will be 9.

35. If a person chooses 19 in instruction 1, the number in box C when 
he reaches instruction 7 will be 25.

36. Regardless of the number chosen in instruction 1, the instruction 
3 will be executed exactly three times.

37. Regardless of the number chosen in instruction 1, the instruction 
5 will be executed exactly twice.

WHEN YOU HAVE COMPLETED PART III, CLOSE YOUR TEST BOOKLET;
YOU MAY NOT RETURN TO PART I OR PART II.

33.

34.
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: LOGIC AND REASONING

ANSIVER SHEET

PART I PART II PART III

T F ? ABODE T F

1. D I] □

2. [] [] []

3. [] [] []

4. [] [] []

5. [] □ []

6. [] I] []

7. [] [] n

8. []. []. []

9. [] [] []

10. [] []' [] -

11. □ [] []

12. [] [] []

13. [] [] []

14. [] [] []

15. [] [] []

16. I] [] []

17. [] [] []

18. £] [] []

19. [] [] []

21. [] [] [] [] []

22. [] [] [] [] []

23. [] [] [] [] []

24. [] [] [] [] []

25. [] [] [] [] []

26. [] [] [] [] []

27. [] [] [] [] []

28. [] [] [] [] []

29. [] [] [] [] []

30. [] [] [] [] []

31. [] [] [] t] []

32. [] [] [] []\[]

33. [] []

34. [] -[]

35. [] []

36. [] []

37. [] []

38. [] []

\ ■

iJ
(

20. [] [] []
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CCMPUTER-ASSISTED PROBLBl-SOLVING

MATHEMATICS

STUDENT OPINION INVENTORY

INSTRUMENT A

Name of Student: Date:

Boy: Girl: (check one)

Grade Level:

INSTRUCTIONS: Please circle the response which best describes your 
feelings.

1. I like mathematics.

a. Agree
b. Don't know
c. Disagree

2. I like using a computer to learn mathematics.

a. Agree
b. Don't know
c. Disagree

\
\
^ ■

■

3. Using a computer helps me to understand mathematics.

a. Agree .
'b. Don't know 
c. Disagree

4. Using a computer has increased my interest irfmathematics.

a. Agree
b. Don't know
c. Disagree
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5. In addition to mathematics I would like the opportunity to
computer to leam^^ect-matter in other courses (for example; 
social studies orsciehce).

a. Agree
b. Don't know
c. Disagree

1 use a

6. I have a better understanding of the coii5)uter because of the 
opportunity I have had to use a computer to learn mathematics.

a. Agree
b. Don't know
c. Disagree

\/

\

^ ■

iJ
Vi
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED PROBLEM-SOLVING

MATHEMATICS

STUDENT OPINION INVENTORY

INSTRUMENT B

Date:Name of Student:

(check one)Girl:Boy:

Grade Level:

INSTRUCTIONS: Please circle the response which best describes your 
feelings.

1. I like mathematics.

a. Agree
b. Don't know
c. Disagree

2. I woiiLd have liked to have had the opportunity to use a computer 
to learn mathematics this semester.

a. Agree 
6". Don't know 
c. Disagree4

^ ■

Ji-J -V

3. Using a computer would have helped me tQ^^^ter understand 
mathematics.

a. Agree
b. Don't know
c. Disagree

4. Students who used a computer to learn mathematics this semester 
had an advantage over me.

a. Agree
b. Don't know
c. Disagree
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5. If I take an additional mathematics course I would like to use 
the computer inNj::fe€~tqurse to learn mathematics.

a. Agree
b. Don't know
c. Disagree

6. I would like the opportunity to use a computer to learn siibject- 
matter in other than mathematics courses (for exan^le: social 
studies or science).

a. Agree
b. Don't know
c. Disagree

■

~\
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